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ABSTRACT

a concept and practice, has enerÉled as an
alternative to the hierarchicaJ- practices which pervade the
current social order. Empowerment is based on involving the
general population ín the decision making process by encouraging
Empowerment, as

the creation and utilization of alternatives or possibilities
thus all"owing the population the largest possible continuun of
choice, In practice en¡por{erment consists of methods and
technique which allo¡v aIl nenbers to effectively participate in
the processes of the group. Enpowernent becones people acting on

their own ideas in order to develop alternatives for thenselves
and their comnunity which refLect theír goals and values.
This thesis attenpts to understand the current state of
fornalízed processes through an analysis of current pLanning
practice. It also attenpts to unde¡stand an eopowerment
perspective through an exaninâtion of the empowernent Iiterature
and through an examination and analysis of a project carried out
under an enpowerment based franework.

Finallyr' this thesis puts proposes a planning practice
on an enpowerûrent perspective. It outlines a new role for
planning and plenning professionals fron the perspective of
empowernent based planning pract ice

.
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CHAPTER ONE

INlRODUCTION

Thi.s is a thesis on the theory and practice of empowernen!
with a view of what an enpowerment based planning practice might

look lj.ke should the planning profession choose to embrace
empowernent.¡ The desire to explore the afore mentioned
subject matter arose out of my personal ber.ief in t,he need for
nodern professions to pursue more egalit,arian modes of
operation, This personal belief is based on my underst,anding of
the sociaL ¿nd econonic framework i.n which planning, and the
other institutionalized seÊlments of this society, operate, It j.s
arso baged on ny knowredge of the groering dissatisfaction within
the pLanning profession in regards to the constraints imposed
the profession ¿nd how they inpede the ebility of pl.ênnÍng to

on

adequately serve the real needs of the connunity.
THE

PROBLEITI

The problen on which this thesis centers is the inêbility

of

people, acting froo the doninant perspective, to adequat,eJ.y
address the full range of problens, ideas, and values which exist
within their lives. Under the current structure, the ¡¡oa,ls ênd
values attributed to the population are the goals and values
which parallel the interests of the soalLer Þortion of the
rThe tern planning is used in reference to the planninÉl
profession
and the fleld of plennÍng in general rathãr than to ê
particu.ì-ar type of planning such as land
use or social planning.
while this thesis prtnarirv refers to inatiturio".rizãa'piä""ïii
underteken bv govern'ent' the Ídeas in this thesis .r.
-sãctors
to planning and planners in both the public ând private"ipii.Ãü-i.
working in alL aspects and specialtieã of planniig.

2

popuLåtion who control the power. Representa.tion of the majority
of the population in any real way exists to the degree that, the

goals and values of the majority paralIeI those of the ruling
minority,
The interests of the majority and the interests of the

lowest social strata are addressed within the context of the
system created and controlJ.ed by the elite.
Aid to the
downtrodden is allowed to a degree that maintains their existence

but does not provide then the opportunity to Iive and participate
in the shaping of their own lives. This type of system breeds
people who feel the need to help the people but wíll not allow
t,henselves to trust the people to take part in their own
liberation. These helpers hold on to their knowledge e,nd status
and, Iike the systen from which they cane, Ínpose their knowledge
and status on the people they are purporting to help (Freire
t970, 46-47 ) ,
Planning, as an institutionalized nenber of the social
order, also experiences this problem of serving the goals and
values of a very narrow range of the population. planning is in
need of sone critical

self analysis in order to evaluat,e what its
true purpose should be. If planning, as a profession, believes
its role is to preserve and perpetuate the status quo, then it
should continue along its current path. If, however, planning t s
evaluation of itseLf concludes the role of planning should be to
facilitate al1 menberts participation in the creatíon and growth
of the social order, then planning nust re-orientate its values
and techniques in order to reflect that perspective.

3

PURPOSES

This thesis is an inquiry into the nature of enpowerrnent and
planning, in particular the underlying concepts, values, beliefs,
and principles inherent Ín the theory and practice of each, The
prinary purpose of this thesis is to develop an understanding of
by exaníning the theory and philosophy of empowernent
as well as the practice of empowerrnent based alternatives. This
thes.is also attenpts to narry that understsnding of enpowernent
empowerment

to a vision of a social order based on an empowernent
perspective. In terms of the planning profession, this thesis
examines the current practice of pJ-anning and how plannÍng would
change should it choose to enb¡aee an enpowernent perspective.
This thesis places itself within the context of change; not
just of a portion of the ínstítutionalized social order, such as
p]-anning, but of the entire social, order. The assertion is that
the franework for change exists and is evident in the existence
of enpowerment based alternatÍves to the institutionalized
order. These demonstrations of the viability of a new socialorder are more inportant, given the growing dissatisfaction with
the current socíal- order. In planning this is demonstreted by
t,he expregsed desire to move away fron traditional plannind
roles, positíons ¡ and vaJ-ues.
Institutionalized planning, in its traditionaL forn, stilJ.
very nuch doninates the profession, as do traditional approaches
in other institutionelized segnents of the current social order.
The task now is to transforn the desire for change and the

4

experience gained in small scale denonstrations of ways of

building a new social order, to a Is,rgle scale change of the
existing social order and íts various institutionalized support
systerns. What is required then, is a shift from the current
paradigm of capitalism to e pa¡adig¡n based on empowerrnent.2
The process of noving fron the old paradign to the new
paradigm ís what is terned paradign shift.
A paradigm shift
represents a complete change in the status quo. The theory,
values, and solutions of the new paradign are conpletely
dífferent fron those of the old paradigm. The inability of the
current systen and its ínstitutions to adequately deal with the
problens and issues of the sociaL order creates gaps in the l_ogic
of the current systen. New ideas based on a new paradigm energe
to address the gaps in the logic and practice of the current
systeD. Whil-e the new paredigm and its acconpanying practÍces
will Iikely be ridículed and resisted because of the entrenched
power of the current paradign, they can be adopted if they
demonstrate their ability to address the problens and issues the
current paradign ís unable to address. The support for the new
paradig¡r must outweigh the support for the current paradign or
else the current peradign will survive. This neans the
population nust be ready; both intelLectually and enotionally,

2A paradign is defined as an accepted nodel or pattern,
franework of thought, and schene for understanding and explaining
certain aspects of realíty, enconpassing a.nd encouraging a set of

eociel beliefs (Kuhn

1970

,

23)

.

5

for a new paradigm and accept the goals and values of the
paradigm (Becker 1968, 363-366 ).

new

I'IETHODOLOGY

The r¡ethodology enployed in this thesis involves both

deductive and inducti.ve research.3 Deductive research is used
in the examination of the theory and practice of both planning
and the larger social and econonic systen in which pl-anning

exists. Inductive research, invoJ-ving both an examinetion of the
Iiterature on er¡ìpowerment and the authort s involvenent in a,
eomnunity group attempting to work towards aiding the enpolrernent
of the people with which it came in contact, is used in the
discussion of enpowerment,
The wríting of this thesis is based on a belief in the power
of the socioJ-ogy of knowledge.a The context in which we come
to know and believe things is partially the determinent of what
we end up knowing and believing. The context of the system in
which we currently exist is one particular to capitalism.
Through an exploration and analysís of that systen I hoped to
develop an understanding of the systen. By understanding the
system, I hoped to develop an understanding of the context in

3Deduction is "the process of reasoninÉ fron general
principles to particular instances" (Theodorson and Theodorson
1970, 104). Induction is "the process of reasoning from
individual instances to general principles, deriving generêI
conclusions frou individual observations" (Theodorson and

Theodorson 1970,

199

).

"the sociology of knowledge is concerned with the
relationship between human thought and the context in which it
arisesr' (BerEer ¿nd Lucknenn 1966. 4).
4

6

which support for the system is maintained. If we know what
motívations cause us to adopt the attitudes we currently possess,

better abl-e to step away fron those attitudes and create
new context in which the attítudes that are promoted are those
which nore accurately reflect our needs and values.
we a're

a

LITERATURE

While the literature covered in this thesis is by no rneans
exhaustive of the subject area, I believe it to be rnore than
adequate ín covering the subject natter and il-luminating the

relevant points.
DEFINITIONS

Certain terms arise r¡ithin this thesis which nay initíaIly
be unclear. WhiIe a conplete reading woul-d clarify these terns
it seems that the reader would benefit fron an understanding of

the terns before reading begins.
Enpowerment is the tern referring to a point of view based
on a framework of equÍty. Empowerment is a state of existence
whereby individuals have naxi¡run control. over those factors which
effect theír lives. It ís a way of thinking and acting which
promotes the greatest degree of latitude in choice and ection.
The systen is the tern used to define the existing social
and econo¡nic order consisting of government, the civiJ- service,
and the traditional business comnunity.
Conmuníty is used to denote s. group of individuals with ties

7

to each other. These ties can be geographj-c, economíc, or
soc ial .
Citizen participation is the tern used to refer to
involvement of t,he average citizen in the formal processes of
business and governnent.

Capitalisn is an economic system based on the neans of
production being privately owned and operated and allowed to
function with minimal interference f roro the public sêctor.
BIASES

are those of ny values and experience and how they
have molded me to view the world. In particular, I an biased
towards the pereeption of the need for a restructuring of the
social order based on an enpowernent perspective. I am a person
who wants a real- say in those things which effect Dy life ênd ny
understanding of t,he current system leads ne to beLieve that I
wiÌl not have that control if this system persists. An
empowerment perspectíve appeals to my sense of equity and
personal control and in I sense appeals to ny biases,
More particularly, my biases reflect the fact that a great
deal of ny post secondary education took place withín the
discipline of sociology. The cross-over fron sociology to
planning took place as a result of my personal perception of the
lack of an action orientetion of sociology and the perceived
presence of an action orientation within planning. My view of
planning contains, then, ny perception of the best of both
worLds. This would be the larger vision of the social
environment provided by sociology and the action orientat,ion of
My biases

planning,
ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter One
outlines the paraneters of the thesis and places the reader
within the proper context. Thís process prepares the reader for
the approach taken by the writer.
Chapter Two looks at the current state of planning as well
as the social, economic, and educational clinate in which
planníng exísts. The concepts of the public ínterest and citízen
partieipation are also exanined within the context of the
functioning of the current social order. The purpose of this
chapter is to develop an understanding of where ere, as a society
and more particularly as a planning conmunity, are at in our view
of the world.
Chapter Three begins with an exanination of Sherry
Arnstein's ladder of citizen particípat,ion¡ the accepted model of
participetion within planning and asks the question of how much
conmon ground ArnsteÍn's nodel shares with an ernpowernent
perspective. The chapter goes on to exanine sone of the
literature on empower¡nent within the tÌ{o broadly defined
cêtegoÌies of group and individual enpowernent.
Chapter Four deaLs with the case study carried out wíth
Winnipeg Housing Concerns fnc., a housing Elroup conducting tenant
education workshops. The case study served the purpose of
providing a tangible exenple of an attenpt at an enpowerrnentbased
initiative.
The chapter outlines and exanines the process
relative to an understanding of enpowernent.

I
Chapter Five sets out an empowerment view of planning in
particular and society in general , By using lessons from the

past and present and assessing the ability of the current system
to be a catalyst for empowerment Chapter Five delineates an
empowernent nodef. The chapter concludes with a call for social
change,

The f ina.l- chapter sunnarizes and concludes the findíngs of

the thesis, It also addresses several questions which arise out
of the thesís but are not addressed withín the body of the
thesis.
LIMITS OF THE THESIS

Every píece of ¡vork has its li¡aitations, otherwise it would
never end. The l"i¡nitations of this particular work exist within

the Li¡nitations of our understanding of a process which is not
widely used. A great deal of what is suggested withín this
thesis has not been inplenented on a large sc¿le. While that
does not mean the ideas are merely pie in the sky thinking, Ít
does nean that the reaults of inplenenting then are unknown.

I{hiIe this may prevent nany people fror¡ endorsing a new
perspective it ís not an excuse for inaction. Unless we
challenge those perceived Iimitations and try new ideas we will
never know if we can inprove the existíng stête of things.

a more besic levelr this thesis is lirnited by the
constraints of tine and ny or¡n intellectual ability.
If tine and
talent were a botto¡nLess well the content of this thesis night be
very different,
On

CHAPTER

TWO

CURRENT PLANNING PRACTICE

AND

ITS

VIEW OF

THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

In his book, Planninq in the PubÌic Domain: F¡on Knowledee
to Action, John Friedmann characterizes mainstrean planning,
whích is generally carried out by the st,ate, as being in crisis.
He states that planning, in this forrn, is increasinglly unable to
"satisfy the legitimate needs of the people" (Fried¡lann 19?0,
3LZ). Friedmann goes on to give an explanation for the crisis in
planning and four possible reactions to the crisis. The
altêrnative which Friedmann seems to endorse or believe to be the
most intelligent solution to the crisis in planning is the
re-centering of political power in civil society. This
al-ternative proposes an interactive, responsive, and empowering
relationship between society and planning.
If we accept Friednannts characterization of planning as
being in crisis, we need to examine nainstream planning ín order
to undersÈand why th¿t crisís exiats.
The purpòse of this châpter will be to suggest possible
cêuses for the crisis in planníngi . It will be an examinatÍon of
the roles and ¿ttitudes of those who are engaged in the practice
of planning as well as an enquiry into the contributíon of
planning education to the developnent of those roles and
attitudes. It will also be an exanination of the larger context
in which planning occurs, ie., the social and economic systen of

I1

Western society.

Through these examinations, it is hoped that

an

understanding of the crisis in p.lanning wiII evolve. Another
purpose of this chapter wil-l be to examine how current planning

practice views the ideas of public ínterest and citizen
participation. The final ain of this chapter wiII be to evaluate
community architecture, a nerir approach to planning, in order to
discover if it presents a better alternative for planning or if
it is nerefy traditional planning with a new title.

CURRENT PLANNING PRACTICE
:

:
:

:
:
,

The Job of the practicinq planner by A1bert Solnit, is a

book about the regulatory side of planning. This type of
planning can be termed mainstrearn or traditional pJ_anning in the
sense that it is the most wideJ.y practiced type of formal

:

:

:

:

!
:

.
:

;
:

pfanning. Consequently, Solnit's book deals with issues such as
land use regulation, zoning and the improvement of zoníng
reports, and working with developers. planning, in this widely
practice forn, is nerely the perpetuation of the existing order
through regulation. An exanple of this is the fact thåt land use
reguL¿tions such as zoning do not always act in the interest of
the connunity-as-a-who1e . Zoning is often a tool used to keep
neighbourhoods honogenous and to protect existing businesses from
conpetition (Solnít 1988, 17-18).

72

The most telling

statenent in Solnít,s book, for the
purposes of this writing, emerges in a list of attributes of a
good practicing planner. According to SoInit, a good practicing
planner should, "know what is good development f ro¡n the public

point of view" (Solnit L988, 22). This cha¡aeterization of the
planner suggests some special paternalistic knowledÉe exists
within good planners whieh makes them able to deeide what is best
for the publ ic.
The question ¡¡hich requires an answer is as follows. How
accurate is Solnitts assessment of current planning practice?
The answer to this questíon should be contained in an examination
of the roles occupied by those currently engaged in the practice
of planning,
Surveys of planning activity

reveaL the technical and
administ¡ative functions in "line" prograns and activities such
as land use planning, long range planning, planning reports, and

real estate developnent dominate the roles of practicing planners
over socio-political functions such as advocacy, fundraising,
community organizing, or aiding the dispoesessed. These surveys
reveal the practice of planning to be prinarily concerned with
Iand use control r physical planning, administration, and zonin¡l
and subdivision review (Kneck 1g86, 10; Schon, et aI . 1g?6, 1g5;
Corby

, 22\.
Elizabeth Howe, in her article "Role Choices of Urban
Planners¡ " develops a typology of three role choices for urban
planners: political pl-anners, technical planners, and
1974

13

hybrids

,

t

Political planners believed planners should be open
participants in the planning process allowing their values to
infLuence their work and openly advocating their particular
positions, Planning, they believe, should be part of the
government structure in order that it would be involved in afl
controversies related to planning. planners, in this view,
should organize and use theír support groups to neutralize
opposition to their plans and should actively lobby against
proposals they believe to be bad (Howe 1980, 400).
Technical pLanners believe their appropriate role is that of
objectivê accurate analyzer. Planning 1 for thern, is to be
rational and long range wíth planners developíng technically
correct soÌutions to planning problerns. The plans, once
developed, shoul-d stand or faII on t,heir technical quality and
Ínternal logic. The primary source of planner's influence Iies
in disseminating and faciliÈating the use of technical
infornation (Howe 1980, 400 ),
Hybrid planners see advantages to both political- and
technical approaches to p.l-anning. Thís position forces the

individuaL to engage in a constant process of choice between the
two roles or to attenpt to balance the inconsístencies of both
roles (Howe 1980, 400).

rIt ís relevant to note¡ Howe's typology was developed out
of a survey of public pLanners. he roles of political ,
technical-, and hybrid pfênner would have to be carried out within
the public planning system which is do¡oinated by regulatory

planning.

I4

The confusion planners face about their appropriate role is

reiterated in the Page-lang survey of Canadian planners. The
survey reveals the general belief by planners in the rational
cornprehensive model- of planning and the ¡atíonal planning
process. It is seen as the best model planners have and though
ít has its faults, it wift do untif sourething better cones along,
The survey reveals a re.Iuctance on the part of planners to
abandon the comprehensive plan belíeving it shouLd ¡enain as a
general guide for communities to achieve their goals, The
responsibí1ity of the for¡nulation of these goals, the rnajority of
plênners believed, shouLd lie with the pJ-anner (page and Lang
1977,7-8), Míchael Vasu's 1979 survey of Anerican planners also
reveals planner's acceptance of the rol_e of technical , apolitical
staff adviser co¡nnitted to a planning function which has as its
ideal-s coroprehens ivenes s and cent¡alizatÍon (Vasu 1g7g, 1?B),
SU¡'IüARY: CURRENT PLANNING PRACTICE

The present state of planning¡ fron the perspective of

practicing planners seens to be characterized by a certain degree
of confusion as to the precíse roLe the planner should play as
evidenced by the three role typology set out in ELizabeth Howetg
1980 study. There is however, an overwhelning acceptance by
practicing planners of the rational comprehensive nodeL of
planning as the franework fron ¡.¡hich plannin¡¡ should and does
work. The question now becornes: Why is there role confusion if
there is one generally accepted theory fron which planning
professional operate.
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PARADIGM BREAKDOI{N

The Pâge-Lang survey of Canadian planners reveals a desire

on the part of planners for a larger degree of public
participation than is possible within current pfenning practice.
WhiIe the respondents generally accepted the rofe of the planner
as adviser, there was a greater desire to take on the role as
advocate and diminish the role of technical expert (page-Lang

, 7-8).
The dissatisfaction Írith current planning practice is
evidenced in the creation of diffe¡ent for¡ns of planning practice
whose ain is to nake planning more responsive to the people who
are affected by t,he p1ans. The creation and use of local area or
neighbourhood planning is an example of this.2
G¡ant Anderson's survey of locaJ- area or neighbourhood
planners in four Canadian cíties díscovered the problems
expressed by planners in traditional planning environnents are
not necessarily alleviated by a so called change in the approach
to planning. Neighbourhood pJ.anners found they were unable to
effectively ect as a resource for " conmuni ty-based , decisionnaking groups. " Their role, in fact, was that of traditionel
planner paying lip service to conmunity-based planning. Given
the reality the area and nunber of people assigned to the
1977

Locel area or neighbourhood planning is the appêrent
decentral i zat ion of municipal planning. In its ideal form it
pronotes planners and ¡esidents workin¡l together to produce a new
type of more relevant and highly inplenentable comnunity-based
pLanning process (Anderson 1977, 35),
2
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neighbourhood p.Ianner was too .large to manage under

a

neighbou¡hood planning approach and the fact the planner was used

as a buffer between conce¡ned citizens with ideas for change and
politicians and operating agencies; the neighbourhood planning
prog¡ans are merely díversions to pacify citizens and planners

with a desire to ¡nake the planning process nore responsive to the
needs of the people it is effecting (Anderson 19?7, 35-40).
SUM}'ARY: PARADIGM BREAKDOT{N

The existíng state of institutionalÍzed

planning is one
characterized by an adherence to the ideals of rationality and
comprehens ivene s s . As well, there is a recognition, on the part
of the planning conrnunity, of the practíce of planning as being
value-laden and t,herefore at odds with the tenets of "scientific

objectívity and political neutraLity inplícit in rational
planning and the comprehensive master pIan" (Alexander 1984, 64).
he response has been an adherence to the rational paradign due to
a lack of sufficient support for a competítive set of ídeas
(Hernnens 1980, 259). The cognitive díssonance experienced by
planners, resulting from the profession's adherence to the
rational model and the rational ¡rodelts inability to provide t,he
roles for pLanning professionals which they perceive to be
appropriate, is not dealt with in any substantive way. The
creation and implernentation of neighbourhood planning is
indicitive of the lack of substantive change.
The net effect on the planning profession has been role

ll

confusion, Even though a particular paradigm is generally
adhered to ie., the rationa.L paradigm, there is not complete
satisfaction with the role possibilitíes which that paradigm
allows. There is virt,ually no significant movement towards the
fundarnental restructuring of professional practice or roles due
to the lack of an endorsed al-ternative paradign on which to base
the restructuring (Alexander 1984, 64), This perspective is
endorsed by Friednann when he states:
The rationaL-choice model of planning has stagnated for
nearly two decades. .., Despite extensive and even
virulent criticism, the model continues to be in vogue,
chief J-y, one suspects, because nothing better has cone
aLong ( Friednann 198?,

37 )

,

CONTRIBUTIONS OF PLANNING EDUCAÎION

In his articfe "After Rationality, What?,'¡ Ernest Alexander
presents several responses to the breakdown of the rationaL
paradign. The nost widespread response in planning education and
practice is the ritual response. The ritual response involves
"clinging to the old paradign and ignoring its revealed
anomalies, in almost rituâI repetition and elaboration of the oLd
veritíes in theory and practice (Alexander 1984, 64). This is
evidenced by the fact that 'rmost textbooks still present a
nornative plânning process and a selection of ¡nethods for
application in planning practice that are f irr¡Iy founded in the
rational planning paradigm" (Alexander 1994, 64). By clinging to
the rational paradigm the educator has sonething concrete and
faníliar to pass on to the student; something nore than just
theory because the rationat paradign cones complete with an
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accepted set of concepts, methods, and skiIls

(Alexander lgB4,

65).

In order for planning to rûove away from the rationalparadigm and towards a paradigm which a-llows for the recognition
of the value-Iaden nature of pfanning and the factoring of these
values into t,he planning process, there ¡nust be a change in the
content and enphasis of planning education, If we return to the
exanple of neighbourhood planníng we see its ineffectiveness is
partially the responsibility of the education planners receive.
fn a conmunity-based neighbourhood planning situation the planner
needs to have the skills of comnunity education, conmunity
organizingr and the knowledge of the political realíties of
municipal planningl . These are not prioritíes ín an educational
environ¡nent based on a rational conprehensive approach to
planning (Anderson L977, 41) .
This is illustrated by the Master of City Planning program
at the University of Manitoba.s The exanple of that planning

sone nay argue that the exanrple of one university,

s

curriculun is not a sufficient foundation on which to generalize
about planning education. Based on the author, s knowledge of
planning education in Canada, through discussions with students
exposed to other universities and the stated status of the
University of Manítobats planning school within the acadenic
conrnunity as being one of the nore progressive plenning schools,
the University of Manitoba's pIênning progta¡n can reasonably be
essessed as representetive of the goaIs, val-ues, and content of
planning education. Even íf surveys of other plênning schools
had been done, through an examinatÍon of their coulse out,Iines
and course descriptions, the degree to which conclusions could be
drawn from that exercise are sonewhat suspect. Course
descriptions do not always prer¡ent the nost accurate portrayal of
actual course content. Given the author's experience was with
the University of Msnitoba's planning prograrl and the fact that
that progran seens to fairly represent the content of planning
education, it seens the approach taken ¡ras vaLid,

l9
progra¡n presents further evidence of planning education's

propensíty towards dealing with the physícal- environnent. The
nandatory courses during the two years of coursework were:
Planning Law, Planning Design I and planning Design fI, pfanning
Theory, PJ.anning Theory III,

Urban Analysis, housing and Urban

Revitalizâtion, Land Developrnent, and Urban Developnent
( Universit,y of Manitoba ceneral CaLendar 1989-1990, I7B),
Planning Law dealt prinarily wíth the laws as related to
property. Issues such as zoning, easenents, rights of property
holders, etc. were dealt with. planning Desígn required that
students undertake a neighbourhood study in which skiIls such as
windshiel-d surveys, questionnaire surveys, mapping and anaì,yzing

data were utilized. Planning Design II had us design a
subdivÍsion on a rea.L piece of land with the lega1 constraints of
the area in place. Planning Theory was an exploration of the

theories which doninate planning thought. planning Theory III
dealt with the fiscal side of pl-anning; the monetary
ranifications of planning decisions. Urban Analysis dealt with
understanding and critiquing rational conprehensive planning. It
also briefly explored aLternative thinking and action ín

pIanninS, Housing and Urban Revitalízation undertook the task of
deliveríng an overview of Canadian housing policy as well es
explaining the Eotivations behind the policies. Other issues
dealt with included housing subsidies, urban renewal , and the
structure of the housing market. The Land Developnent course
involved locatíng a client and undertaking a project for that
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client. fn the case of the class fo¡ the 1989-1990 academic
year, a revitalization strategy for the Main Street strip of
Winnipeg was developed on behal-f of the North-Main Development

Corporation. Urban Development r{as a retrospect and analysis of
the Land Development course. It al-so involved learning how to
keep a journal. and why ít is valuabLe to the planning process,
Planning design IV was an optional course in which afmost
everyone participated, It allowed students a choice of projects
in which to be ínvolved. Amoung the choices was one which dealt
wÍth .Iearning and understanding the ideas and techniques of
comnunity economic developnent. Only nyself and one othe¡
student chose this project, When I nade enquirÍes to ny peers as
to why it was not chosen by nore of then, nany replied that it,
may be interesting but they wanted courses which would give then
a better chance of enploynent in the "reaI planning world. " Most
of ny peers picked the regional deveJ.opment project or the
project whose purpose was to update a development plan for a
small rural connunity.4
Anoung the other optional coutses ¡ aside from reading
courses in which the student can pursue a topic area of their own
choosing, most courses continued to deaL with the physical
aspects of planning. The few courges which attempt t,o expand
aExpectations of planning education are very practically
oriented towards the realization of enployment. One of the
principle reasons I personally switched fron the graduate prograr¡
in sociology to the graduate progran in city plenning was due to
planning t s propensity tor.Tards preparing the student for
employment in the professional connunity.

2T

the definition of planning outside the physical are generally
net with litt1e interest and poor enrollnent. I chose as an
opt,ion Planning Theory 2. It was a course which explored ideas
on the fringe of planning and its purpose was to expand the
student's view of planning. I was the only student who enrolled
in the course.
The preceding explanation of the curricutum of planning

highlights the emphasis placed on the physical and
technical side of planning. Cou¡ses which attenpt to stretch
the definition of planning in a new direction are few and when
atÈendance is optíonaI receive significantly Iess interest than
traditional planning courses.
schooJ.

The development of a project in planning school, and the

professional world, for that mat,ter, is not devoid of
considering and factoring in eppropriate social variables. The
significant question ís not whether va¡iables of a soci¿I nêture
are considered, rather it is how much weight those variables
receive relative to physical and economic variables, The
delineation of the content of planning education courses
suggests a definite enphasis on the physical and economic
requírements of the built environnent.
Education in the aree of city planning is not meant to be
an exercise in educ¿tion for the sake of education. The purpose

of the educational progran is to prepare the student to take
part in the professional planning connunity 8s a plenning

professional , According to the University of Manitoba, s
1989-1990 General Calendar the program ains to educate its
students in order that they vrilI be "well-qualified
professionals prepared to deal with the growing challenges

and

problems of our urba.n culture in terms of urban-regional
environment" (University of Manitoba 1989/90, !77)

lt also

boasts of relatíonships to various leveIs of governnent
several professional planning organizations.

and

Given the stated grounding in the "real" planning world
planning education has, the biases of the systen in ¡.rhich the

planning connunity must operate are relevant to this discussion.
Does then, the gravitation of planning education towards the

physical side of planning accurately reflect the constraints of
the system in which planning operates?
INFLUENCE OF THE SOCIOECONOMIC SYSTEM

In his book The Plannint Function in Urban Govern¡rent, R.A.
Walker states in regards to planning at t,he end of the lg20ts:
Preoccupation with physical planníng is not surprisíng,
though, if we relate it to the total context of social
attitudes and political activity in the prosperous era.
The fete of the lowest incone group was generall-y viewed
as an inevítable consequence of the way the economic
systeÌo worked, and to those in controJ.ling positions it
appeared to be working satisfactorily (Wal-ker 1950, 34).
t{hile it is true thet planníng has expanded its scope of
influence to include more social issues such as the physÍcal and
social needs of the lowest íncome group, there must be an
understanding of the larger context in which the consideration of
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these issues occurs. Do both the physicaL and social side of
planning receíve equal weight in planning decisions or rather, do
the economícs of a particular perspective decide which variables
are most important ?

Planning, in North America, operates within an industriaL
capitalist system. This is a system whose botton line is
nonetary gain. Elizabeth Wilson discusses the morality of

capitalisn in her book, What is to be Done About Violence AEainst
Wornen.

So, for so¡ne time r it has been openly acknowledged that,
in the world of business and conrnerce, profit rules, and
guidelines of this wor.l,d are 'charity begins at
the noral
horne', rlook after number one' and , stand on your õwn two
feett. Such a morality knows the world to be a hard
place,... (Í{ilson 1987, 17).
This harsh judgenent of the motivations of a capitalist,
economy are echoed by John Clark in
during
díscussion on the nature of work within the capitalist system.

a

Capitalism has itself eroded historícally obsolete ideas
of the spirituality and moralíty of work, and what
remains is thet empty rhetoric occasionally called upon
to lend an air of legitirnacy to the real values of
status, por{er, and privileged consunption (Clark 1984,
zto).
"Ethical Reflections On The Econonic Crisis,' is a paper
published in 1983 by the Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops.
The paper was a report on their discussion of the econornic
clinate of the time, what ít has done to workers within the
systeri and what the effects of continuing along this sa¡ne
ideological path wiII Iikely have.
By placing greater inportance on the accunulation of
profits and machines than on the people who work in a
given econor¡y, the value, meening, and dignity of hurnan
labour is violated....
In effect there is a tendency for
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people to be t¡eated as an impersonal force having little
or no significance beyond their economic purpose in the
systen.,.. In addition, the renewed emphasis on the
"survival of the fittest" as the supreme law of economics
is likely to increase the domination of the weak by the
strong (Canadian Conference of CathoÌic Bishops i9g3, 7).
Institutionalized planning is a fixture of the mainstream
social order and therefore echoes the biases of that social
order, PJ.anning cannot be an integral part of a particular
systen and not have the inequities of that system reflected in
its operation. The prioriti.es, goals, and values of planning arê
inevitably the priorities, goaLs, and values of the larger system
in which planning nust operate; the capitalist system. Let us
Look to an example which illustrates the príorities of the
capitalist sysÈem.

L99!, the Canadian Broadcast Corporation,s
Midday news progran conducted an interview with MichaeL Wilson,
the federal Finance Minister, related to the 1991 federal
budget. Mr. Wilson was asked to respond to the question many
people involved r¡ith low-income, connunity, and cultural groups
ask. Why did the federal budget not incLude higher tax ¡ates for
corporations rather th¿n increasing the tax burden of the regular
Canadian? Mr. f{ilson responded that, the corporate tax rates in
Canada were very close to those in the United States and an
increase in the Canadian corporate tax rat,e would cause a
re-evaluation of investnent in the Canadian economy by corporate
entities, The rationale for the current strategy is that lower
corporate tax rates will- nake investnent by corporations in the
Canadian econo¡ny attractÍve.
These inducements to investnent at
On February 21 ,
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the top of the economy are born on a belief in benefits
"tríckling down" to the rest of society in the form of a
hearthier overarl econony which provídes reElufar canadians with
more econonic opportuniÈies and a better standard of Iiving.
Aiding in the provision of housing has been a function of
the f ede¡a.l- governnent since before World Ì{a¡ II. With the
exception of several relatively short spans of ti¡ne, the Çanadian
govern¡Dênt has been comnitted to a na¡ket welfare approach. Thís
approach aIlows particÍpation in the provision of housÍng to take
the forn of econornic stimulatíon to aid the operation of the
existing private housing market (Ì{ade 1986,55-56).
The market welfare approach is the rational Mr. Wilson is

referring to when he talks about sti¡¡ulating the econony with a
"trickle down" approech. It is also the raÈíonal behind cutting
funding to social prograrns, education, and health care when
budget cutbacks are deened necessary given the fact these
programs faLl under the category of recipients of direct
government spending. When a systen deems the perceived health of
the private matket to be an indication of the health of the
system in general , then the aid of the private narket beco¡nes the
overriding concern and in tirnes of fiscal restraint, it will be
the public or social narket that wi-LI receive significantly less
aid.

in capitalist societies nost people gain their
livelÍhood principally through private business, the
proper functioning of the private sector is essential .
State planning is therefore generally supportive of
business, and it usuêÌ1y íncludes general econonic
Because
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guidance, the provision of public services, ...najor
infastructural invest¡nents, business subsidies, and the
protection of property rights (Friedmann I9g7, 27).

This then, is the systen in which planning nust carry put it,s
business. ft appears we no$¡ have the information to answer the
question asked earlier of do both the physical and social side of
pi-anning receive equal weight in planning decisions or rather, do
the economics of a particular perspective decide which variab_Ies

are nost irnportant? The economics of the capitalÍst perspecti.ve
woufd dictate that the physical side of planníng doninate
instítutionalized planning action. Given the fact the private
market has a very li¡nited role in the provision of widespread
non-profit oriented social services, institutionalized planning
wíll be compeLl,ed to enphasize the physical side of pJ.enning in
order to maintain its status as a function of mainstrea¡n
institutionalized capi tal i sn. 5
PUBLIC INTEREST

Albert Sol-nit states that a good planner should display ,'A
desire to serve the conmunity objectively while retaining a broad
-based view of the public interest,r (Solnit l9gg, 23) and shoul-d
"know what is good deveJ.opnent from the public point of view,,
(Solnit L988, 22). These statenents suggest the planner, by
virtue of his position as a plannerr can deternine what is best

Priv¿te public partnerships do exist whích involve the
private sector in the delivery of non-profit services. The
najority of not for profit services remain the sole
responsibility of the pubJ.ic sector, ie., welfare, unernployment,
and the Eajoríty of health care and non-profit housíng,
5
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for the comnunity-as-a-whole. It a.Iso suggests that an alrnost
unitary public interest exists,
The actions of the state should reflect a concern for and
interest i.n aII segnents of the population given the fact the
state represents alf segnents of the population.6 The serving
of this collective interest is also know as serving the public
interest (Friednann 1988, 27), Because planning is part of the
state's institutional apparatus it must act in accordance with
the guiderines of the state and a concern for the pubric interest
is one of those guidelines. One rnust aLso remember the state
naintains a particular perspectíve as to the nethods which are to
be employed to maintain an acceptable level of social and
econornic hearth for the popuration. The defínition of the pubric
ínterest is one which is relatíve to the system's particular

perspective. A capitalist systen wíll not undertake widespread
public sector intervention in the economic systen because its
particular perspective dictates the public ínterest is best
served by the public sector providíng the necessary stinurants to

aid in the efficient operêtion of the private sector. One needs
only to refer back to the exanple of the federal Finance
Minister's expranation and rationalization of the enphasis of the
1991 federal budget on stimulating the private sector as a way to
aid the population in general , in order t,o understand the

The state can be defined as the governnent. Thi s
includes elected officiaLs as well ss civil servants.
6
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perspective which exists r{¡ithin this particular capitalist. social
order,

Planning in the public inte¡est is based on a belíef in the
existence of planning solutíons which are the best for the
community-as-a-whole. But, how do plannets decide what is best

for the community-as-a-whole?
Planning in a Western industrial capitalíst system (as was
discussed earlier in this chapter) operates under an essentially
ratíonal comprehensive model. The planner practices his
profession as a "scientifically objective, value-neutral
architect of torderly development' ( Snith 1979, 259 ) . Because the
planner is a professionaÌ committed to objectivity and is armed
with the too.Ls of the scientific method he is able to calculate
the public costs and benefits of particular decisions and
therefo¡e rationally and objectively produce the al-ternative
which is best for the conmuni ty-as -a-who Ie or rather in the
public interest ( Snith 1979, 186,253),
The responsibility of the planner in deciding, through the
use of the scientific nethod, the correct course of action ín the
public interest is one which places the planner in the role of
guardian of the public interest. Fron this perspective then it
Ís inportant for the planner to have a broad based vie¡¿ of the
public interest and to knov¡ what good deveJ.opnent is fron the
public point of view (Solnit 1988, 22),
What this perspective ignores ¡ however, is that a unitary
public interest exists from the perspective of the syster¡ in
which planning operates and it j.s therefore that system which
decides the pararneters of what wiLt conprise the public
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interest. The public interest is, in a sense, restricted in its
Iatitude of possibility by the system in which it exists.
Consequently, the planner may pursue a discovery of the public
interest through the use of the scientific method and produce a
soLution which is believed to be in the pubJ.ic interest when in
reality it is not, It is only in the public interest as defined
by the syster¡ in which the planner is operating and the biases of
the methods the planner used to arrive at his solution.
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Janes Mor¡lenstern argues the existence of effective citizen

participation in the planníng process is incompatible with the
noti-on of professionalisn enbraced by planners. Characteristics
of traditional planning such as technical expertise, rationalisn,
, and efficiency are the planner's unique
contribution to the planning process. It is believed to be those
things which al1ow the planner to wesr his badge of
professionalisn. If planners were to abandon those elit j.st
principles, they would also abandon their unique contribution to
the decision-naking process (Morgenstern lg?6, ?). The result is
that citizen participatíon appears in predoninantly watered down,
ineffective f,or¡ns.
A return to the exanple of neighbourhood planning
illustrates the inabilit,y of planning to effectively embrace
citizen partícipation. Neighbourhood planning attenpted to make
conprehens iveness

planning nore accountabl-e and interactive with the citizenry but
faifed because the systeu in whÍch pì.enning operates refused to
aIlow planning to deviate significantly fron its traditional
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path. The constraints of the system coupled with the fact
planners are not equipped by their education or lhe profession's
view of itself to plan in other than a top doern fashion makes
pl-annÍng unab.Ie to pursue ¿¡ prograrD of effective citizen
participation. As a result, planners cling to currently accepted
solutíons which nake the client and the public feel incompetent
relative to the planning professíona.ì-, who view the problems of
the client and t,he public as their work (Dewar 1929, 6).
Evèn when citizen participation in the planning process is
accornpanied by forroal decision-naking responsíbilities for the
interest groups invol-ved in the process there are no assurances
of having the concerns of the ínterest groups realized in the
final plan. The formaLizing of the conditions under which
eitizens may become involved in the plenning process serves only
to present the inage of the process as being fair and considering
all opposítion views and interests. The focus is then diverted
to the process rather than the issues raised by dissenting groups
due to the perception by the general public that the interests of
dissenting groups are being considered in the context of the
structure provided by the institutionalized planning process,
fnterest groups åre not only faced with the decreased visibility
of the content of their perspectíve but also with the problen of
presenting their perspective in an elien forun. They nust work
within a structure and an agenda set out by formal ,
institqtionalized planning. This only serves to further weaken
their abilíty to have their views legítinately heard and
considered ( Smith 1979, 278-279).
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COI,IUUNITY ARCHITECTURE I

AN ENLIGHTENED APPROACH OR MORE SMOKE AND MIRRORS?

The process of involving citizens in the p.Ianning, design

and management of projects is becoming rnore and more attractive

and, in Britian, is called conmunity architecture. Based on an
increasing nurnber of incidents of violence in Britian's public
housing projects, peopfê began to speculate a link existed
between social unrest and the lack of control people had over

their environments. Comnunity architecture or connunity planning
atte¡npts to address this perceived l-ink.
The Casenove Architects Co-operative is an example of a
design firn which works under the principles of comnunity
architecture. Casenove prefers to work directly with the people
who wiIl occupy the building when the renovation or constructíon
is cornplete. The tenånts are taken to the sit,e, shown the
drawings and are then required to conplete a checklist of
precisely the things they want included in the design. The ítens
on the checkList ¿re used to construct the detailed drawings
(Davies 1987, 59-62

).

The purpose of this approach is to buíld the nost effective

housing for the user by accurately interpreting the user,s needs

direct interaction with and input f rorn the user. The result
has been designs which are "superior to the Sort of standardized
specifications comnonl-y thrust upon tenants by local authorities
or housing associations" (Davies lg8?, 62).
f ¡o¡n

The connunity architecture or connunity planning approach
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requires that the planner foIlow e framework of neanínfuI,
effective citizen participation. It is, however, still
characterized by an obstacle common to both traditionaf and
neighbourhood planning, It nust work within the same social and
."onomic system as traditional and neighbourhood planning.
The process of being intricately involved in the planning
and design of housing would nornally be restricted to those
individuaÌs who possessed enough personal_ wealth to hi¡e
professionals and inpose those conditions on the process. Thís
is the case given the prevailing practice of the professional
co¡nnunity, as was discussed earlier, is to deliver the product
with mininal public involvement ( Dewar 19?8, 6), If the
conmunity architectuÌe approach is to succeed ít has to overcone
the inertia of cu¡rent planning practice which is driven by
traditíon, education, and the socioecononic system.
presently, comnunity architecture gleans the najority of its
work fron the public secto¡ (Davies 1g8?, 59-62; Wates and
Ktrevitt 1987). We cannot expect that government wiII completeJ.y
its traditíonal approaches to planning and problen
"bendon
solving in order to promote an approach which highlights the
weaknesses in the status quo. Traditional planning is a Iogical
institution of capitêlist society and its Í¡ethod and structure of
governnent therefore, ít cannot be expected that government would
p"omote communi.ty architecture over traditional planning. If it
did it would be paranount to adnitting the very structure of

.l

government in this capitalist
SUMMARY: PLANNING

IN CRISIS:

.)

system is deficient,T
THE GENESIS OF AN EMPOI{ER¡IENT VIEW

OF PLANNING

The abiguity of planners' roles today reflects their
personal and p¡ofessional values and t,he ways in which those

values are transformed into behavior in practice. Ethical
values have beco¡ne situational and issue related, rather
than absolute, and tactics that might be outlawed in one
case are acceptable in another. Some planners have
retreated into specialized ro1es...but the role that still
attempts to resoLve the conflicting denands of rationality
and its constraint,s continue to prevail. The breakdown of
the rational paradigm, then, is not being addresged by any
fundamental restructuring of professional- practice or roles
and wiÌI continue to be an unresoLved question for
pfanning. . . (Alexander 1984, 64 )
This then, is planning ín crisís. There appears to be a

desire on the part of planners to nove away from the
hierarchical, one way information movement constraints of the
rational paradíg¡n. Even though this is an expresses desire by
practicing planners it is one whích is restrained by several
inpediments. Pì-anning cannot move to embrace a new paradign
because no viable alternative is perceived to exist. planning is
further restained by the very definíte orientation of both
planning education and the socioecono¡nic st,ructure in which
planning operates to!¡ards the perpetuatíon of the status quo;

7As r¡e discussed earlier in this chapter, traditionaL
planningl , as an institutionalized member of the capitalist
system, serves to endo¡se and perpetuate the status quo of that
systen An endorsenent of an alternative planning nodel by the
Iarger system would serve only to undernine the systen's netÌ{ork

of support.
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rationaL comprehensive planning. It is in the best interest of
pJ-anning, as an institutionalized participant in the larger
system, to perpetuate that systen and planning,s posítion in the

hierarchy, Approaches such as neighbourhood planning programs
were developed as alternatives which addressed the caIIs for an
approach to planning based on a new paradign. The inability of
neighbourhood planning t,o fulfill
its ¡nandate resuÌted from the
power of the systen to maintain that system through the strength
of traditional planning and the inabitity of planning educatíon
to properly prepare pJ-anners to work effectively under a
neighbourhood planning approach. Consequently, there exists a
certain amount of role confusion for planners desiríng something
different and experiencing the sane thing; ratíonal comprehensive
planning.
The issues of the public ínterest and citizen participation

within traditional planning practice exist within the same
structure which impedes planning fron noving beyond the
paraneters of prirnariJ.y regulatory planning. Both the public
ínterest and citizen participation occur only in ways which
promote the perpetuation of rational pl-anning. Consequently, the
public interest is not the public interest, rather it is the
interest of the sector of the population which controls the
systen. Cítizen participation exists only to pronote the i¡n¿ge
of the planning systen a,s open, equal , and accountable to atl
points of view , when in reaJ.ity pLanning ís closed, unequal , and
accountable to onl-y that segnent of the populatíon which controls
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the system. This situation allows a relatively small number of
professionals to decide what is best for the entire populatíon
because the definition of what is best for everyone and who will
have actual input in the decision-making process has already been
artificially
restricted by the system operating in its best
interest.
New and ínnovative approaches to planning such as community
architecture are a step in the right direction if it is our
desire to develop approaches to planning whích are more
egalitarian. These new approaches stÍIl, however, face the
obstêcles of the systematic biases of the social and economíc
.ystem of contemporary western society. In order for new
approaches to grow and develop there rnust be growth and
d.velopment of the population in general in the sane direction,
The power of the current systen is far greater than the power of
new approach to planning. If the current system is unwilJ.ing
"ry
to changer it is quite unlikely planning, which ís a function of
the current system, wiLl be able to change.
hrhile the prospect of neaningful change sounds quite
hopeless, and it nay in fact be, the present conditions, at the
very least, highlight the necessity for neaningful change.
I'teaningful change will only aríse out of an alternative to both
tne present institutions and thê largler social order. (This
proposal will be exaníned in detail in Chapter Five. ) It is the
of this thesis that the vi¿ble alternative is one
"ontention
¡"sed on an e!¡powernent perspective of the social order in
general and planning in perticular. (The enpowernent perspective
will be further explored in Chapter Three).

CHAPTER THREE

AN EXPLORATION OF SELECTED
LITERATURE ON

EMPOT{ERMENT

Sherry Arnstein, contends that the participation of
citizens in the decision making processes of our society occurs
on eight different leveIs (Arnsteín 1969, ZI7-ZZ0), (Figure 1)
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Figure 1: Eight Rungs on a Ladder of
Citizen Participation (Arnstein 1969, 21?)

JI

The lowest two levels, manipulation and therapy, are

described as non-participation, The objective of these leveIs
are to enabLe powerholders to "educate" or ',cure,' the

participants, The next three levels, informing, consuftation
and placation are varying degrees of manipuJ-ation. These three
Ievels allow citizens a voíce but Ieave the power of decisionmaking with the traditional poe¡erholders. The final three
Levels of citizen pa¡ticipation, partnership, delegated power
and citizen control represent the category identified as degrees
of citizen power, In this category citizens become part of the
power structure and take over, to a greater or Lesser degree,
the decision naking responsibilities. (Figure 1)
Arnstein's Ladder of Citizen participation has been and
continues to be held up as IEE nodeL of citizen participation in
both the ecadenic and professional planning conmunities. The
model continues to be appropriate because t,he planning
profession has not significantly changed since 1g69. The Ladde¡
of Citizen Participation has gone unaltered and accepted because
it, IÍke the planning profession restricts itself to a
particular system operating under a relatively consistent set of
rules and assunptions.
Enpowerment is not just a higher forn of what Arnstein
Iabell-ed citizen control.

In order for citizen pertÍcipation
and ultimately citizen controL to occur in traditional planning
situations, Ín accordance with the Arnstein nodel, there nust be
an acquiescence of powe¡ by traditional power holders. An
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not re-ly on acquiescence of power. An
empowerment model strives for personal power through the
developnent of afternatives rather than participation in the
traditional power structure, Given that fact, empowerment does
rìot fÍt the traditional framework on which Arnstein's Ladder of
Citizen Participation is based or the restrictive categories
which are developed out of that franework. Empowernent is a
completely dífferent ladder based on a different set of goals
enpowerment model does

:

and assumptíons.
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WHAT

rS

EMPOT{ERMENT?

In order to define empowernentr it is necessary to explore
the various thinkers and writers on enpor{ernent. An exploration
of the literature will allow for the estabLishr¡ent and
.ontrasting of the ideas of planning ¡elative to Arnstein's
t"dder of Citizen Participation.
tor the purposes of organization and analysis, the
fiterature on empowernent will be divided into two general
."tegories. The first can loosely be described as approaches
towards enpowernent which are generally grounded in group or
coLlective action. The second category wiII deal with
towards empo¡{erment v¡hich are generalLy oriented
"pproaches
towards the enpowernent of individuals. NaturalJ.y there wilL be
=nades of grey in both of these categories but it seems
urnecessêry to develop a complex set of confusin6 categories
when the purpose is clarification of the concept and practice of
empowerment.
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The division of the empowerment literature

into the
categories of group and individual ernpowerment is necessary due
to the potential difference in the type of empowerment each
broad category is likely to pronote. In the case of the
instances of group empowerment explored in this chapter, there
was a greatêr enphasis on the exploration for al-ternatives to
existing options. These alternatives occur exterior to the
present systen and are therefore not restricted in their choice
of options by the present systen.
The outlined instances of individual enpowerment aLso dealt
wÍth alternatives to the present sytem but were aLso more Iikely
to include instances of increasing relative enpowe¡ment within
the system. So, while there are commonalitíes between the two,
individual- enpog¡erment's propensity towards increasing one,s
personal power within the present system makes its inpact
sufficiently different from that of group empo¡vernent to wartent
a definineation between the two.
The categorization of the empowernent lite¡ature into two
broadly defined approaches selrves as en orgênizational tooL to
facilitate analysis. Each of the two categories of enpor¡ernent
will be compared and contrasted to Arnsteints Ladder of Citizen
Participation.
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EI.'POI{ER}IENT LI TERATURE
GROUP EMPOWERMENT

JEFFERSONIAN DEMOCRACY

Jefferson is considered to be one of the fathers of
the American democratic system, In reality, Jefferson,s
denocratic ideàl, which wilÌ be refe¡red to as Jeffersonian
democracy, is significantly different than the system which
emerged as democracy. Jefferson envisioned "a state conposed of
independent, critically thinking individuals who wouÌd exercise
ratíonal control over íts functions" (Becker 1968, 140).
Jef fersonian dernocracy
believed that each generation should live under a
constitution of its own making. He nanted a
revision of the constitutíon, and a new social
contract ¡ at least every nineteenth year-since he
calculated that in eighteen years and eight nonths
half of those over twenty-one would have passed
aÍray. ... as Jefferson sar{, they (hu¡nan choices )
must be Iinit,Iess and continually reappraised
Thomas

(

Becker 1968,

283

).

In conttest, the system which came to be defined as
democracy is one based on the "freedon to buy and sell goods and
to perpetuate the ideology of comnerce" (Becker 196g, 291).
Denocracy became just another ideoLogy rather than a liberating
ideal due to an erroneous labelling of free co¡¡merce as
dernocracy when in fact, Jeffersonian democracy was an
ideal-type.
democracy, aining for the ideal liberation of the
individual from const,rictions on his powers, would
have to ain for wh¿t seened to be a fantasy: it
would have to pose, as its ideal , the tnaxinum

unconstriction' of individual capacities. ... In
other words, denocracy, like Iiberty, nornalíty,
progress, cognitíve or ethical nan, is an ideal
type ( Becker 1968, 292),

4L

Jeffersonian democracy proposes a way of living and
ínteracting whieh depends on each individual having the maximum
êmount of freedom and choice, Jeffersonien democracy has
empowerment as its cornerstone and this is why ít is essentiaL
for this exploration.
Jefferson understood peopLe,s need fo¡ real control over
their lives and the fact that control could only arise out of
peopl-e's intellígent,

informed choices of aIl- possíble

alternatives, both tried and untried. It is ân aberration of
democracy and a d í ser¡porrrer i ng systen which al1ows individuals
the choice between General Motors, Ford and Chrysler, l{hen our
choices are already límited we have no real choice at aLl. And
it is only the realization that what we call denocracy is not
true dernocracy that will allow us to see and understand the true
nake-up of democracy.

PAULO FREIRE

Freíre is one of the pioneer writers on the subject
of enpowerrûent. Frierets area of focus is education and the
inability of the education process, in its present forn, to do
anything but perpetuate a syste¡¡ of domination.
Freire speaks of traditional education as a banking
process. The teacher is the depositor and the student is the
depository, The student is forced to col-lect and catalogue the
information gíven to hin by the teacher in order for the student
PauLo
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to be judged by the systêm to possess knowJ_edge. The banking
approaeh to education robs its students of the opportunity to be
creative and transforn what they observe and experience into a
knowledge which is their own. Frei¡e writes: ,'Knowledge
emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the
restfess, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry men pursue in
the world, with the world, and with each other" (Friere 1g20,
58 )

.

There exists then, from Freire,s perspective, a great

contradiction between true knov¡ledge or knowledge which is
obtained through experience and reflectíon and knowledge
obtained through the banking process of education which dictates
that one commit to menory the infor¡¡ation and techniques passed
down f ro¡n one who is considered to be knowledgable. The former
is based on an approach to learning which is ernpowering due to
the necessity of individuals to act and think for themselves Ín
o¡der to obtain knowledge. The lat,ter is based on an approach
to learning which is disenpowering. Students a¡e told to
Iisten; to accept ¿nd connit tô nenory the ínfornation whích is
passed on to t,hen. Those ¡vho êct and think for themselves and
fail to accept that which they are to1d, nerely impede the
learning procesr¡.
In order to move fron a systen of oppressíon to one of
fiberation there nust first be a realization on the part of the
oppressed that they are oppressed. There nust also be a
realization that the oppressÍve situation is nerely a liBiting
situation which can be trensforned. Liberstion will only become
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possible however, when the realizatíon of being oppressed and
the realization of the possibility of transforming the
oppressive situation into a Iiberating situation enfists the
oppressed in the struggle to free themselves (Freire 1920, 34).
The reality in which we l-ive is the ¡eality we accept.

Ideas and institutions are real because we bel.ieve them to be
reaf. What is required to transfor¡n an oppressive situation

into a Iiberating situation is a re-examination of the current
reality. If what r.¡e are accepting as real contributes to ou¡
oppression, then our reality needs to be transformed in order

that it does not oppress us, The transfornation of ¡eêlity
occurs through critical reflection and action by the oppressed
on the oppressive reality.
The ¡esult wiLl be a system which
does not oppress, not just a replacênent of the old oppressors
with new ones (Frei¡e 19?0, 36-43).
Freire clearly understood the need not just for education
but for life to be open and liberating. In order for people to
be cornplete, they must have experiences and choices that are as
unrestrictive as possible in order that their knowledge be truly
their own and therefore creations of thei¡ own design. Life,
under this scenario, has a linitless nunber of variations as
opposed to the very real linitations it has under an oppressive
systen.

In order for life to becone open and liberatíng, a new, non
hierarchical approach to hunan relationships nust be developed.
Until we realize knowledge is not sonething one person besto¡ts
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upon another, rather it is so¡rething which is gained through
dialogue and interaction with other people, the world wilt

rernain hierarchical .

The approach to learning and living urust
be transforned into one which places the flow of knowledge on a

single pfane ' The transfer of knowledge is then rateral instead
of hierarchical . Freíre refers to this as solving the
"

teacher- student contradiction, by reconciling the poles of the

contradiction so that both are sirnult,aneousl_y teachers
students" (Freire 19?0, 59 ) .

and

The role of the educator under this approach is to present,

naterial for consideration, both by hinself and the students.
Under Freirets probJ,em-posing model of education in particular
and Iífe in general, the educator will re-evaluate his position
through interaction with the students. ReaIity, in this nodel,
ís constantly being re-evaluated.

In problen-posing education, nen develop their
power to perceive critically
the way they exist
in the world with ¡¡hich and in which they find
the¡nselves; they cone to see the worl-d not as a

static reality, but as a reality in process, in
transformation ( Freire 1920, Z0 ) .

JOHN FRIEDMANN

In his book PLanning in the Public Donain: F.¡om Kn¡r¡¡t a¡ìoa
to Action. Friedurann addresses the topic of what he calls the
recovery of political corûDunity, ernpowernent. Friednann is of
particular interest to this thesis, which hes the ain of
proposing a dírection for planning based on enpowernent
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principles, due to his discussion of the planning profession
the need for it to transform its approach to one which is

and

empowering.

The separation of consuruption fron productíon is

a

of capitali.sn, Another consequence of capitalism is
the perceived spacÍal separation of work and home, As a
population, we have misplaced the knowledge that there existed
life and production at hone over whích we had a substantial
amount of control ( Friedmann 1987, 949).
The spacial separation of wo¡k and home and loss of
knowledge is due to the devaluation of what has traditionally
been women's labour in the horne, It is also due to television
which is able to set a public agenda for aII individuals who
watch it. Television treats us af1 as islands in a place where
we should be concerned wíth and acting towards the interests of
the co.Il-ective (Friednann 1987, 350-3b1),
consequence

Friednann advocates the process of recovering political

comnunity, empor¡erment, begin at the household ì.eveI by
households who have recognized their isolation. The recovery of
political connunity, according to Friednann, is a process rnade
up of four components. They are: "the decolonization of the
household, its denocrat i zat ion, its se I f-enpowe r¡ûent , ênd its

reaching out" ( Fried¡nann 1987, 958).
Decolonization oceurs as households restructu¡e ín order to
transform thenselves into poj.itically active, producing units

through, where possible, de-linking thenselves fron the systen

+o

which separates consunption fron production. Things such
home naintenance and the production of goods within the

as

household need to be undertaken in order that the household
gains control of its geographic environment (Friedmann 1gg?,
358-359 ) .

The new household economy is one which should be based on
openness, dial-ogue, and trust, The hierarchical structure of

traditiona-L households v¡here ¡nales and adults occupy the t,op of
the hierarchy is not conducive to these characteristics,

therefore de¡nocrat i zat ion of the househoÌd must occur. While
differences in technical ability, knowledge, and experience musb
be respectedr the division of Labour within the household should
not be based on stereotypical definitions of which roles are

appropriate for eaeh household menber (Fríednann 1982, 359-360),
In a democratized household, differences between menbers,
wherever possiblel need to be leveled out. Each menber shoufd
have his or her own territorial

domain withÍn the household in

order that the space inside the home is perceived as everyone, s.
The separation of inside and outside tasks should also be equal
in order that one menber does not have accegs to more knowledge
based on being exposed to chatlenging and unfaniliar

environnents (Friednann 1987, 360).

caining se 1f-enpowe rment is done t,hrough the attainnent of
social power. "Social power is the power one needs to produce
one's own Iife in reciprocal exchange with others" (Friednann
1987, 360). F¡iednann states there are seven bases of social
power which households nust seek to improve their access to and
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build their strength in those areas they are weak if they wish
to nove towa¡ds the seÌf-production of life. The gaining of
social power will lead to larger citizen involvement in the
political cornmunity. Local efforts to gain control over our
households will spawn Iarger social movements which have the

potential to affect change in the larger social order
1987, 361-362

)

(Fríedmann

,

As a household works towards

f- enpowe¡ment it wiII link
up with other househoÌds and groups of people who are
se I

experiencing a common strugg.Ie. This process of reaching out
aIlows for collectíve se 1f- empowe rment which al-Iows househo.l-ds

to nore effectively tackle larger issues due to the support of
others and to strengthen their own structure due to the
validation it receives in being accepted as an alternative
(Friedmann 1987,

362

).

WOMEN'S MOVEMENT

Briskin, and McPhaif gíve a history, analysis,
future direction of the wonen's Dovenent in Canada. The
Canadian Wo¡ten's movenent is described as occur¡ing ín two
Adamson,

wave s

.

In its recent re-emergence in the last twenty
years-what we call the second wave, in contrast to
the first r¡¿ve when women organized for suffrage,
property rights¡ and so on ín the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries - it has challenged
Ínages of women and of fenininity; the sexual
division of labour in the hone and the workplace;
outdated laws and inadequate sociaL services; the
organization and del-ivery of health care to wonen;
and the reproduction of stereotypic choices for
girls and wonen in the education systen. It has
uncovered and naned violence sgainst women-sexual-

and
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harass¡nent, incest, rape, and wife abuse; it has
identified the discrimínation women face in the
workplace,.., it has exposed the heterosexism and racism
that pervade the entire sociaL system and contribute to
the double and triple oppression of lesbians,
immigrants, and wonen of colour (Adamson, Briskin, and
McPhaiI 1988, 3).
The woments movement has, through various neans, made the

plight of wo¡nen public and attempted to educate society and aid
wonen in changing thosê things about society which relegate them
to second class citizens. In other words, the womenrs movement
is a process whereby women are working at the empowernent of
e¡onen, The continued effort of the women, s movenent to change
the oppressive nature of wo¡nen's status in our socíety is an act

of

enpowerrnent.

The aut,hors identify two politics

of feninist practice;

disengagement and mainstreaning.

A poJ.itic of disengagernent operates out of a desire to

replace existing socÍal institutions and practices with
alternatives whích are fair and equitable for both men and
women, Disengagement concerns itself

with what society should
look like and would look like if wonen were not the wholesale
victi¡rs of oppressíon. Disengagement is a critique of our
society and in this case it is a critique from a perspective
which desires to achieve social, political , and econonic
equality between nen and wonen (Adarnson, Briskin, and Mcphail
1988, 1?7).
A politic

of meinstreaming is one which focuses its efforts
on specífic issues and practices. It deals with attempts to
alLevíate specific conditions of oppression faced by wonen and
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actually involve ìarge nunbers of those women in the process of
making change.
Maínstrea¡ning operates on the assumption that notivation to

act arises out of the anger over particular instances of
oppression. With this approach, mainstreaming makes the
feminist practice for change concrete and immediately relevant
to wonens' lives (Adanson, Briskin, and Mcphail 19gg, 1Zg),
The necessary ties of mainsteaming to existíng institutions

dictates

of the constraints of those institutions being
inposed on the feminist movement's ability to affect change.
Because change is being attenpted withín existing instit,utions,
some solutions are not viewed as possible. Mainstrearning works
on the assumption of changing existing institutions and
practices, from being oppressive towards wornen, to being
some

egalitarian.
The authors propose an approach v¡hich consísts of the

marriage of disengagement and mainstreaning. This approach,
they argue, will allow the woroen,s roovement to tackle specific

conditions of oppressíon and involve large nunbers of wonen in
the movenent (nainstreaning ) as well as naintain a larger
strategy for social change (disengagernent ). Under this stratêgy
the women's Eovenent can naintain a visible presence and large

scale involvement as ¡vell as serve as a critical voice of the
existing institutions. This could potentially create a forum
for mass-based social change.
An exanpì-e of the combination of these two strategies can
be found in the struggle for reproductive choice. The strategy
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of nainstrearning has been used in the form of working towards
changes in legislatíon that wíll a1low ¡¡omen desiring an
abortion the legal right to obtain a nedical.Iy safe abortion.
Where wonen's ability to obtain a legal and medically safe
abortion have been outlawed or severely restricted by the law a
strategy of disengagement is employed, fn these instances pro
choice advocates provide alternatives to the legal possibilities
by continuing to offer medicalty safe abortion services,
The women's move¡nent strategy of disengagement and
nainstreaming is an approach in which those concerned wíth
developing strêtegies towards the goaL of empowerrnent shouLd be
cognízant. It allows the naintenance of popular appeal through
visibility in the current system as well as the independence of
working outside the systen. Given that changing society fron
its current basis of oppression to one based on empowernent
would require large-scale social change, it seems that the
strategy of disengagement and nainstreaning would be
approprÍate.
NATIVE

}IOVEMENT

The aboriginal people of Canada have endured the erosion of

their tradÍtions and culture as a result of the concerted
efforts of cultural genocide undertaken by the Canadian
governnenË and

the institutions of our predoninantLy white
Christian society. Through practices such as housÍng
aboriginals on land unable to sustain their traditíonal way of
Iife and conpelling natÍve children to leave their familíes to
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go to a school where their J-anguage, culture, and traditions
were not only denied but characterized as barbaric and
backwards; Canadian aboriginals were systenatical-ly afienated
from their ident j.ty as a proud and noble people, (york 1gg9)

A great deal has been written on the injustices

and

humilities suffered by Canadian aboriginal people and the
previous paragraph is merely a ninute sanpling, The realization
that aboriginal people have endured a sustained attack on their
culture which has kept them in a position of relative
powerlessness is the point which is of paramount Ímportance,
The last decade of native history in Canada has been
charâcterized by an increased degree of ¡riLitancy amoung native
people in the struggle to regain some neasure of control over

their 1ives. Amoung the goals pursued by the native community
are the pursuit of inherent rights of self government, the
settling of Iand claims, conquering chemical dependency,
strugglÍng fo¡ econonic survival-, renewing interest in, as well
as understanding and utilizing their traditional cuLture and
religion, and attenptÍng to gain some measure of control over
the many institutions which &re an ever present reality of
native life.
While this is not an exhaustive lÍst, it is enough of a
sampling to demonstrate native peoplets desire to gain control
over the many aspects of their lives in whÍch they are
currently, virtually powerless. For the aboríginal people of
this country the pursuit of these goals denonstrates thei¡
desire to enpower themselves; as individual-s and as a group,
The collection of these pursuits tov¡ards a more empowered self
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is what has been labelled native se I f-gove rnnent
seJ-f-governnent has a much more practical neaning
for most Indían bands. It begins with the freedom
to regain control of individual elements of their
community: their schools, courts, health systen,
and child welfare system, These are the
institutions that affect people most directly. By
asserting their right to make their own decisions
in such vitaL areaÀ, fndian bands are liberating
themselves from a state of dependence and
government control (York 1989, 26),
Native people have cone to the realization that in order
for then, as a people, to have control over their lives they
must control the institutions which are a Ìarge part of their
lives and must therefore reject those of popular culture. These
institutions represent a systen which is not of their making and
therefore not representative of their goals and beliefs. Native
people have realízed they nust construct their own institutions
based on their own goals and values if they are to be an
people who maintain control of theí¡ lives. They can
"rpowered
t.ust onfy the¡¡sel-ves to ensure that their needs wif.L be net.
.
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Mass-based conmunity organizing
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is the process

whereby

neighbourhood groups srere organized and pulled
together into a temporary organization and
strengthened !¡ith represêntation f ro¡n the whole
gamut of groups in the community, . .., This
tenporary organization then serves as the

instrunent by which local people begin building a
strong mass-based con¡runity organization that can
with work culninate in a conmunity convention at
which the nernbers of the community groups
determine what they want for the àommunity
( Keating 19?5 , vII ) .
Mass-based community orÉanizing

is an approach to

change

Ãe

which relies on the involvement of everyday people. It is the
responsibilíty of these everyday people to beco¡ne the

organization and therefore the authors of any victories the
org&nization enjoys. When the victories can be credited to the
everyday people, the people who had the problern, cane up with a

solution, and inplernented that solution, then the organization
gains strength and the people of the organization begin to
believe in thei¡ ability to make change. lf the victories
contínue an orglanization run by everyday people, can have the
long tern result of redistributÍng power from the ent¡enched

institutions to the mass-based com¡nunity organization.
The goal of mass-based comrDunity organizing is to develop
an alternative power structure in the comnunity, consisting of
conmunity membe¡s who will decide what is best for then and
their community. This approach recognizes the current systeÍt
can be and usually is alíenating and paternalistic.
Mass-based
comnunity organizing puts the power of deciding what will happen
to a community back with the conuaunity.
COM}IUNTIY LAND TRUSTS

Under the current economic structure, property is

controlLed by indivíduals and is an indication of wealth and
econonic status. The possession and control of property by its
owners give then a certain amount of enotional and econoníc

security.

To achieve snd naintain the status of a property

owner can be personally erapowering due to the increased
independence which

results fron owning p¡operty. The Iarger
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ones assets êre the less they have to depend on others to supply
them with the goods and services to sustain their fives,

very little property and possess little
potentiaf to att.ain property under our current econornic
structure, are disernpowered by the current division of wealth.
They nust rely on others for goods, services, and housing
principa.Ily because they do not enjoy a deg¡ee of wea_Ith which
woufd allow them to create those thj-ngs for thenselves. The
resuÌt is that those who possess wealth garner nore weaLth due
to the reliance of the poor on them to supply goods and
services. The consequence for the poor is their assets are
constantly used to purchase the goods and services needed to
sustain life and thèy are rarely ever in a position where the
accumulation of wealth is possible.
Community land trusts are an alternative approach to the
control and possession of property, principally the control and
possession of land. ComrDunity land trusts operate on the idea
that comnunities not indivíduals should own and control l-ênd.
It is then the connunity which decides how the land witl be used
based on the needs of the entire comnunity. lf the connunity
has a need for certain types of hones or cert,ain services then
that ís what the land trust will pursue.
The índividuafs in the land trust receive several benefits.
They are part of a community which owns Land and therefo¡e
possess a certain degree of econonic power. The nandate of the
land trust is to control and preserve Iand for the use of the
cornnunity. While the L¿nd trust can oern buildings so can the
Those who own

individuar

of the rand trust. rndividuars then have the
advantages of home ownership: building equity, rnaking your hone
uniquely your own' and security, without the costs of purchasing
the Land and the building, Lease fees must be paid on the land
but these are based on meeting the l-and trustrs costs and the
individual's ability to pay, not what the ¡narket will bear, The
same is true of rental- units owned by the land trust.
Rents are
based on ability to pay and servicing the rand trust debt rather
than inflated market prÍces. rndividuar.s in rentar units arso
have the luxury of gaining equity in their hornes by retaining
ownership of any improvements and renovations which they do to
their home. Individual me¡nbers of the fand trust enjoy the
benefits of any community buildíngs such as a day care or a
conmunity centre with the security of knowing they¡ as a ¡nernber
of the Land t¡ust, own those services (Instítute for Comnunity
EconomÍcs

me¡nbers

198 2 )

,

COHOUSING

The cohousing novement is one which began ín Dennark and

grew directly out of people's dissatisfaction with existing
housing choices. These conrnunities are organized, planned, and
managed by the residents of the geographic connunity. lihite
each resident has their own house within the conmunity, there is
also a larger connon house which is used for conmunity meals,

neetings and as a general place for children and adults to
congregate, The common house can al"so be used for private
gatherings (McCanent and Dur¡ett 1999, 15-16).
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The cohousing communities are not built on the basis of

a

religious beLief or a specific ideology. They are built because
peopì.e are dissatisfíed with the ability of traditional housing
alternatives to neet the needs of contemporary fanilies.
Cohousing communities, because they are designed, bui1t, and

by residents, êrê better able to meet the individual
needs of those residents. The design of the overall community
is ca¡ried out over an extended period of time by aII of the
managed

future resídents. This allows people to have greater knowledge
of their neighbours than they would in a traditional residential
setting. This together with the physical design of the area
being that of a geographic community promotes a sense of
connunity and therefore a greater sense of conmunity (McCanant
and Durrett 198I 1-17 ),
Living in an envi¡onment where you have had a say ín the
style and layout of not just your home but the larger geographic
comnunity ís an enpowering situatíon.

There exists an eLenent

of control due to the increased personal nature of your
environment. By rejecting traditíonal housing alternatives
choosing to explore an alternative outside of the norm, the

and

cohousing group becorûes enpowered as a connunity, Their power

Lies ín the control they exercise over their physical
environnent.
ANALYSIS

Sherry Arnstein's article "A Ladder of Citizen
Participatíon" explains the various gradations of citizen
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pa¡ticipation which occur within the existing institutionaLized
power structure, The f rarnework on which her writing is based is
the existing poriticar and bureaucrati-c system and the latitudes
fo¡ transfer of power from existing powerholders to citizens
within that framework. The;.-. is no nention of abandoning the
present f¡amework and developing a more equitable elternative.
There is rather an unspoken acceptance of r.¡hât exists as the
onLy optíon therefore the alternative seerns to be to discover

to

Ít operate nore equitably.
Ernpowerment is not about restructuring o¡ redist¡ibuting
power within an unfair system. It is about having people use
the resources nithin to deveJ-op alternatives to the present
system based on their own perceptÍons of their own problens and
how t,hey can solve those problens if they are not hindered by
the system. Empowerment is not about band-aid solutions, it is
about genuine systenatíc change by the people who are suffering
fron the inequities of the present system. Its solutions cone
fron a different place and are therefore, by definition,
different fro¡o those offered by the systen.
Enabling people to cope within the systen is
conparable to enabling slaves to be comfortable
within ê systen of slavery ¿nd to enabling
prisoners to be content in prison. But enabling
people to change the systen itself, openíng up the
power, the democratic process - that's freedon and
a new society (Keating 19?5, 95).
how

make

AII of the approaches and ideas about enpowerment which
have been discussed in this chapter so far have proposed
alternatives to the existing systen. An alternative view of
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democracy, an aÌternative approach to education, household 1ife,
women and their roLe in the social order, Native existence,
conmunity activism and housing were all outlined, The conmon
denominator is their rejection of signifícant change occurring

within the existing poritical and bureaucratíc system and their
advocacy of an alternative approach authored and inplenented by
the people in need of change, The comnon denoninator is that
they all a¡e stríving to buil-d the type of democratie system
articulated by Thomas Jefferson: one which expands the latitude
of individual and group choice in order that the options
available to individuals and groups represent the wishes of the
peopÌe rather than the wishes of a systen working to maintain a
disempowering social order,
Arnstein's view of change occurring through the transfer of
power within the system fron the current powerholders to people
who are working towards greater equity ¡vithin the systen faiLs
to recognize several factors, The first is the li¡nits to change
which are allowed as a result of the power relations wíthin a
patriarchal capitalist systen. By adopting an agênda for change
within the systen you are accepting the systen and the li¡¡its
wíth which it constrains itself (Adanson, Briskin, and Mcphail
1988,

180 ) .

The second factor Arnstein fails to recogníze is that

invoÌveEent within the system even if it is to change the syaterû
serves to valídate the system. rf you advocate the preservation

of the system with some alterations, you are legitimating the
f ra¡¡ework and inequitable power structure of thet system
(Adamson, BriskÍn, and McphaiL 19B8, 189),
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INDIVIDUAL

EMPOWERMENT

STARHAWK

of the nore current and enlightened writers on power
relationships is Starhawk, a peace activist, leader in the
feninist spirituality lnovement in the U.S. and Europe, author
recturer and witch, starhawk practices l{itchcraft because it is
an ancient religion whose bias is "the protection, preservation,
nurturing, and fostering of the gTeat powers of lífe as they
energe Ín every beÍngrr (Starhawk 198?, g). As one who desires a
One

change in the existing power relationships to those which are

egalitarían, Starhawk's choice to align herself with the
religion of I,fitchcraft is a Iogical one,
To be enpowered is what Starhawk refers to as drawing Õut
onets powe r- fron-wi thin. power- fron-w i thin is not something we
have, rather it is sonething we can do. It is b¿sed on our

ability to make choices which "recognize the inte rconnectedness
of individuals in a community of beings and resources that aÌl
have inherent value" (Starhawk I}BZ, !2, lgg?, 10), power-frornwithÍn becones a sense of nastery over our Lives and sel-ves that
develops through our ability to speak our thoughts and convey
our needs (Starhawk 1987, 10).
The current power structure is hierarchical and

oppressive, This type of power is power-over. fn order for
empowerment to occur and for individuals to draw on Èheir powerfron-within there nust be an understanding of the current power
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systen in terms of how it shapes us and acts within us. once
this intelligence about the system has been gained, we can

:

actively choose to resist the system's domination. A
real-ization of the ramifications of the existing power systern is
ore of the initial steps towards oners own enpog¡erment. Our
understandíng of the systen alrows ou¡ conscious efforts towards
our own enpowernent to be based on knowledge rather than
speculation ( Starhawk L997, 67).
EDUCATION/LIFE EXPERIENCE

Through our everyday existence, our education, work, and

i
,
:
l
:

j
:
.
,
i

I
,

social relationships we gain knowredge and experience about our
world and its peopre. we deverop opinions and attítudes towards
n.ople and issues which we use as a frame of reference fron
to act and react to our envi.ronment. We becone unique
"ftich
i"dÍviduals who are more or less enpowered based on how we use
ttt. knowledge and skiLls we have.
Many people possess power based on who

they are in the
sociaf and politicar system. They may cont¡ol wealth and have
influence within the systen and at the same ti¡ne be in many
respects disenpowered. rf they are not able to see alternatives
and possibilities outside of a very narrow range they are a
sLave to e particurar system which is wierding power over then.
Beíng in a position of prosperity, they do not appear to be
being harmed by the systen, rather it is the inequities of the

systen which allows them their privÍleged position.

As
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individuals, they are limited due to their inability to look
outside of the system. What is possible for then is what the
system will allow.
Many more people posses

very fittfe

power by the standards

of society. They too may be disempowered if they fail to
recognize thet personal power lies, to some degree, in the
recognition and pursuit of alternatives. personal power Iíes in
the ways in which you conduct your private and professional
Iife, The person çrho strives for fairness and equíty in every
aspect of his life and is not co-opted by noney or the systen
possesses a great deal of personal por{er, That person has the
power to nake decisions for his life

based on internal

convictions about faÍrness and equity rather than externally
imposed ones.

INDIVIDUAL EMPOI{ERMENT THROUGH GROUP

PROCESSES

individuals are involved in groups which operate from
a framework which is conducive to aid in the enpowerment of the
group those indivíduals can becone nore empowered as
individuals. It j.s J.ogical that the people who gravitête
When

towards such groups would be empowered to a degree whích would
express itself in the involvement in such a group, It is also
Iogical that the act of being involved in a group process which

is empowering would have the spin-off effect of leaving the
individuaL me¡¡bers of the group with a greater sense of self.
This could conceivably be translated into a great,er sense of

o¿

:
'

:

PersonaÌ power.
The feelings of pride and êccomplishment which arise out of
striving within a group to achieve a d.esired result is not
contained within the group alone. The realization on the part

of the individual that they were an inportant participant in the
glroup process wilf gíve the indíviduat an increased sense of
self and can be personally enpowering.
ANALYSIS

Individua_I empowermènt seens to occur along a seeningly
endress continuum. Each ti¡ne we gain a new piece of informatíon

:
,
.

and dare to use it for ourselves or others we increase our
p.rsonal power. The more we learn and use what we have rearned

i

the greater our personal power.
As our knowledge grows so does our ¡ealization of our need
to act responsibly with nore than our own interests in nind, An
empowered individual knows they are not self-contained. They
r"st exist with others, in a common environr¡ent. If they ignore
these realities they are only selfish and self-serving. An
enpowered person is sensitive to the effects of their behavior
on others. An enpowered individual, ín nany respects lives an
aItelnativeIife-sty1eduetotheirdesiretohavetheirIife
refrect the sense of themserves and their envi¡onment they have

I

developed,

:

:

:
I
.

:

;
I

i

:

'
,

rndividual empowernent can, at the r.evel where indíviduaLs
are beginning to gather knowledge and experience sone personal

ì

bJ

por,rer, be compared to Arnstein's ladder of participation,

While

individuals are gaining sone sense of themselves through the
attainment of knowledge they are r.¡orking within the systen.
Learning to deal with bureaucracies, developing opinions on
issues, and standing up for your rights and beliefs develop
one's personal power. These things are usual-ly carried out
erithin the confines of a given system and therefore can be
paralle.Led to the various rungs on Arnstein,s ladder of citizen
participation.
individual power grows to the extent that the
individuaL develops a philosophy of life which is inconpatible
with the philosophy of the larger system the paraì-lels with
Arnstein's ¡nodel disappear. In order to naintain individual
power the individual nust gtow beyond the constrains of the
system. Arnstein's nodel does not allow that degree of
latitude. The individual. is forced to create or pursue
alternatives which are ouÈside the franework of the system in
which Arnsteín's nodel is based.
When

SUMMARY

The instances of group and individual empowernent that were

outlíned in this chapter híghlight several important factors
about the nature of empowernent and participation within the
present systerh.
Enpowernent, which l-eads to a change in the status quo and

therefore a correction in the inequity, cannot occur within the
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system as a function of the system, Empowerment nust occur
outsíde of the system in the development and utirizati.on of

an

:
'

arternatíve to the system's way of dearing with the situation,
The ernpowering alternative must be developed and utÍIized by
those desiring a change in the disempowering situation. It is
.rot something which can be given to then, they must be part of
their own Iibe¡ation. This, then, is true empowernent, or
empowerment unrestrained by and independent of the power of the

'

dominant, systen,

,

also occur in a relative way. The
increasing of one's power within the system, relative to one's
fo"mer power, due to increased knowledge of how to function
within the system in order to obtain the ma,ximum benefits fron
the system is also a type of empowerment. This type of
.^poHerment, or relative enpor{erment, faces the constraints and
inequities irnposed externally onto the indíviduar by the systern.
the previous del-ineation of ernpowernent highlights the
restrictive nature of Arnstein's Ladder of participation. True

:

ì
:

,
:
,
i
:
:

:

Enpowerrnent can

:

',

:
;
!

i
,
,

is not deai.t with in Arnsteints nodel due to the
fact that her delineation addresses onJ.y participation within
the systen. True empor,¡erment recognizes the Liniting nature of
the system and proposes alternatives to the optíons offered
within the systen which are authored and controrred externarry
to the systen.
The idea and practíce of true and relative empowernent can
be paralleled to the wonen, s movement strategy of disengagement
ernpowerment
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ând mainstreaming and therefore be a strategy for undertaking
the process of social change necessary for building a society
based on empowerment. As society becomes empowered in a

relative way, íts awareness of the inequities of the present
system should grow due to its increased knowledge about the
systen. While the awareness of inequitíes grows I the
development of alternatives, or true enpowernent will also be
occurring. If alternatives exist and are being developed while
there is a larger ¡novement towards discontent¡nent with the
present system, there wilL be vísible aLternatives in which the
discontented can take part,

CHAPTER FOUR

CASE STUDY.

TENANT'S RIGHTS

WORKSHOPS

THE ORIGIN OF THE PROJECT

of the central purposes of this thesis lras to deveLop
an understanding of an empowerment approach to the organizatíon
and operation of our pe¡sonal and professional fives. The
inabilíty of planning in particular and the individual members
of the population in general to operate fron this perspective
(Chapter 2) indicates it is not an approach which presently
receives enough support to be adopted on the level of
large-scare socíety. This being the case ít was deened refevant
and necessary that I discover a project which had the objeetive
of embracing an empor{erment perspective.
One

in a project with this objective woufd
allow me first hand experience in the process of enpowerrnent.
The ínvolvement in an empowerment based project would allow me
to test the ideas, concepts and pitfalJ-s contained in all of the
lite¡ature on e¡¡¡powerment and therefore clarify both the idea
and practice of empower¡nent.
Becoming involved

role in the project, when it was discovered, would be to
observe the process of empowerment and if possible, participate
in any capacity the group deened to be appropriate. As a fufl
member of the group I wouLd develop knowledge of the process and
therefore the perspective to observe and analyse.
Wit,h the aim ín mind of discovering a project, I discussed
My
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with Professor Gerecke who I might speak to in order to become
involved in a project whích e¡as not only perusing the tenets of
enpor.rerrnent, but was afso a project under the unbrella of
planning. It wes decided I should contact someone from the
Ad¡ninistration of Neighbourhood Inprovement program, the
neighbourhood planning program in Winnipeg (Jan 6,l9gg). After
several telephone calls I came in contact with a Mr. Don Gagnon,

coordinator of the neighbourhood planning program in the Cíty of
Winnipeg, We discussed rny topic and the possibítities of me
doing a practicutr in one of his programs (Jan 12,1ggg).

of the possible projects I discussed with Mr, cagnon,
which was quickfy ruled out, was involve¡nent with the North
Logan ComEunity group. This group, I was informed, was not
One

being worked with at this tine. I asked if it was do to the
fact the Logan group becane vocal and somewhat powerful on their
own and obtained concessions the eity did not want then to have.

Mr. Gagnon stated this was not correct. He also stated that
part of the trick to comnunity based planning and enpowernent
for the planner is to be able to recognize the point at which
the connuníty becomes nore independent and can act more and mo¡e
on its own. It seens that this was not a point the of f icial-s
working wÍth the Logan group had properly considered.
Following ny discussion with Mr. Gagnon, I spoke with
Professor Gerecke about ny what had transpired. During rny
consultation with Professor Gerecke we decided any project I
would be placed in by Mr. Gagnon would be, given he works for

bð

the City of Winnipeg, political-Iy safe, It woufd not involve
anything which could appear politically embarrassing if it
appeared i.n print.
Given the topic of the thesis and the fact
that the system in which planning operated tends not to be
empowering, we decided I should look eLsewhere for a project
(Feb. 24 1989 ).
'

next contact was with Linda Williams, a social worker
who is involved with a housing advocacy group (Winnipeg Housing
Concerns Inc,), She informed ne of her group's íntention to
carry out a series of educational workshops for low income
housing tenants on the rights and responsibÍlities of Iandfords
and tenants. It was the goal of the group to obtain volunteers
from the community, t¡aín then to carry out the workshops and
have the necessary information to be a resource and advocate for
other people in the community. My role with the group would be
to help in every aspect of the process, just like everyone else
involved (l,lay 2, 1989 ) .
The project selected was with WHCI . It was independent of
political ties because it was with a group that is not
politically affiliated.
ft was independent of the planning
profession in that Ít was not concerned with an area which
traditional- planning encompassed. This would give ne both
political and professional freedo¡¡. I woul-d be able to make the
political observations I believed to be relevant and f would be
ab.l-e to place the project in the context of planning without
My

being constrained by the tradit,ionaL definition of planning.
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ÎIIE

PROJECT

I met r.¿ith professor Gerecke and Linda
l'lilliams in order to further elarify t,he di.rection and purposes
Winnipeg Housing Concerns Inc, (WHCI) would be pursuing in their
undertaking of the tenant education workshops. Linda ¡eiterated
the group's desire for the ultimate purpose of the workshops to
Ieave in place, as a result of the infor¡nation disseninated by
the workshops, a structure run by tenants whích would act as an
information and support base for other tenants experiencing
housing probJ-ems, Both Linda and professor Gerecke suggested I
On May 25,1989

¡{rite down any questions and ideas f have Ín regards to the
goals and direction of WHCI's approach to the development and
undertaking of the tenant education workshops. I should ask
those questions end put forth ny idea,s at the next meeting of
I,IHCI in June of 1989.
June 20,1989 - WHCI Meeting at the North End CoÐnunity Ministry
470 Stella Avenue.

applied for a $2,000 grant from the Manitoba Law
Foundation to fund the tenant rights workshops, The possibility
of delaying the beginning of the workshops until the funding
cones through in October was discussed and dismissed. ft was
decided that the workshops would begin in late Septenber and the
group would rely on money currêntly in the WHCIts bank account.
Several of the tènant urembers present èxpressed concern in
regards to the recruiting of new tenant members. It had been
their experience that people who join housing groups and
WHCI
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organizations are threatened with eviction. Even though someone
cannot legalIy be evicted for joining a housing group, many
people a¡e intimidated by the threat and their rack of knowredge
as to what their actual rights are, people who are viewed as
troublenakers due to theír menbership in a housing group have
also been discouraged by management harassing them and their

faroilies or getting neighbours to substantiate fa_Ise conpl-aints
against thern,
The group decided it wouLd be able to ma.ximize its impact

if it involved sorne of the comnunÍty organizations in the area
in the workshops. Organizations such as the Hope Center, MAPS,
Northwest ChiId and Famiì-y Services, and Beat The Street could
nake their clients aware of the workshops and encourage then to
attend. Anyone f ro¡n these organizations wishing to be involved
in the organÍzation of the workshops vrould also be welconed.
The group decided to conduct a meeting on September 5,19gg

with people fron community groups interest,ed in being involved
in the workshops, The purpose of the meet,íng ¡rill be to define
the objectives of the workshops, ie. education, organization,
empowerrnent, advocacy, or providing a service and based on the
stated objectives, develop an agenda for the workshops.
Obse

rvat i ons

has been together since 19g2. Duríng their past
tenure as a housing group they have once before conducted
housing workshops. The previous venture into housing workshops
WHCI

established the group through the broadening of its nenbership

7I

to include sone 200 names, From the workshops the group moved
into J.obbying. It was believed that a change in one of the
sources of housing problems, the provinciaj- housing legislation,
woufd circumvent some of the problems they encountered while
conducting the workshops.
The act of changíng the focus of the group fron education
of individual low-income housing tenants to lobbying for more
equitable housing legislation caused the involvement of a nunber
of the tenant mernbers to terminate or take a less active role.
The focus of the g¡oup on lobbying for better housing
legislation caused the purpose of the group to shíft fron the
discussion of everyday problems which they could aLl relate to
and try to help solve to the discussion of the rnake-up of a good
piece of housing legislation, critiques of proposed legislation,
end actions towards having the perspective of their group heard
and heeded by the legislators who were drafting and passing the
Iegislation. The tasks of the group became technicaL and
sonewhat beyond the scope and interest of nany of the tenant
members. Consequently, the principle actors of the group becane
the connunity activists who were nembers of the group: Doug
Martindale, the executive dírector of the North End Community
Ministry, Linda l{illiams, a social worker for the City of
Winnipeg's Core Area Resídential Upgrading and Maintenance
Progran, and Mel Hol,ley, a paralegal working for the Legal Aíd
Society of Manitoba, Some tenant menbers renained but, their
rol-e in the operation of the group caÍ¡e to be that of discussing
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and approvínÉ a.ction and strategy after the possibilities
narrowed by those members of the group who had a better

were

I

,.,.rderstanding of the technicar nuances of the regislation and
the legislative process.

i

re-establishing the workshops
for low-income housing tenants was to re-est,ablish the
visibility of l,tHCI in the low-income housing connunityl and
increase and update its membership list.
It was felt that the
sojourn into J.obbying for better housing legislatíon was
varuabre but also came at the price of a certain amount of lost
"ontact with the people the group purported to represent. By
Soing back to its roots, the housing workshops, the group
berieved it courd regain some of its perceived rost status as a
a.nant's group controlted by tenants (Linda l,fiIf ia¡nsr August
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One

of the purposes of

WHCI

14,1989 and Doug Martindale August lg,19g9).

The fact that once I9HCI stopped conducting tenant rights
workshops they were no longer availabre also made r{HCr me¡nber

that their approach this time shoul-d be different. They
"*are
WHCI would not go on forever in the sane forn. That
"."Iized
being the case the disse¡nínation of the information which they
suppried in the housing workshops wourd need to be carried out
by someone else. If the group could invoLve tenants to the
deg¡ee where they would be infornation bases for other tenants
ttr"n the infornatíon I{HCr supplied would be entrenched in the

IWHCf was

well estabLished in the political community due
to its concerted and ongoing efforts at legislative changà. This
effort and its result in the exodus of tenant menbers caùsed a
decrease in its visibility
in the comnunity of row-income housing
tenants.

,

l

,

IJ

survive the demise of WHCT, This was
another aim ín re-establishing the housing workshops (Linda
Williams, May 2, l4ay 25, August i4,1989),
community and wouLd

Septenber 5,1989 - Meeting of WHCI to Organize the Tenant

Education Workshops
The group decided to target the workshops to low-income

tenants living in private sector housing. Given the fact pubLic
housing and housing legislation whÍch sets and enforces housing
standards a¡e both governnent creations¡ it was believed that
the more manageable task would be to encourage private sector
tenants to encourêge the governnent to better police the private

sector rather than having it cLean up its own backyard. l,lhile
many of the problems of public housing are sinilar to those in
private housing, there are certain unique condítions existing in
public housing which wouLd be difficult to correct through the
dissemination of information to tenants, It was decided,
however, we would not exclude public housing residents fron
attending the workshops. I{e would provide them with trhatever
help and infornation that was available,
The group also fornally decided the content of the
workshops would be the rights and responsibilities of tenants
and landlords and the avenues one could pursue in order to
attain those rights. The goals of the workshops beyond
education of rights, responsibilities, and alternatives woul,d be
to enpower tenants so they would be equipped to pass on the
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infornation they have to other peopìe experiencing housing
problems. The latter goal will be carried out by encouraging
and fostering tenanù leadership as weLl as tenants helping
tenants both within the context of the workshops and after the
ínformation had been passed on to them through the workshops.
The next task of the group was to outline the problems we
would likeIy hear about from the tenants attending the
workshops. Once the anticipated problems were outlíned we
Listed the jurisdictions which would be concerned wíth each
problem, For example; one proble¡n identified was the quality of
housing. The jurisdiction identified was the Landlord and
Tenant Affairs By-laws, This exercise was conducted on a J-arge
piece of paper, taped to the wall for everyone in the group to
see and ínput their ideas, (See Figure A)
PROBLEMS

1. Public Hous ing
A) Managerts Manual
B) Evíctions
C) Harassment
D) Difficulty of o rgani z ing
tenant s
2. Di scrí¡ninât i on
3. Housing Affordabi I ity
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9.
10.

Housing Quality
Mobi

l itylMigrancy

Landlord and Tenant Affairs
Fines - Lack of enforcenent

Security deposits not
being returned
Empowernent of tenants
Lack of heat, míce and
roach problens
( Figure A)

JURISDICTION
MHRC,

City of l,Iinnipeg, Federal

Governr¡ent

Hunan Rights Co¡nnission

Social assistance regulations,
ninimun wage level, Tent
regulation.

Landlord and Tenant Affairs,
City of Winnipeg By-laws,
See d i sc rir¡i nat ion,
affordabilit,y, and qual i ty.

Provincial Governnent.
City of Winnipeg By-Iaws,

courts.
Landlord and Tenant Affairs.
and the tenants.
City of Winnipeg, Provincial
Government, and the Health Dept.
WHCI workshops

the gravíty of the task at hand had been real-ized
through the exercise of outlining probj-ens and jurisdi.ctions,
the group decided to set a tentative time for the first
workshop, GÍven ít would be the first presentation, we decided
to nake use of a captive audience, l,/ednesday nornings some
people go to the North End Community Ministry at 470 Stella
Street for groceries and a budgeting class. The group decided
that this wou.Ld be a good arena in r¿hich to test the forn and
content of our housing workshop, The exact date would be
decided after one more organizing meeting.
Once

Septenber 22,1989 - Organization Meeting for Housing Workshops
The group decided to call the workshops; rrFight For your
Housing Rights Workshops. "

The first

workshop would be with the

North End Cor¡munity Ministry's Wednesday morning budgeting class
on September 27, 1989.
The Core Area Residential Upgrading and Maintenance Progran
(CARUMP)

where Linda Williams, one of our group nenbers works,

has a tenant's handbook which it uses for education.

The

landlord rights and responsibiLities,
as weLL as infornation about the appropriate agency for
different housing related problems, CARUMP also has a model
house vrhich highlights nany of the possible housíng problems
people may be experiencing. The group decided it would make use
of these resources to conduct our wo¡kshops, (See Appendix A for
a copy of the handbook and pictures of the house. )
handbook covers tenant and
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Septenber 27,1989 - Fight For Your Housing Rights Workshop -

North End Connunity Ministry
The about terenty people in attendance who were there
principally to get groceries were introduced to the Winnipeg

Martindale, president of IIHCI.
Doug gave a brief explanatíon of the history of WHCI and an
explanation of the purpose of the workshop whích was to be
Housi.ng Concerns Group by Doug

conducted that ¡norning, Linda Williams conducted the rensinder

of the workshop usinÉ the CARUMP sample slum house to highLight
various housing probJ-ens and the Tenant's Handbook to explain
rights, responsibilities, and possible courses of action. There
was a.lso tiure throughout the presentation of the workshop for
people to share their housing experíences and problems and have

solutions or courses of action suggested.
Although the response f ro¡n the people sttending the
workshop was not what one night caII overwhelning, it is
interestíng to note the degree to which the people in attendance
were aware they were being inadequately housed. The previous
week they were asked to inagíne they were a bird and to draw the
house the bird wouLd see. The pictures revealed houses ín
stat,es of disrepair ranging from uncomfortabl-e to dangerous
living conditions. (See Appendix B for a list of
characteristics) The lack of connitment on behal-f of these
people to the alternatives the workshops presented can probably
be attributed to lack of trust that I,IHCI could affect any change
and lack of faith ín the system to offer then, people fron the

II

Iower socioeconomic strata of society, any real help and
protection. One person in attendance sunmed up the attitude of
the group when she told the Eiroup she had an opportunity to

settle her claim in Smal.I Claims Court with a student lawyer, at
no cost to herself, but she dropped her claím. She felt the
process was too Long and cornplicated. She was overwhelmed and
intimidated by the system she would be required to use in order
to be treated fairly.
Septenber 28,1989 - Meetíng t{ith Linda lgillians
We

discussed the first

workshop and agreed that the

prospects of finding people who would be willÍng to conmit to

involving the¡nselves in the workshops to the degree that they
could become a resource in the community would be quite slim if
we relied on recruitnent from the workshops alone. We decided
the best alternative would be to more actively pursue a course
of action discussed and endorsed by the group at an earlier
meeting. We needed to contact connunity organizations who had a
familiar client base, These organizations could then put us in
contact with cLients of theirs who rnight be interested in
becoming involved in the housing workshops.
October 12, 1989 - WHCMeeting

Myself and Tansín CoIIins, a social work student doing her

fieldwork with CARUMP and WHCI spoke to several organizations
and had difficulty obtaining naneg of potential trainees for the
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housing workshops. The group decided to conduct a larger
workshop in November and draw interested individuars from that
group, It was also decided that we wouLd continue to contact
various conmunity groups to inform then of the workshops. l,¡e

wiII advertise the workshop, probably by distributing leaflets
and posters in the community, The workshop wilJ. be heÌd on
November 23,1989 at the North End Community Ministry,
October 31,1989 - WHCI Meeting
The group conf irrned it would advertÍse the workshops
through the distribution of leaflettes and posters. The schools

in the area of the North End Com¡¡unity Minístry (NECM) with
Community Education Development Association (CEDA)
representatives (David Livingston, firill-ian l,lhyte, King Edward,
Strathcona, and Aberdeen) wilL be asked to send leaflets home
with the students. I,Ie will aLso do nail--outs to people on
I,IHCI's mailing list as well as the people on NECM's ¡¡rocery
Iist, The organizations prevÍous1y contacted by nyself and
Tamsin wiLl also be notified of the workshop.
Novenber 14,1989 - Organization neeting for the Fight For your
Housing Rights l{orkshop to be held on Novenber 2g,1gg9

Leaflettes have been mailed out and aÉencíes were contacted
to advertise the workshop. I also hand delivered leaflets to
some of the apartment blocks around NECM. The leaflettes and
posters offer free transpo¡tation to and fron the workshop and
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free chíÌdcare during the workshop and refreshments during the
workshop. Doug and I have volunteered to provide rides to
anyone who calls for one, Doug has also arranged to have two
baby-sitters who we wiII pay $6.00/h¡. The group has afso
decided to provide healthier refreshments than the standard
doughnuts; fresh fruit, cheese, and crackers.
The agenda of the workshop will begin with an introduction
to WHCI, its history , and the ai¡n of the workshops. The next
portion will be a formal presentation of housing informetion
using the CARUMP model house and the Tenant Handbook as
references. Afte¡ the for¡nal presentation we will break the
people at the workshop into snaffer groups; each containing a
member of I,IHCI. The snall-er groups will serve as the forum in
which people can ask questions and air their particular housing
concerns. These questions and concerns can then be discussed
within the s¡nal-Ier group but also be brought back to the larger
group for discussion and brainstorning on possible solutions or
approaches towards noving towards a ¡esolution of the problen.
Novenber 23,1989 - Fight For Your Housing Rights l{orkshop

Attendance was narÉinaI, 15 people including workers.

The

format of the workshop was carried out as it had been set out in
the organization neeting,
The group decided it should follow up on so!ìe of the

problens presented at the workshop by having people return and
report back to the group about any progress ¡¡ade towards the
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resolution of their problern. This would be done by having
people l-eave their addresses so we coufd notify them of the ti-me
and place of the next workshop. This practice also served to
expand and update the Í{HCI mailing list,
December 5,1989

-

WHCI Meeting

The group deemed the workshop held on November 23 to be

a

success. Because it created a foru¡n in which people could talk
about their housíng problens and have the¡n addressed, even íf
only on ân information fevel, the workshop served a purpose,
The consensus is, however, we need a more stable group in order
to undertake an education process which woufd l_ead to tenants
taking over the ownership of the group and the information it is
di stri but ing.
IVe

have set another workshop for December 13,1ggg.

December 13,1989

- Fight For Your Housing Rights l{orkshop -

NECM

The workshop r{as run under the sane fornat as the last one.
There were new people in attendance as welL as people from the

last workshop. The people from the November 23 workshop
reported no resoLution of their housing problens but had taken
so¡ne initial
steps towards the end of addressing the probleros,
ie, , they had gotten in contact ¡vith the appropriate agency
function was to deal with their problen.
A lady in attendance at the workshop (Mrs. Kellington)is

whose
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there because she cannot get the security deposit back from her
last place. Myself and Bob McFaddyn who r+orks for CARUMp and is
ínvolved in WHCI go with her to another room and listen to her
story. Bob agrees to write a letter to the RentaÌsman for her
and visit her house to go over the letter; I will go wíth hin.
The letter wifl serve the purpose of obtaining her a hea¡ing at
which the RentaLsman's office will decíde if her security
deposit was unjustly withheJ.d based on the presentation of her's
and the landlord's cases by the respective pa¡ties and the
appropriate witnesses,
Decenber 14,1989 - WHCI Meeting
The grant from t,he Manitoba Law Socíety has been approved.

This influx of monies will aLlow us to Bore wideLy advertise our
next workshop at Pinkham School on January 25,1990.
Specifica]Iy, we will be abfe to afford to take out an
advertisement ín the Inner City Voice. (See Appendix

C)

Pinkha¡n School has a CEDA representative working

in it.

lt

is hoped that the exístence of an íntermediary between the
tenants ¿nd WHCI will faciÌitate bringing people out to the
workshops. The CEDA representative can use their knowledge of
and contact with the conmunity to encourage people with housing
concerns to attend the workshop.
January 25, 1990 - Fight or your HousinÉ Rights l{orkshop Pinkhan School
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The workshop was conducted in a similar fashion to those in
the past, An introduction to WHCI was rnade along with an

explanation of the other issues I,/HCI was working on, such as its
lobbying efforts in regards to housíng J.egíslation. people seem

disinterested with this information due to the forrnal and
technical nature of it. They are in attendance to receive help
for their i¡nrnediate housing concerns.
Once agai.n

the

CARUMP

model house and the Tenant's Handbook

are used as references to crarify and visualizè the information
being presented, The technique of breaking the group into
smaller discussion groups in order to talk about specific
housing problens and then bringing the problems back to the

larger group for discussion is once again employed. This
technique is quíte useful fo¡ this particuLar workshop given
there were 27 people in attendance,
January 30,1990 - lleeting et Landlord and Tenant Affairs ¡,¡ith
Mrs. Kellington Re: the return of her security deposit.

I have agreed to go with Mrs. Kel-l-ington to the neeting at
Landlord and Tenant Affairs after a conve¡sation With Doug
Martíndale on January 17,1990. He suggested I attend with her
in order to keep her focused on the issues which ¡rere relevant
to this partÍcu1ar incident. Our past contact with Mrs.
Kerlington has revealed a tendency for her conmentary to incrude
the body of ¿11 of her housing experíences over the last decade
rather than just those relevant to the time in question,
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f questioned whether it would not be personally valuable
fo¡ Mrs, Kellington to go and speak for herself especially
seeing f,iHCI had done everything to bring about the appeal with
Landlord and Tenant Affairs for her. While Doug agreed that

Mrs. KelLington speaking for herself would be valuable he was
not confident the benefits of that action would outweigh the
costs, ie,, by speaking for herself Mrs. Kellington would be
more l-íkely to lose her appeal given her tendency to confuse her

points with irrelevant commentary. He also questioned the
appropriateness of such an approach given there had been no
specific statement from fi¡HCI in regards to our desire to pursue
an ernpowerment role over an advocacy roIe.

Mrs. Kellington told her side of the story with me
encou¡aging her to stay on tr¿ck when her comnent,ary diverted to
events not re.levant to the particular incident in question. She
seer¡¡ed to be happy she had the opportunity to confront the
systen and even though the judgement eventually cane down
aÉainst her, she was to some extent, satisfied with her efforts
to correct a perceived wrong,
February 22,1990 - Fight For your Housing Rights Workshop Strathcone School
The general procedure for organizing t,he workshops became

stable after the success in numbers realized by the workshop at
Pinkhan School. We would continue to organize around
establíshed conmunity ¿ctors such as

CEDA

representatives

as
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well as utilizing leaflettes, posters, and an advertisement in
the Inner City Voice to pubJ,icize the workshops, The practice
of supplying food, transportation, and childcare for each
workshop would also remain intact.
The workshop at Strathcona School was less of a success

than anticipeted.

There were on.Iy 5 tenants in attendance.

The

¡nechanics of the workshop remained the sa¡ne as in past workshops

with one exception. Given the s¡nall nunber of people in
attendance we did not break into smal.Ier groups to discuss
specific housing concerns, The entire workshop was conducted

as

one group,
March 6,1990 - WHCI Meeting

Given the poor attendance at the Strathcona School- workshop

relative to the Pinkham School workshop it was decided that we
should more cLosery forrow the approaches taken in the instance
of Pinkham School. White the approach of WHCI had ¡er¡ained the
sa¡ne it was dÍscovered that the CEDA representative at pinkham
SchooL had had a greater degree of personal contact with people
in the comnunity encouraging then to attend the workshop than
had the CEDA representat,ive at Strathcona School. Based on this
fact, the group (WHCI ) decided we should encourage the community
groups and act,ors we worked with to follow that line of action
when preparÍng to host a workshop. The purpose of holding the
workshops in the facilities and jurisdictions of these community
actors was to take advantage of thei¡ relationships to peopJ.e in
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the community that may be able to benefit from the information
disseminated in the workshops, lt is only logical then, to
maximize the assets these comnunity actors possess.
With this in mind the group decided I should meet with the
CEDA representative at Norquay SchooÌ, the site of our next
workshop, r woufd pass on to her the conclusions we had come to
and encourage her to foll-ow what we believed to be the best
course of action; maximum personal contact with people who might
be interested in attending the workshop. We afso concluded ít
would be beneficiaÌ if she could involve the resident's
association which operated in the area, in the organization and
advertising of the workshop. By including the resident,s
association, it was believed we could naximize contact with
people in the area who were actively working on their housing
concerns.

l(atch 22,1990 - Fi¡¡ht For your Housing Rights Workshop Norquay School
The workshop was poorly attended and those who did attend

were ¡ne¡¡bers of the resídent's association and or{ners of rental
property. While they found the infornation we presented

interesting and useful, the discussion centered on the apathy
and lack of commitnent of tenants to participate in any change
of the housing status quo. The evidence to substantiate this
cfain was the laek of tenant represêntation at the workshop as
well as numerous exanples from their own experience.
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April 9,1990 -

WHCI Meeting

Workshops have been arranged

for Apríl in two locations,
t{e will attempt to a¡range for workshops to be conducted more
frequent)-y in order to spend the money from the Law Foundation
grant. If the money is not used for tenant educat,ion by
November of 1990, ít wílI have to be ret,urned to the Manitoba
Law Foundation.

Observation
The workshops have become routine, in both theír content

and occurrence, lle conduct at least one a rnonth and the
information and nethod of delivery are basically the same each
ti¡ne. The¡e seems to have been an abandonment of the expressed
purpose of leaving a tenant controlled structure ín place to

take over passing out the informatíon which is contained in the
workshops. The group, due to constraints on tine and varying
degrees of interest, sèems to be satisfied with presenting the
information and hoping it wil1 heLp some people to deal wíth

their housing concerns of both the present and the future. The
attítude among the group seems to be that the workshops wÍlÌ
continue as they now exist but that WHCI does not have the time
or the resources to adequately address the problens expressed in
the workshops. l{e are encountering the same concerns fron
tenants over and over and seem to be having little notíceable
impact. The members of the group ¡{ho were invoLved with I{HCI
when it conducted these workshops in the past have stated that
the problerns have remained the sane end some of the people we
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are hearing fron are back asking for help with the
,

.
,

,

same

problems.

April 19,1990 - Fight For your Housíng Rights Workshop _
Ellice Parent-Child Centre
There were six tenants at the workshop. Once again forn
and content of the workshop and feedback from the tenants

t.raíned si¡¡ilar to that of other workshops.
April 24,1990 - Fight For your Housing Rights Workshop _
Mulvey School

:
'
,
.

The workshop attracted six tenants. One person in

attendance is a volunteer at Agape table,

He expressed an

interest in having us conduct a workshop at Agape table.

:
:

:
:
:

r'
I
:

,
':

j
.
'

June 13,1990 - Fight For your Housing Rights l{orkshop David LivinÉstone School

this workshop was conducted in conjunction ¡rith the Lord
Selkirk Park Residentts Association, The workshop was held
after several perspective presidents of the resident,s
association nade their why r should be elected speeches. That
n"ocess facilitated the workshop because the peopre who attended
*..e expressing an active intelest in moving toerards resolving
theÍr housing concerns both formally through participation in
the resident's association and infornarry through the gathering
of the information supplied in the workshop.
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This workshop r.ras unique from the others we had conducted
due to the fact the people in attendance were predoninantly
public housing residents. They not onry had to dear with thei¡
housing concerns but aLso with the bureaucratic and political
stunbling b.l-ocks unique to gove¡nment run institutions, The

other unique characteristic of this workshop was the fact that
ít was attended by the two connunÍty police officers who worked
in the area. My first blush impression of their attendance was
negative due to rny belief that they would impede the workshop
¡¡ith a less than posi.tive assessment of their contact with the
people Ín the conmunity and the actions of those people in
regards to how they cared for the structures in which they are
housed. This assessnent turned out to be unfounded. The police

officers were both positive and helpfuJ- in thei¡ participati.on
in the workshop.
June 14,1990 - Fight For your Housing Rights Workshop -

Willian Whyte School
No one attended

JuIy 25,1990 -

the workshop.

WHCf Meeting

The group has decided to carry on with the workshops,

We

have also decided to hold an annual meeting in order to infor¡n
people about the work of WHCI and gain new nenbers who would be

willing to be a p&rt of the board and membership of

WHCI.
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Septenber 10,1990 - Fight For your Housing Rights Workshop
Agape Table

_

Many people use Agape Table on

a regular basis. The
approach utilized in the workshop of having peopLe talk about
their proble¡ns and brainstorrn on solutions seêms welr suited for
Agape Table gi.ven there are many people who regularly use the
facility.
The infornation they receive see¡ns to have a greater
opportunity to circuLate to others. WhiIe this would be ideal,
the reality is that only three people came to the workshop,
Septenber 27,1990 - WHCI Heeting
The structure of a city-wide housing coaLition has been
formed and is neetÍng October 25,1990. hrHCI wifl be a part of

the meeting with the intention of deternining if WHCI can work
with the coalítion to better achieve its goal-s. A decisíon on
the future directíon of WHCI wíII be nade after the housing
coal.ition neeting.
October 25,1990 - HousinÉ Coalition I'leeting
The purþose of the housing coalition rneeting was to provide
a forun for people who are interested in housing issues to co¡r¡e

together and discuss those issues. This was carried out by
having thóse in attendance express the issues they believed to
be relevant. There was also a general sense that the best
app"o"òh towards the resolution of these issues would be through
better networking of community groups interested in addressing

housing concerns,
Observations From The Housing Coalition Meeting
The meeting seemed to lack ¿n obvious direction

and

to an organized bitch session on the housing probLems
of lower income g¡oups. The crowd seemed confused as to the
purpose and future direction of the coalition. The presence of
the public housing bureaucrats and the tendency of people to
amounted

focus on them was potentially restricting to the goals of the
meeting. Luckily, someone pointed out their do¡nination of the
meeting was taking away from the developnent of issues and the

input of communíty groups. The presence alone of the public
housing bureaucrats r,¡as potentially damaging due to their
propensity to view the world fron the constraints of the system
in which they operate, especially given the purpose of the
meetíng was to move beyond present housing constraints.
November 21,1990

- Fíght For your Housing Rights l{orkshop

_

King Edward School
No one attended

the workshop.

March 15,1991 - Telephone Intervie¡v with Linda WiI1ians
The housing coalítion is continuing to meet. They have
been discussing policy, setting goals, and trying to organize

a

public neeting. They have afso been to see the Minister of
Housing several tines in regards to J.egíslation and the ¡or-e the
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coalition can pl-ay in the area of housing in cooperation with
the governnent.
ïn terms of WHCI , the group no longer meets although it
does still exist. The name and incorporation of WHCI wilL
Iikely be absorbed by the housing coalition.
The norkshops formally conducted by IIHCI have also ceased,
However, with the passíng of the new housíng legislation, Bill
13, there r.ras money provided for public education. Landlord and
Tenant Affairs are utilízing this noney to conduct tenant
educati-on workshops sirnilar to those conducted by WHCI.
Perspective audiences must contact Landlord and Tenant Affairs
and request that they make a presentation,
ANALYSIS

The tenant education workshops conducted by WHCI did not

fulfill the intended goal of leaving in place a structure,
controlled by tenants, whích woul-d serve to provide oÈher
tenants with information and aÍd in dealing with their housing
concerns (enpowernent of tenants).

Its fail-u¡e to achieve thís
goal is the result of several factors.
The first facto¡ which contributed to WHCIts failure to
achieve its empowernent goal is the orientation of WHCI . WHCI's
history was that of an advocacy group. It represented peopl-e to
various agencies and to government by writing Ietters, speaking
on behalf of people, and Lobbying on behalf of its membership
for institutíonal-ized change within the government structure.
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not accustomed to letting people speak for themselves,
it was, however, accustomed to, with peop.le, s pernission,
speaking for them. This is not to say WHCI discouraged people
from speaking and writing letters for thenserves because it did
not, Râthe¡, l.tHCI provided a forum for which people could
express their needs and conce¡ns and have those needs and
concerns placed in the public arena by a group more familiar
with and less intimidated by the public arenâ. WHCI provided
people with an alternative to speaking for themselves and at the
same time perpetuated the need for I.¡HC] to continue to furf iÌr.
the role of speaking for people,
the second factor in WHCI's fai.Iure to achieve its
empowernent goal is the fact of who were the principle actors in
ttHOl The prínciple actors were generally conmuníty activists,
peopl-e who worked for various social- service agencies or
institutions and invorved themselves in wHcr out of a belief in
the need for change, not community people who were experiencing
the housing problens. This neant that the ¡eal control and
power of the group was generally held by people whose stake in
the issues Ìrere ¡nore Ídeological than personal Thet is not to
say the principle actors were not devoted to the issues. The
point is that the issue ís only an issue, not a fact of their
WHCf rr'as

2

I am not arguing for the elinination of groups such as
I{HCI: I an mereJ.y outlining the shortcomings õf a group
wHCr's orientation in empowering its nembe¡ã. I.lHcr seri.=with .,r."y
necessary purpose of províding the f orura to gather the strength
"
of numbers needed for achieving ínstitutíonarízed change.
purpose, however, is not conducive to the empowerment of itsirri.
group nenbers. rt is conducive to the continued dependence of
the group menbers on the group structure and its goãts oi
achieving instítutionalized change.
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everyday existence and the reality of that Iife along with the
desire to get yourself something better can only be inagined by

those who do not live it.

Had

the real power of the group

been

held by tenants, perhaps an empovrerment perspective wouLd have
been ¿ more inportant goaL.
The finaL factor in WHCI ,s faílure to achieve its
empowernènt goar is the monumentar nature of the task. wHCr was
a volunteer group with only four to six principì-e actors. The
amount of tine and effort necessary to achieve a tenant
controLled and operated housing information base r¡as beyond the
linited resources and tíne co¡nrnitments avairable through wHCr.
ff it were to realÍstically attempt to achieve that goal, I,¿HCI
would have had to abandon all of its other activities, ie.,
advocacy and lobbying and concentrate on empowernent. Given its

history,

not prepared t,o abandon the roles ít
achieved sone success in fu1fiIIing.
I,¡HCf erês

DID WHCI ACHIEVE ANY

DEGREE OF EMPOI{ERMENT WITH

ITS

had

TENANT

EDUCATION T{ORKSHOPS?

If the reader refers back to the dÍscussion in Chapter
Three on the empowernent potential of education and Iife
experience they wí11 understand how and on what rever the tenant
education workshops could be enpowering. If the information
garnered in the workshop led to an individual possessing
knowledge they did not prevíously possess and if that individual
was willíng to uti.l-íze the knowledge they had gained to correct
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circunstances r,rhich were disempoÍrering to them or someone efse,
the workshop was empowering to that individual
On an even more rudinentary level, The simple act of
attending the workshop with the purpose of gaining infor¡nation
,

in order to solve a problem is a potentially empowering
sítuation, The act of attending the workshop requires that the
person recognize they have a problem they cannot soLve with
their present information base; the person realizes they are not
empowered to act. By attending the workshop they are attenpting
to empower themselves to deal with their problem. The degree to
which they becorne ernpowered depends on whether or not they use
the information they gained to help themselves or anyone else.
If the reader refers back to chapter 3 ¿nd the discussion
on Arnstein's Ladder of Citizen participation they can place the
tenant education workshops wíthin the same context. The purpose
of the tenant education workshops like the purpose of the type
of citizen participation Arnstein articulated, was to enable
people to better deal with the institutíonalized systen which
concerns itself v¡íth the regulatíon and control of housing. One
of the purposes of the workshops was to give tenants the
necessary informetion which would allow them to make the present
system operate as fairly and honestLy as was possible, given the
Iinitations placed on it by the structure in which it exists,
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FURTHER OBSERVATIONS FROM THE CASE STUDY

The approach taken by WHCI in carrying out the tenant
education workshops can be equated with a politic of

' delinêated in châpter three in the sectíon on the
r\romen's move¡¡ent. People cane to the tenant education workshops
because they were ângry ovêr their inability to achiêve
satisfaction with regards to their housing situation, They came
seekíng solutions to their inability to effectively operate
within the current systen and I{HCr worked toward the education
of tenants with the view of enêbling them to better operat,e
within the paraneters of the rules governing housing. Through
aiding in the creation of a' better informed user group, f,lHCI
believed it would nove towards making the st¡ucture r,rhich
.orrtrolled housing nore accountable t,o the user group. f,lhiLe
this is a noble undertaking, it is not empower¡nent. ReaI power
is left with the system. The people who are oppressed are not
rorring towards any significant shift in power fron the systen to
thenselves. They learn only how to naximize their latitude
within the constraints of the current systen, not hor¿ to
eIíminate those constraints and inc¡ease their personal power.
WhiLe the tenant educatíon workshops ca¡ried out by WHCI is
a rnuch better example of advocacy then of empowernent, it does
have some of the elenents of the processes of enpowernent. The
tenant education workshops encouraged people to become involved
in the group and to have a say in the goals and direction of the
g¡oup. WHCI's orientation aIlowed, at least in principle,
mainstreaming
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community contro].

control is an essentiaÌ component
of an empowerment perspective. AII of the exampì.es of
empowerment in chapter three make this quite clear.
One of the first neetings WHCI held in regards to the
tenant education workshops was to outline the structure of the
workshops. As was stated earlier in this chapter, the initiaL
course of action was to outline antici.pated areas of concern
that would be expressed at the workshops in order that the group
Community

would be prepared to deal with the problens brought forr¡ard,
ThÍs was done by placing a Iarge sheet of paper at the front of
the roo¡n and al_Ìowing a.nyone in attendance to input their

ideas. This process can be likened to brainstorming, a
technique used in order to allow all mernbers of a group the
opportuníty t,o speak and to allow for the broadest possible
range of ideas to be heard (Starhawk 1992, 103-104).
Brainstorrning is a technique which is usefuf in an enpowerment
building process due to its objective of having the naxínum
numbe¡ of people and ideas involved in the problem solvíng
process. This was a technique that was also used in the
workshops. After people had aired their individual problems,
those problens were discussed by the larger group with aII in
attendance being encouraged to input into the problen.

of the tenant education workshops was when
the larger group broke into small-er groups and people within the
sr¡aLler groups had the opportunity to talk about their housing
problems. This process is conparable t,o one in the empowerment
One coraponent
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literature referred to as rounds. Rounds ís a process in which
each person within the grouÞ is given an opportunity to speak
without interruptíon. Each person,s views and perspective is
seen as having inherent vafue and the other members of the group
are obliged to listen to what the person is saying (Starhawk
1982, 101).

SUMMARY

The tenant education workshops carried out by WHCI provided

a forum in which peopre courd seek sorutions to and information
about their housing concerns. The r¡orkshops did not fulfill
their intended goal of leaving in place a tenant controlfed
structure to address futu¡e housing concêrns within the
comnunity. The failure to achieve this goal can be attributed
to the historicaf orientation of WHCI towards advocacy and
Iobbying, to the heJ-ping perspective of the people who were the
princip.le actors ín WHCI , and to the restrictions of ti¡ne and
resources experíenced by WHCI. The failure to lay t,he
foundation for a conrnunity controlled informetion network can
also be attributed to the general perception on behalf of people

in the comnunity of their inability to fíght the system and
receive fair treatment as welL as to their orientation towards
the resolutíon of their immediate problens rather than on
workíng towards a nore certain future.
The workshops can be assessed as enpowering on the

rudimentary levels of presenting a forum for people to gain

and
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use information to better their situation and consequently
become more empokrered than they were before they received the

information, The existence of the workshops was positive in
that they principally served the purpose of facilitating the
more fair and honest operation of the present institutionarized
system in which housing is located by presenting information in
regards to the rights and responsibirities of individuals to the
system and the systen to individuals.
Although the workshops pursued rnore of an advocacy than
empowerment role the utilization of the techniques and goals of
community control, brainstormíng, and rounds are examples of
êlements of an empowernent process and evidence of at least a
snall amount of movenent towards an empowerment based practice.
The process of organízing and carryíng-out the tenant
education workshops illust¡ated several inportant points about
undertaking a comnunity organízing process. The inportant
factor in community organízing seems to be the ability to re.Late
individually to people in order to notivate them to act
collectively, The workshop in Ì{hich I{HCI had the best turn out
eras the one at Pinkhan School. The unique characteristic about
that workshop was the individuêI contact the CEDA worker who
helped organize the workshop had with the people r¡ho turned out.
Her individual contact with people provided the bridge between
the people and the information WHCf wished to present. peopJ-e,
not leaflets or advertisenents in the newspaper promising
refreshments, transportatÍon, and chiLdcare, were the nost
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effective

ín notivating people to attend the meetings and voice
their perspective,

CHAPTER FIVE

A

PLANNING PERCEPTION

OF

E}IPOWERMENT

The purpose of this chapter ís to outline â direction for
pranning based on the information presented in this thesis, rt

will at,tenpt to answer the question: What would planning look
Iike if it were to operate from an empowerment, frame of
reference? Given the delineation of an empowerment perspective
of planning is the ultimate goal , thís chapter will also have to
address the nitigating factors which may effect the
inplenentat,ion of an empowerment perspective such as planning
education and the socíoeconoraic system in whieh planning

operates. In order to effectiveJ-y carry out this exercise,
consideration nust be given to both the past and present so
night learn from what we have done and are doing before we
propose e direction for the future.

we

An enpowernent perspectíve of planning cannot realistically
be proposed with the prospect of effective irnprenentation in

isoration from the socioecono¡nic systen in which it operates.
This being the case, the discussion in this chapter wiII nove
from the general of the current socioeconomic systen, to the
specific of planning as a professional practice.
LESSONS FROM THE PAST AND PRESENT

lrestern industrial capitalism, in which planning is an
institutionaLized participant, is oriented toward the
preservation and perpetuation of the status quo. The status

quo
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consísts of a supposedly free market, industrial based economy
supported through both direct and indirect subsidies by
government in order to insure the health of business and in so
doing insure the health of the econor¡y and the population in
general.¡ The accepted avenues of participation on the part of
general public in the issues and institutions which effect their
rives is restricted t,o those forums outlined and sanctioned by
the governing institutíons. Consequently, participation is
generally in a forn and of a nature r¡hich will cause the Least
anount of disruption to the institution

in which people are
participating, Participation wiII not normalLy cause a change or
realignnent in the ultimate dec i s ion-ne.king process of the
inst i tut ion.

2

The¡e is a grèat deal of evidence to suggest the current
systen is not healthy and the menbers of this society are not
doing well. Infl-ation and unenploynent are high, the country is

currently in ¿ recession, the rate of taxation and the size of
the debt locally, províncíalIy and federally contínues to
increase while the level and quality of services decLine. The
ranks of the ho¡neless are increasing, more people are going
hungry ¿nd crine rateÉ¡ are at a level no rational person would
judge to be acceptable,
All of this goes on without any hope of change because there
êre no concerted initiatives within the systen whose goal is to
change the status quo. Proposed solutions to the probJ.ens of
lThis point was covered in nore detail in chapter 2.
2 These points are outllned
in more detåil in chapters

and 3.

2
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this society continue to focus on symptons rather than addressing
sone of the fundanentaL structural defects of the system (Russerl
1991, 7). There can be no hope to correct the inequities of the
cu¡rent system if there are no avenues within the current systen
which arro¡v peopre to question sone of the structurar probrems
which exist withín the systen and have those questíons addressed
in ways whích will lead to fundanent,at structural changes in the
systen. This process of chenge cannot and will not occur until
there is a fundamentel change in the larger definition of what
constitutes a healthy social system.
Friednann capsuJ.izes the crisis of industrial capitalism
when he states that pLanninll as a process integrated into the
state appêratus is incapable of coping with the crisis of
industrial- capitalisrn. More often than not, the solutions it
attempts to implenent only makes natters worse (1ggg, 10), This
is t,rue of all institutions integrated into the state apparatus.
The function of t,hose institutions is to perpetuate the existence
of the state, the status quo. It is unreasonable to expect
significant change to take place in an institution whose function
is to perpetuate the status quo. Significant structural change
can onJ.y occur as a function of a process whose Life is not
dependent on the system it is trying to change. OnIy when the
agent of change has not been incorporated into t,he systen which
is to be changed, will the process realistically be able to work
towards any fundarnental structural change, The function of the
agent of change will not be to perpetuate the status quo because
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it is not integrated into the state apparatus, it hes a life
beyond the systern and the existence of the systen in its present
forn

.

ft is one of the contentions of this thesis that an
ernpowerrnent perspective and an empowernent based process is the
appropriate vehicle to bring about the necessé¡ry structural
changes to the systen. Before this will occur, it would seen

vel.uable to explore sone of the prograns, actions, and ideas
which are professing an empowernent orientation. These examples

wil-l be used as a rleans to analyze current institutionalized
empowerment perspectives.

EÌriPOÌ{ERMENT

WITI{IN TI|E CURRENT

SYSTEM

This section will exanine severaL professions, attenpts to
develop and incorporate into their particular profession an
approach whose sta,ted goal is empowerment. It will examine the
in social work, education, and politics.
While these professions are by no neans the only ones who have
engaged in discussion and action towards the creation and
inplenentation of an eÐpowernent perspective they seem to be a
good representation of the client based, helping professions who
v¡ould be well served by a true enpowernent perspective
empowernent novements

SOCIAL

WORK

Discussion of empo¡{ernent ín the socíal work Iiteratu¡e
seens to center on the enpowerment of the client ¡eLative to the
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systen¡ and the social worker's role in aiding the client in
adapting and eoping ¡vithin the systen (Hegar 19gg, 3Zg; Hirayana

and Cetingok 1988, 42), Ernpowerment is defined as the ,'process
whereby persons who belong to a stignatized social category

throughout their rives can be assisted to develop and íncrease

skills in the performance of va.l-ued social rol-es. ,' ( Solonon 1g?6,
6) Empowerment is a "process through which clients obtain
resources - personal , organizational, and conmunity _ that enable
them to gain greater contror over their environoent and attain

their aspirat,ions. " (Hasenfeld 1gB?r 479) Empowerment is a
process whereby people develop an ability to adapt in order to
reach a "goodness-of-fit,' with theír environnent so they nay
su¡vive, develop, and achieve reproductive success, Coping is a
function of adaptation and is the "expression of ones power over
the environnent in order to control, organize, and integrete
oneself and the envÍronment for survival , security, and
equilibriun, " (Hirayana and Cetingok 198g, 4Z)
The definitions ¿nd dÍscussíon of enpowernent fron the
soci¿1 work perspective define the eopowernent process as a
function to bê undertaken by the systen. The goal is to en¿ble

crients to exist with the greatest amount of latitude for choice
within the systen. The socíaI r¡ork Iiteratu¡e on enpowernent
does not seen to address the fundanentaL and systenatic
dísempowering charecterístícs of the syate' itself,
I{hire there
is recognition of the inequities of the systenrs dístribution of
resources and experiences th¿t confer power within the systen,
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such as education, incone, and financiêI credit; (Hegar lggg,
378) there seens to be no recognition that true empowerment cones

from the ¡ecognition that the arternatives offered by the system
serve to disempower because of the narro¡,, range of possibilibies
which exist withín the systen. The empowernent possibirities,
fron the social work perspective are linited to exercisÍng the
power of the system. The possíbilities

of exercising one's own
por{er, which hag nothing to do with the systen and is generally
at odds wíth the system, is not explored.
Socíal workers, Iike nany professionals, possêss a ce¡tain
degree of power based on their position as professional sociaL
workers. The worker is the link between the agency and the
cl-ient and it is therefore , from the clientrs perspective, the
worker who wiel-ds the power of the agency, Given the
rel-atíonship between sociar workers and their crÍents generarry
involves a certain Level of dependency; the client is dependent
on the wo¡ker as a rep¡esentative of t,he agency for resources the
client needs and the agency possesses, the power of the worker
rerative to the client is heavily unbaranced. The worker ar-so
possesses a certain degree of power over the crient based on the
workers poseession of expert knowledge. These factors cause the
barance of power between crients and workers within the sociar
work profession, as wel-I as nany other professíons, to be tipped
in the directíon of the workers (Hasenfeld Lggl, 470-476),
There is a suggestion within the literature that a reshaping
of the power structure within social- work practice can occur if
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workers are willing to subordinate their own poerer interests to
those of the client. Because the agency is genera,lly dependent
on the knowledge and expertise of its workers in choosing

praetice technologies the workers can use their professional
power to endorse empowerment-based practice technologies.
Workers can also use their professional power to influence the
agency to adopt accountabirity measures based on empowerment
princíples. Finally, workers can act as an advocacy group on
behalf of clients within the agency (Hasenfeld l9g?, 4?9_4gO).
While these proposals, if successfully carried out, could
increase the power of the client relatíve to the worker, it does
Iittle for the power of the clíent relative to the agency. It is
still a body externar t,o the crient and the rear interests of the
client which are naking the decisions for the client. The
involvenent of the clients are in natters of procedure and
function rather than in content and purpose.
The other problem with the above proposals is that they do
Iittle to develop the clientts abíIity to empower themselves.
The discussion centers around how the worker can bring about
change in order to ¡nake the systen norê e¡Dpowering for the
cLient. Butt enpowering for the client by whose definition of
enpowerment? Enpowernent for the client only occurs if the
workers decíde to endorse an enpowernent perspective. The
eropowerment of the client is dependent on the workers; whet,her or
not they wiII endorse a new perspective and whether or not they
will allow the new perspective to survlve once it has been
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íntroduced. This ís only paying Iip servíce to ernpowernent.
True empowerment for the crient wirr onJ-y arise when the clienL
recognizes he is disenpowered, de¡nands his share of power in the
relationship, and works towards the gaining and maintenancê of
that power. It wilt not arise out of a gesture of hunanÍty and
goodwill by professionals on behalf of their clients,
EDUCATION

I was able to find several books which discussed empowernent
from the perspective of the education system. The first, The
Enpowernent of Teachers, discusses the possibilit,ies of
enpowering teachers within the existing education system. The
el-ements of an empowered tea,cher from the perspective of this
book include boost,ing the stat,us of teachers, increasinÉ the
knowledge of teêchers, and allowing teachers access to the
current power structure within the education syst,en (Maeroff
1988,

6)

.

once ageín enpowerrnent is being bandied about as a ¡erative
stat,e of being. The proposal is for teachers to become enpowered

relative to their forner status but within the sane system. This
means that teachers nay becone more empowered than they were
previousry but they will remain reratively powerless to cont,ror.
and influence the system in whích they operate. There are no
provisions for system¿tíc structural changes to correct the
ir¡balance of power between the system and its ¡corkers, t,he systen
and ite students, and the workers ¿nd students. Rather, the¡e is
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a proposal- that teache¡s can becorne enpowered through closer
working ties with colleagues and the corporate world. The
rational. behind this approach is that greater strength within the
system will give teachers the opportunity and the power to

influence the system. There exists a belief that the syst,en is
amenable to change when in fact the systen and its supports are
structured in a way to preserve the current order.
The idea of working within the education systen in order to
change the education system fails to recognize the education
system is not an island of nadness in an otherwise sane
institutional order. As part of the institutionarized system,
the education systen follows the sane general rules of order,
conduct, and protocol as do the other institutions.
The
dÍfficulty of achieving change relative to its for¡ner state of
being is then further hanper due to the degree which the entire
system servê6 to legitinate itserf.
rt is difficurt to make a
case for wholesale change within one portion of the systen when
all the other parts of the systen adhere to the oLd order.
Effective change can onry occur when there is a recognition that
change is necegsary for the entire systen, not just a small part
of the larger syster¡.
The other book I found on enpowernent and the education
systen çvas a collection of articles which recognizes the
inability of the current education systen, as ¿ nenber of the
rarger institutionarized order, to eopower the peopre invorved in
the systen. There is a recognition of the concern that the
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education systen selves onLy to produce adapted individuals who
can operate ¡¡ithin the regi.mented, repressive, and deliberately

unatt¡active prograrns of the capitalist systen (Giroux and
Mclaren 1989, xv). There is also a call for learning to serve
the purposes of self and social enpowerment (xvíií) and for the
schools to be the sites in which the extension of individuaL
capacities and sociar possibirities occurs (xxi). Learning wirr
not be to perpetuate the status quo, learning wiII be for
empowernent (xxiii ) .
Even though there is an evaluatíon of the systerl, in íts

present forrn, as beíng ineffective and there is admiseion of the
direct ties of the education systen to the disenpowering goars of
capitelist socíety (Carnoy lg}g, 22), there is stitl a generaJ.
adherence of the authors to the a retention of the education
systen. The proposals for change are generally within the

context of the present system but in an altered form which r¡ir1
pronote the stated goals of empowernent. Once again we sre faced
with the problen of working within the systen to change the
systen.

POLITICS

An extensive díscussíon on traditional

politics and its
disenpowering n¿ture took place in chapter Z, therefore there is
no need to repeat it here. The discussion in this portion will
center on what is called the ne¡v populisn.
The new populistr¡ is an enpowernent based politícs, occurring
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on the grassroots and conmuníty level.

It invotves voluntary
citizen initiatives, self-hel-p groups, and end citizen activist
groups. Populisn is ordínary people practicing and teaching the
varues and skills of authentic public life and citizenship and in
so doing empowering the¡nselves and providing a forum for the
empowerment of others (Boyte 1986, 13, Riessnan 1gg6, b5).
Popurism' if kept in the forn outríned above is empowerment,
lts forum is not the institutíonarized poriticar arena which has
e purpose and egenda counter to that of populisn. Rather, the
forum of popurisn is the connunity meeting harrs and ho¡nes of
ordinary people. If populisn remains an alternative to

ínstitutionalized particÍpation and adheres to its purpose of
providing a truly denocratic, enpowering forum in which people
can becone involved and work towards change, it will be a truly
enpower j-ng process

.

There exists the danger that populisrn can be co_opted by the

the institutionalized politicaJ. order. By aligning thenselves
with popuJ.ist ideals such as preservation of connunities, conce¡n
for the little guy, the working nån, politicians use
popul ist- sounding appeals in order to paint thenselves as
candidates who wirl work against the institutionarized order of
big business. This erodes the legitinacy of true populist
movements ( Boyte 1986, 4),

An established or fledging populist novement can also be

co-opted by the institutionarized poritícat order if it arlows
itserf to be brought into the ford of the inst itut ionar i zed
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political

order. fnstead of being an independent grassroots
group which develops and pursues its own agenda and acts as an
independeot criticaL watchdog of the larger society, it wiII
becone¡ when brought into the institutionalized order, part of
the systen it is suppose to critique. The agenda of the group
i l- l- becone the agenda of the larger institutionalized order;
preservation and perpetuation of t,hat order, rather than the
critique and changing of that order.
The politics of populísm has very little
to do with what
cones to nind when we hear the word politics.
Empowering
populist poritics nust be independent of the inst itut ionaL i zed
political systerû. Its purpose should be in its provision of an
aLternatíve to the larger systen and its ability to act as an
objective agent for critiquing the actíons of the larger system.
¡,r

SUMMARY:

EMPOWERMENT

T{ITHIN THE oURRENT sYsTEM

The discussion and action in regards to empowerment that

to be the norn stresses erDpowernent Hithin the systen and
as a proper function of the systen. There seens to be little
recognition that, true ernpowerment must Iiberate one fron the
restrainte of the systen and ít must occur because it was worked
toward. One cannot beco¡¡e empowered Èhrough a gift of power,
power nust come fron onets own effort and not be dependent on the
geeras

system which served to disenpower you.

Although there is evidence of the existence of a progessive
edge within the systen, it seens inappropriate to enphasize that

LL2

progressive edge when the nainstrean significantry differs. hire
snall parts of the institutionaÌized professions which nake up
the systen demonstratè the ability to produce empowerment based

alternatives and practíces, the fact that they are the exception
rather than the rure serves to endorse the contention that the
systenr as a rule, is not structured ín ways whích are conducive
to the promotíon of enpowerment,
AN

EMPOWERMENT MODEL

To be enpowered or to recognize the need to pursue
empowernent is not sonething which can be entireJ.y capsualized

within a particurar issue. I{hile it is possibre to organize
mobilize people around an issue and utilize an enpowering

and

approach towards the resorution of that issue, true empo'rernent

is not issue bound. It is a particular way of thinking about
your existence, it is a life-style, not just a more egaLitarian
way to resolve an issue. The person who becones truly empowered
ís the pe¡son who pursues etnpolrernent in all aspects of their
life,
This being the case, it would be prenature to talk about en
of planning at this point. Befo¡e we can hope
for planning, as a practiced profession, to operate from ¿
framework of empowerment a certâin nunber of prerequisites need
to be met in order to enhance the possibÍIity for success of an
enpowernent model of planning or any other professíon.
Throughout this thesis I have tried to stress that true
empowêrm€nt Dodel
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enpower¡nent cannot be achieved by working

,
:
,
,
i

within the structure of
the present system or by undertaking action without the
..cognition that there are nany other influences exerting
nressure on the system to act and re¿ct in certain ways. A
proposal of an empowerment model of planning without
p""requisites to action wourd ignore the rarger structure and its
nany influences,
PREREQUISIÎES

10

ACTION

As hunan beings, we act and react to our environnent and the
other people within that envíronrnent. The result of those

,
,
j
:
.
:

:
:

!

,

interactions is the sociar order, but the sociar- order in an ever
changing form. As the social order is created through
interaction wíth the environment, it becones part of the
environment and consequently, once again becones part of the
interaction processes which forn the socíal order and the
versione of reality and nornalcy which people co¡ne to accept

through their interaction in the social order (Berger and
l,u.knann 1966, 50-52), The point is that who we are as people,

:

the social order we accept as co¡rect, what we view as re¿r and
normar are all creations of human existence. Anything created by
people can be chenged by peogre. This realization is the first

!

n".requisite to action. unress there is a rearization, by people

:
:

t" general that who they have becone and ¡shet they berieve and
Iive ís not entirely inposed upon theu there can be no real

,
l
l

novenent to¡¿ards enpowernent. Un1ess people understand and

rl4
accept theír ability

to create new versions of reality and a new
sociar order, enpowernent wirr renain a relative achievement,
possible within an artificiaÌly
restrictive environment.
The second prerequisite to action involves another
perception, the perception of the effectiveness of institutions
currently controrling a large portion of hunan behavior, unless
these institutions ¿re seen to be inadequate in the servicing of
the needs of people, there will be no notivation to change the
instiÈutions to more accurately refrect the needs and desires of
people in general. Although institutions are inherently
restríctive Ín that they channel hunan conduct in one direction
as opposed to the many other directions which would theoreticalry
be possible, the channellíng is based on reciprocar typifications
of habitualized actions; the shared history of how people
generaJ.ly act wÍthin the situations under the purview of the
institution,
Once established, t,he institutions develop
additíonar control nechanisns in order to ensure adherence to the
instítutionaL order (Berger and Lucknann 1966, S4-bS).
The perception of the need and possibility for institutionar
change is no gruall tesk given the institutions and the
ínstítutionalized order become reer in and of thenserves. r{ith
the t,¡ansnission of the institutionalized order to a new
generation, the creation end change of the institution by the
current generation becones perceived as less possible.
The objectivity of the instit,utional world "thickens" and
"hardens, " not only for the children, but (bV nirror eifect)
for the parents as well. The "There rde go-a!ain"
nãw
becones "This is how things are done. " Ã *oifa so regarded
attains a firnness in consciousness; it becones reaL fn an
ever nore massive way and it can no longer be changed so
readily (Berger and Lucknann 1966, 59).-
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Under the current institutionalized

:

:
'
:

:

order the power of

individuals is LinÍted to choosing amoung predetermined
al-ternatives o¡ abandoning the predeternined products and
political- parties and choosing to exit. This choice reaves the
indÍviduar without an effective voice (Bowres and Gintís 1gg9,
29), UntiL there is a realizatíon that the restriction of
avairable choices is an artificiar bounda¡y put in prace by our
failu¡e to recogníze our abirity to create and change what is
the pursuit of an enpowernent based systen is not possible.
"."I,
SO, WHAî IF I{E CAN CHANGE REALITY?

,
:

:

,
'
:
.

:
'

:

.
,
l

Merely rearizing that we cân change what is viewed as real
and nornar- means nothing if we have no vision of sonething with
which to replace the old order. Changing fron an

institutiona.Lized o¡der which serves the needs of one eríte group
to one which serves the needs of another elite group is not a
change worth working towards. This beíng the case, what ís
necessary is an alternative way to Look at the world, one which
i" sensitive to the needs and varues of arr nembers of socÍety
and recognizes the inequities of the systen being replaced. This
is what Paulo Freire was tarking about when he said the oppressed
must realize they are oppressed, have that realization provoke
tt"n to work towards their own líberation and have the riberation
tate the for¡n of an systen which is not oppressive (1920, 34-43).
HOW CAN T{E DEVELOP ALTERNATIVES?

In order to develop alternatives we muet be able to think
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and talk about systens and actions which we may not have

experienced, Arternatives to the present system cannot be develop
within the systen. The possibilitíes within the present system
have been judged to be inadequate therefore there nust be an

exploration for alternatives outside of that systen. That
exploration includes lan¡iuage, values, and cognitions which a¡e
different from those of the system we are seeking to replace.
The deveJ-op¡nent of an alternative is conparabJ-e to an effort

t,o

build up one's own strength. The echievenent of greater personal
strength can only cone with exercising your rnuscles as the
achievement of an alternative to the present systen can only cone
wÍth the exercising of the power we have which is not a function

of the present system. If you were to try and uge the existing
system to create alternatives you would, in essence, be
exercising soneone efgets nuscle in an attenpt to build your own
strength.
What is necêsrsary is an alternative descriptive systen which

allows us to convey our ideas and experiences in a way which is
not bound up by the present systen. part of building our own
strength is being able to describe the world in ways which will

our valueg and experience. The alternative descriptive
system is part of a psychology of liberation.
enhance

A Liberatíon psychology, Iike Iiberation theology,
¡naintains an "option for the poor. " It allies itsãii with
the dispossessed¡ with those resisting oppression, not with
the forces of control. ft must be usefuL to those who may
not have fornal education, or state-issued licenses. Therefore, it nust be understandabLe. It is not anti-intellectual., but it realizes that intellect divorced fron feeling is
itself pert of our pain. Its insights are conveyed in a
language that is concrete, a 1anguage of poetry, not jargon;
of ¡netaphors that clearly are netephors¡ a language tÉat
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refers back to the. material world, that is sensual, that
speaks of things that we can see and touch ana feei. It is
a vocabulary not of the elite, but of the common, and its

concepts can thus be tested by experience (Starh;wk
21)

,
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In his articLe "popuÌisn and powerl-essness, " Lawrence
Goodwyn states that the rernoteness of twentieth century
governments fron their surrounding populations is due to the
absence of "institutional places where denocratic politics can
authentically take prace" (1986, 23). The de¡nocracy of poritical
parties consísts of s¡¡arr backroons where erites negotiate the
direction of the party. rnvorvement on the part of the citizenry
is restricted to their one vote on election day. In order to
nake governments truly representative of the citizenry, the
citizenry must create and use authentically denocratic,

instÍtutíonaI spaces to conceíve, debate, fornulate, and express
their denocratic ideas, ff people realize t,hey have the power to
create and change that which is seen to be norrnar and rear and if
they realize the current systen is artificially
Iimíting and
disenpowering and they nove in the direction of chenge through
the pursuit of an alternative systen based on aLternative goals
and values, they wilL be able to create those truly denocratíc
spaces and make governnents truly representative.

In his article "Transcending Despair: A prelude to Action,,,
Norman Goroff contends that in order to feel enpowered to work
for the elinínation of nuclear weaponsr, people need to face and
transcend the despair they feel when they contenplate the nucLear
desÈruction of the planet,. By repressing their fear¡ people feel
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por¡erless to do anythíng about the inevitabre destruction and
therefore not,hing is done and the situation r{orsens (19gg 91).
The same ratíonal- can be used relative to achieving large_
scale systematic change. The axioms of "you can't fight city
hal-L" and "you can't change the systen,, have been accepted as
truth and so intimidated people that they no Longer try to affect
any real change. until people confront the systen and deal- with

it as the vuLnerable human creatíon that it is, there is very
little hope for change. By recognizing they have the power to
redefíne the systen and its institutions and by ecting fron an
alternative perspective with aLternative goals and vaLues, people
can transcend the powerlessness they feel as non_actingl
participants in the present system.
FROM THE GENERAL TO THE PARTICULAR

The odyssey fron our current state of collective
consciousness to the state I outlined in the previous pages of
this chapter is more than sígnificant. It is also of paranount

inportance if we, as índividuals, are to becone truly enpowered.
Undertaking the odyssey of our congciousness and arriving at a

point where we are able to understand the unequel and
disernpowering nature of the present sociar order and work towards
building I rnore equal, enpowered social order is the prelude to
institutional change. I{e cannot hope to change t,he institutions
in a positive way if we do not fi¡st understand the larger
context in ¡,¡hich the institutions exist and why chanEe is both
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necessary and desirable,

this is the case, r{e can
realistically move towards a reordered vision of planning based
on our understanding of bhe necessarily Iarger context of true
enpowe rment

AN

Once

.

EI'IPOWERMENT

ttODEL OF PLANNTNG

understand that we do not know what we need to know
to nake the world what we want it to be, ... Hard data
is no
longer enough. Va.Lue changes must be tracked,
embraced, and broad public participation inviied,
"""à".
Planning for the future neans going from a control to a
learning node. ... Our institutions must l-earn to be more
Iike the human body, where decision-making is properti
assigned ( SoInit 1988, 11).
We now

The above quote from Albert Solnitrs book, The Job of the

Practicinf PIanner, fits quite well within an enpowernent
perspecti-ve of society and pranning. rt recognizes the inabirity
of our current institutíons to affect change and it recognizes
the need for greater public participation as patt of the new
approach. These are conditions which wíll erise as a result of
the nove on the part of the 1arger connunity towards the
empowernent perspective I heve outlined in the previous pages of
this chapter. The task now¡ is to outline a Dore specific
direction for planning.
The cu¡¡ent role of planners is restricted t,hrough an
imposition of the definitions of technician, advocate, or expert.
A plenner within a systen which is based on and strives towa¡ds
empowernent cannot ¡enain in such a narrowly defined position.
In a system of empowernentr the function of the planner is to
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serve the needs of the cl,ient. If the planner is enployed by the
state, then his role should be to serve the public interest, not
the narrowly defined pubr,ic interest of the capitarist systen but

the entíre p].urality of interests of the public at large, fn a
role such as thís, there should be nothíng which is conceÍvabJ.y
beyond the purview of the pranning profession. Fried¡nann's rore

for the radical planner fits very wel-l with the rofe of the
empowerrnent

planner,

The practice to which thei¡ work rer.ates is focused on the
familiar problems of people's livLihood-jobs,
ana
providing for thenselves. It nay be conãernådhousinil
with
organizing al-ternative services for specific sectors of the
population, such as children, adolescents,
old people, shut_
ins, inmigrants, and, the physically and nentall]
ais"bf"a,
for whose needs neither the state nor the corporate
econony
nake adequate provision. It nay also work to- proteci-the
built environnent-the places people call hone_l .. Or ít nay
address more general issues such as rtar and peace, nuclear
power, and the preservation of the neturel
for
future generations. ln one form or another,envíronnent
these are afl
enancipetory practices that seek to create a space for the
collective

self production of Iife that lies båyond
bureaucracy, the profit notive, or the national obsession
with military overkiII, unlinited growth, corporate
giantísm, and the conmunist nenace (Frieàmenn 1ggT, g92).
In an enpowernent based systen the role of the planner wiIJ.
no longer center on the planner,s abÍlity to provide hard data
and technical expertise. The planner will becone nore of a

faciLitator, helping his clients achieve the objectives they have
set out. This necessitates the planner possessing the skiIls of
comnunication. He must be able to talk with people in order to
understand how he can herp them achieve their objectives rather

than talking to then in order to tell then what is going to
happen as is done in the system which is not based on
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enpoÞrernent. Communication becomes an exchange rather than

a

lecture.
The planner working ín the enpowernent model ¡nust also be
cognizant of education. pLanners must be aware of the changes in
society and be able to pass new knowledge on to the communities

they serve,
Through workshops and other neans, they impart relevant
knowledge and skills ,.. they assist househol-ds in
organizing themselves... They help to channel appropriate
information such- as irnpending l-egislative strugiiesl th"y

help to network local. struggl.es wíth related eiiortá
eLsewhere; they offer their grantsnanship skills t,o obtain
outside funding (Friednann 199?, 3gB).
The nost inportanÈ task the planner working within an
enpowerment based system must undertake

is that of continuing to
renind hi¡rself and his clients of what they are noving away from.
People must renain cognizant of the inequities of the systero they
have replaced or there is a danger that they will once again
surrender the power they had won and digress to the point of
disempowerment. The role of both the citizen and the
professional within an e¡Dpowernent systern carrieg a great deal
more responsibility.
The necessity, ir¡portance, and
êttractíveness of Èhst reaponsibility nust never escape thê
consciousness of the people.
T{HAT CAN WE DO?

Al1 of the exanples of enpowerx¡ent I outlined in chapter 3,
and it was by no tDeans an exhaustive list, occurred because
individuals and groups of people were sufficientry dissatisfied
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with the a.l-têrnatives to cleate new ones. If we are to
experience empowering s.Iternatives we too are going to have to
create then. I,lhile it see¡¡s that the large scale systematic
change that is necessary to pronote and enhance an empowernent
based systen is not likely to occur, it appears we wÍll have to
settle for what we can do on a smaller scale. Whi1e this
approach is comparabLe to holding back the ocean wíth a broom, it
seems it is the one which is possibre. rf enough individuars and
groups work t,owards changing a portion of their existence so
that
it reflects a,n enpowernent perspective, we might have many brooms
tryíng to hold back the ocean.
I{hat I an suggesting anounts to F¡iedmann, s recovery of
political connunity (see chapter 3). By beginnÍng on a snall
scale level such as the househord and riving your rife to refrect
the goals and vaLues of enpowernent, you provide an alternative.
By recognízing the inequities and biases of the present system
and working to equalize thern wherever possible you are providing
an alternatÍve. If you increase your personal knowledge about
how to deal with the system or in order to be nore independent of
the systen, yöu are providing an alternstive. All of these
actions anount to a forn of ernpowernent. Sone of theo provide
for being enpowered rerative to your present state and sone
provide for true enpowerment; enpowered because you created an
arternative to the systern over which the systen has no contror..
By providing alternatives you are confronting the systen and
naking it defend itself.

you are saying that your alternatíve is
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a better way to do things therefore,the systen nust respond by
either discredit ing your contention or changing to refLect the
the merits of your arternative. Each confrontation with the
system can potentially Iead to a change in the systern. The
danger is that because the system is so massive and has such
extensive supports' it wirr merely co-opt the al-ternative and

no

real change wiLl actually occur.
SOI'IE PRACTICAL GUIDELINES

To

EIIIPoI{ERI{ENT

l/hile the task of ernpowernent is one of great nagnitude,
there seens to be a need to address it on a more manageable and
comprehensible scaIe. fn other words¡ what does enpowernent and
the pursuit of enpowernent as an end nean to individuats and
conmunit ies

?

The task of enpowernent ís the responsibirity of "indíviduar
househords that heve opted for the ar.ternativei organízed sociar

groups based in the local connunity: and larger, nore inclusive
movenents¡ not bounded by territorial
Iis¡its (Friednann lgg?,
395-396). rndividuals and groups who have chosen the arternâtive

active participants in the events which effect their
Iives, they no longer accept circunstances as being beyond their
control. Let us create a hypothetical exanple.
A connunity is faced with the continued erosion of its
fornal economic base, The traditional business and governnent
structutes do IittIe to al-leviate the connunity's pIiEht.
Citizens organize and discues the plight of their connunity.
become
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Their discussions read then to concrude that they need. someone to
ai'd them in developing a strategy towards the revita.r.izatíon of
their community. They decide that given the failure of the
traditíonal approaches to business and government in sustaining
tit. communÍty they, as a comnunity need to pu¡sue a less
traditional approaeh and therefore the person, whose function it
wilr be to aid the comnunity in strategizíng and carry out the
strategy, must be abl,e to wo¡k from an alternative perspectiveto
the ones explored by traditional busíness and government.
The conrnunity seeks to hire a person to aid thern in

undertaking the revitarization of thei¡ community. They do not
want soneone to take on the task, rather they want soneone

,
:
'
:

:
.
.

'
.
'
'
.
I
'

fa¡nitiar with the processes of connunity developnent, economic
deveJ-opnent, and governnent and private sector funding. The
connuníty needs soneone with a wide range of knowredge rerative
a" working with peopre and the buirt environnent who understands
that thei-¡ rote ¡¡irr be to use their knor+ledge to heJ.p the
connunity help thenserves. The person nust be abre to facilitate
ttr. conmunity in the developnent of ideas and alternatíves
towards the goar of rebuirding their conmunity so it refrects the
true goals, values, and ideas of Èhe community nenbers.
The conmunity members are approaching the task of rebuirdíng
the conmunity fron an enpowerment perspective. They have
recognized the inadequacy of the current systen and taken control
ot the task at hand as a group of individuars who want to have an
active role in the reconstruction of their coromunity. The

:
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conmunity has recognized that they wilI require sorle expert help

but, they are not willing to surrender their control of t,he
project to that expert help. The community requires that the
expert aid then in the development and imprementat,ion of their
goaLs, based on their ideas and values. The comnunity nenbers
are not just participating in the project they are, in every
respect, controlling the project.
The expert, perhaps a planner, is also working from an
empowerment perspective. The roLe taken on is that of
f¿cilitator rather than objective technicar professionar-. The
goal ís no l-onger to do on behalf of the comnunity according to
the accepted professional nethods and techniques, it is to do on
behalf of the connuníty as articurated by the connunit,y nembers
according to the goals, values, and objectives set out by the
connunity menbers. The expert is no longer responsíble for the
project under an enpowernent perspective. The expert is
responsíble to the members of the coronunity in that the expert
must aid the con¡¡unity nembers in deveJ.oping and using their

skills to realize the project they, as a conmunity, have defined.
IS IT

POSSIBIJE TO MAKE THE CURRENT SYSTEM MORE AI,IENABLE TO

AIDING

EMPOI{ERI.IENT BASED PLANNING

The inability

INITIATIVES?

of the current systen to act as a vehicLe for
true enpowernent has been outlined throughout this thesis. It
ís, however, possible for the current systen to minimize its
impedinents to empowernent based initiatives created outside of
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the current system. Empowerment based initíatives, while not
products of the current system, could have their development
aided by actions or inactions r¡ithin the cu¡rent systen.
Let us look to two areas under the interest of the planning
profession for exanples as to how the current system could be
changed to aid in the pronotion of enpowerment based initiatives,
those of planning legislation and prograns and housing,
PLANNING LEGISLATION

Under the Manitoba planning Act, assented to June 19, l9?5,

of planning boards, whose function is to review and
decide ¡natters pertaining to planning such as development and
regulation of land and land uses,
are deternined by the Lieutenant Governor in Council and
shall be composed of
(a) one or nore members of the councíI of each municipality or
the advisory council of each J-ocal government disirict,
nomineted by the council- of the municipality or the advisory
council of the local governnent district; and
(b) at t,he request of the board of the
district, a pe¡son
enployed by the governnent and designated by thå ninister
where a substantiaL part of the land in the district is
Crown land ( Sec. 19(t)).
The power ín the planning approval process Lies with poJ.iticians
and civil servants, not with the people r¡ho will be directly
effected by the planning decisions.
If the planning J.egislation was to facilitate erDpowernent
based planning, then it would allow for the planning boards to
consists of members of the comrDunity at large rather than
politicians and civil se¡vants whose Ínterest lie in the smooth
members

running of the system. Citizen representation wouìd aIIow thê
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people effected by the pJ.anning proposals to have a say in the
planning decisions which occur within their comnunity, Arthough
The Planning Act aIIows for public presentations on proposals

before the board (sec. 31(495)) it leaves the power to make the
decision with the board ( sec. 31( ? ) ) . In other words, people
within the community have no real power wíthín the current
process.

PROGRAMS

Programs which concern themselves

wíth the renewal and
¡evitarization of the buirt environment courd be better tairored
Èo the needs of the people within the comurunity. Before progrêms
are created and inplenented, a public process shoufd occur whose
goal is to learn¡ fron connunity nenbers, the needs of each
particular connunity, prograns'could then be estabrished based
on the real needs of the connunity, rather than t,he perceived
needs of the cornnunity.
Under the structure of the current policy developnent
process the previously outlined scenario does not nornally
occur. Progr'ans are developed by people ¡,rhoge job is to develop
prograns. Input fron potential users may be part of the process,
but there are no guarantees that their input wilJ- forn aLl or
part of the prograo that is developed. l{hat is exists ís
Participêtion on the 1evel of consultation reratíve to Arnstein's
Ladder of Particípation (1969, 219).
Once prograns

are est¿blished they should exist in a forn
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which arÌows for their mexirnun utirization

by the portion of the
comnunit'y ¡vhich is in t,he greatest need of receiving the benefits

of the progran. programs to encou¡age ho¡ae ownership ¡¿ithín the
more economically depressed areas of the city are not neeting the
needs of the connunity if they serve onJ-y to promote
gentrification and change the conposition of the people who
occupy that comnunity. programs intended to revitalize a
community do not meet the needs of the community if they carry
out streetscapíng and beatificat,ion but fair to address the
social and econo¡nic needs of the nenbers of the community,
P¡ograms Bust actuarry dear. with the íssue the conrounity defined
as inportant and it must exist in a for¡n that the comnunity
members fínd to be user fríendly.
The Neighbourhood Inprovement progran (NIp), carried out in
the city of t{innipeg, e¡as a progran which paid cLoser attention
to the ideas and concerns of the people who utilized the progran.
The resident's association in the North point Douglas area of
winnipeg worked closery with the people fron the Nrp and achieved
nany positive things for their community. The activeness of the
Point Douglas Resident's Association within the Nrp continues
today in the forn of other actions whose goal is to improve the
quaLity of the area. The picketing of area stores known to serl
solvent to chenicaL abusers is one exanple of their actíons.
HOUSING

Faced

with progressively deteríorating housíng, a snall
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group of tenants fron Lord Selki¡k park, GiJ-bert park, and Flora
Place, three pubric housing development located in the North End
of Winnipeg, organized and demanded a revie¡r of the housing

authority which oversees the operation of t,hose projects
(Winnipeg Free Press Apr 19g0, 3). The result of the action of
tâking their case to the nedi.a and city council ¡.¡as some
monentary attention but no reaL chengê in the situation. rf the
public housing sector was structured in a r,¡ay to aid the
initiatíves of the residents trying to inprove theír situation
then their concêrns would have been addressed in some way that
would have produced a change in the current situation.
A public housing system which desired to be responsive to
the needs of its tenants would not exclude them from having a say
in the operation and control of the housing units. At its most
rudimentary level this night consist of having tenant
associations who have a real say in the decisions made ín regards
to the developnent in which they 1íve.3 On a nore advanced
revel aiding in Èhe enpowernent of tenants courd incrude turning
the pubric housing deveLopment into s land trust.a This wourd
3In the 19gB statenent of revenue and expenses for the
Lord sei-kirk Park housing deveroproent 95,400 i""
¡e
spent on tenant agsociations. The reality is that""pã"i.ã--io
no official
tenant essociation was supported by the budgeted grant because
the housing authority in charge of the deveiopneni refuses
recognize any tenant associations (Winnipe6 Sun Apr. 1gg0, io
g).
The cu¡rent publíc housing systen does not even seen to encourage
empowernent based initiatives on even the nost rudinentary IeveL
{ The structure and conposition
of land t¡usts were
outlined in detail in Chapter Three.
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give tenants rear contror over their physicar environment as
ês preserve the developrûent for use as public housing.
SUMMARY: THE NEED FOR

SocIAt

wer.r

CHANGE

The current systen is one characterized by inequity and

wide-spread social probÌens. The process of moving towards a
more equal and less troubled social order wiLl only occur when

the vety structute of the current systen cones under scrutiny and
can be changed. The scrutiny and resulting chsnge must, for the
rnost part, take place ín the forn of the creation and
presentatíon of alternatives to the systên and its
institutionalízed order. The presentatíon of arternatives, based
on an enpowernent perspective, wÍlI chaJ.lenge the systen and
highlight the necessity and víability of change.
Purported instances of enpowernent occurring within t,he
current system generally result in an exercise of the systen's
own power and have little
to do with building the power of the
individual . Power, fron this approach, is maintained by the
systern through its contror- of the di¡ection of perceived change.
The reality is thet by being a part of the process of change, the

system is able to preserve the power of the larger systen and its
institutions. Effective change wí11 only result from

elternatives, conceived and denonstrated through the exercising
of power by individuals and groups working fron an empo¡{ernent
perspective, confronting the systen and its inequities. This
forces the systen t,o defend ítse1f.

Effective change continues
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long as the aLternatíves remaÍn under the control of the
general popuration and as rong as the alternatives continue to
confront the diseropowering institutiona.i-ized order of the current
a,s

systen,

fn order to be truly enpowered, an e¡¡powerment perspective
must be adhered to in aII aspects of oners life,
This approach
invorves the necessary berief in the need and abírity of creating
alternatives to the current social order based on the needs and
values of al-l of the popuration ¡ather than the narrow range the
current sociar order considers. rt also invorves the necessity
of thinking, descríbing and tarking about ar.ternatives in a way
which is riberating and independent of the ranguage and cognition
of the doninating systen. One cannot act alternatively if one
cannot think and speak in ways which promote the al-ternatives one
Ís striving towards.
A system of pLanninÉ based on an empowernent perspective
will occur ¡nost effectively if it is located within a l-arger
novement towards soci.l change, As an institution of the larger
social systen, planning is necessa¡ily constrained by the Iarger
system and therefore nust be aware of its own rore in maintaining
the systen's power, A movement from changing the Iarger social
order to changing the supporting institutions would be the nost
J.og i

ca1

.

The role of the planner wit,hin en empoÌrerment based systen
of planninE becones that of a facilit,ator; aiding clients in

aehieving the objectives they, as clients, have defined.

The
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plenner aLso must take on an educatíve role in that he nust
facÍlitate the growth of his crients with the presentation of

neer

infornation relevant to their needs. The planner must a-ì-so aid
the comnunity in continuing to recognize the need for developing
alternatives and naintaining their power.
The approach leading to an empo¡.rerment based sociaf system
which appears to be the nost probabre is one which ste¡ns from

snalI scale personal and institutionalized change, Through the
development of an enpowernent perspective for one's personal and
professional Iife one can demonstrate the possible alternatives
an empowerment perspective makes possibre. These al-ternatives
becone snall confrontations with the system as well- as other
índividuaLs and have the potential of challenging both

individuals and the system to reevaluate their perspective.
I,lhiIe social change is both necessary and desirable there
are some things which can be done wit,hin the current systen in
order to nake it nore anenable to aiding emporcerment based
initiatives developed within the community. pranning legisratíon
and prograns couLd work more closely with the people in the
community so às to better reflect their needs, goals, and values.

If the fornal procedures are nore accessÍble and responsive to
the com¡nunity then the products of the procedures will better
rneet the rêal needs of the connunity.

CHAPTER SIX
LESSONS FROII OUR JOURNEY THROUGH EMPOWERMENT
SUtrtMARy AND CONCLUSIoNS

IN

THE BEGINNING

This thesís of f icia_Ily had the purpose of expJ.oring
empowernent as it couLd relate to the planning profession. The
idea and practice of empo¡.rernent would be i.nvestigated and th¿t
investigation would be the foundation on which to build an
enpowernent view of pranning. The urtimate ain of this thesis
¡{as to provide a forun in which I could lea¡n the skills of

facílitating peopr"e to be enpowered and as a result obtain
skiII which would make me professionally marketable in the

a

planning community.
The questions which were rer-ev¿nt given those constraints
included: what was the definition of enpowernent?
wourd be
'{hat
ny role in the process? l{hat would I be able to contrÍbute?
What are my biases and how would they effect the project? t{ould
I be acquiring a technical skill? There was no vision of

outside the context of planning. The purpose was
sinpfy to understand enpowernent and narry it to the planning
profession.
ernpowerment

:
t

.
'
:

.

THE PROJECT

the purpose of ny involvenent in the tenant educatíon
workshops with Winnipeg Housing Concerns Inc. (WHCI ) was to
paorride hands on experience in the enporeernent process. Through
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my involvement

in the workshops and WHCI , which lasted
approxinate]-y one and one harf years, r wourd potentiarry and
did, gain an understanding of the processes of conmunity building
and enpowerment. The experience I had with f,tHCI made the

inpedinents to empoe¡ernent quite c.Lear and all-or¡ed ¡¡e to
understand, in a very real r,¡ay, an empowerr¡ent based planning
practice woul-d not be an easy model- in which to work,
UNDERSTANDING EMPOWERMENT

My o¡{n personar netamorphosís towards ên understanding of

the idea and practice of empowernent occurred over a lengthy
period of tine in which f read about and discussed empowernent a
great deaJ- but never completely understood. The process began
with a belief in the need for greater part,icipetion by "regular
people" in the pranning process. At this point r pararrered
participation with enpowerment. r did not understand that the
fundamental dífference between participation and enpowernent was
that enpowernent dictates the necessity for totar cont¡or of the

situation to rest with the individuals who are effected by the
situation. Participation all.ows for the forun and agenda to be
controrLed by actors not directry effected by the circunstances
of the situation in question.
My understanding grew

to the point where I recognized
empowernent to be different from partieipation in that
empowerment involved a greater amount of commitnent and nore of
an aII encompassing attitude of equity and social- justíce.
Empowerrnent was

not necessarily based on what was best for ne,

l ar

rather, it was based on what was best for me and everyone else
who have articulated their idees and beliefs as decided by me and
all those others.
When I read the book The power To Make It Happen, by Donald
Keating and r cane across the passage in which he states that if
'
you want to build your own strèngth you do not exercise someone
else's muscle (19?5, 41), I finally understood. Empowetment is
not just about being involved and taking part in the
decision-making process. Empowerrnent is about creating the
conditions, the forun, and the agenda under which you will be

involved and having an equal say in the decision_making process.
Enpowerment is about creating aLternatives to oppressive
situations and confronting the oppression with more egalitarian
ways of living in this society.
THE PARAMETERS

GROI{

I finally understood the true nature of empowernent,
the paraneters of the project grew. To focus only on the
planning profession would be to suggest that planning operates in
isolation fron the influences of the larger system of oppression.
When

An accurate exploration of ernpowerrnent towerds an understanding
of an empowernent based planning profession seened inedequate

without an understanding of how the larger social systen
inf l-uenced the goals and direction of the planning profession.
The understanding of the fundanental difference between
enpowe¡ment and participation caused an exploration of the
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differences between the two to becone a necessary component of
this thesís. Through the evaLuatíon of the accepted nodeÌ of
participation, Arnstein,s Ladder of participation, and its
conparison to the idea and practice of enpowerurent, I was a.b-Ie to
hightight the fundanental difference between participation, as

outlined and accepted by the planning profession,

and

enpowermenÈ.

FOUR PRINCIPLE CONCLUSIONS

1. Eropowernent ís the ter¡a given to the process whereby
individuals recognize the need to gaín controL of the
circunstances and events which affect their Iives ¿nd act toward
the achievenent of that end.

2. The concept and practice of enpowerment is fundanentally
different fron the concept and practice of participation.
3. Planning, as ê professional practice, will have difficulty

in

adopting an enpower¡nent process on which to base its practice.
4. The future role of planning and the planner under an
enpowernent based systen r,¡ill differ greatly fron the roles

currentry occupied by the profession and the professionar within
the current systen.
CONCLUSION NUMBER ONE

Enpowernent is a difficult

concept to understand and an even

difficult concept to manifest into practice. Empowernent,
as an idea, requires one to attenpt to understand an approach
¡nore
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toward Iife which necessitates individuals exercising the

greatest aDount of control over their lives as possible. The
idea of enpowernent expresses the requirenent of the availability
of as wide a range of possibilities imaginable in order for
indÍvidual choice not to be artificiarrv rínited. rndividuars
¡nake their choices based on their beliefs, goals, and values.
They also ¡etain contror of the manifestations of those choices,
The idea of empowerrnent outrines a systen in which individuar.s
are intricately involved in the creation and control of solutions
to the problens and issues ¡+hich effect their lives.
practices a¡e even nore difficult to
achieve than is understanding t,he concept. The range of choices
must be opened up. What is possible nusÈ becone, in practice,
anything inaginable. This requires that indíviduats think and
speak ín ways which wilr enhance their varues and experience and
aid in their developnent of arternatives. rt arso requires that
people not onry be arrowed to exercise their right to be directty
involved in the issues which effect their lives, but that their
intínete and direct invorvenent is essentiar- to the enpowerment
process. The ernpowernent process, put into practice requires
interaction to be equal and open rather than closed and
Empowerment based

hierarchicaL.
CONCLUSION NI.'I|IBER 1I{O

The concept and practice of enpowernent is fundanentally

different from the concept and practice of participation,

The
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concept of pêrticipation, as it appears in the literature, deals
with invo.Lving people or arlowing people to be invorved within
processes and actions. The practice of participation, as

outlined in the literature, specifícalIy Sherry Arnstein,s 1g69
articl-e "A Ladder of citizen participation, " dears with arrowing
people to become involved in processes and actions over ¡.¡hich
they have no ownership. Arnstein outlines an eight step
hierarchy from the least to the most amount of participation by

citizens within the agendas of issues and circumstances where the
cítizens had nothing to do with creating the agenda or the
conditions unde¡ which they wouJ-d become involved. participation
allows for the conditions of involvenent and essentiaJ.ly the
direction of the ¡esolution of the issue to be controlled by
forces other than those exercised by the cítizens. The citízen,s
involvenent in the issues and thei¡ ability to exercise and reaL
power, under a participation nodeI, depends on ê surrendering of
power by the forces which control the issue.
The concept of enpowerment deals with people controlling the
issues ¡.rhich effect then at every step of the process. The
practÍce of enpowernent necessitates citizen involve¡nent not onJ-y
in the issue in general but in the creation of the agenda around.
the Íssue, the developnent of resolutions to the issue, and the
inplernentation of those resolutions to the point of the issue
being settled to the satisfaction of the citizens. Enpowernent
does not depend on the good will of the current powerhoJ.ders to
gain sone neasure of invol-ve¡oent. Enpowernent denands
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ínvolvenent occur unde¡ the terms and conditions outlined by
those who are beco¡¡ing involved. AI1 of the examples of

in Chapter Three illustrate individuals and grôups
developing and controlling alternatives. They were noù receiving
erhat they considered to be fair or equitable treatment under the
current order, so they creat,ed their own agenda and approaches,
ones which Teflected their real needs and values. The
empowerment approach leads, then, not to the perpet,uation and
legitímation of the power of thê current powerhoJ.ders but, to the
creation of aLternatives which buird the power of the citizens
involved in the empowerment process.
empowerment

CONCLUSION NUMBER THREE

Planning wiIl have difficulty in adopting an empowernent
f ra¡nework on which to base its professional practice. planning

is currently entrenched in the institutionarized order of the
sociaL and economic syste¡n of thÍs country. As was outlined in
Chapter Two, this neans planning currently serves both the
interests and the goals of that larger system, The nanifestation
of pranning under that system presents planning in the forn of a
hierarchicaJ., value neutral , objective social sci.entif Íc
endeavour, This is not a fra¡oework conducive to the adoption of
an empowerment perspective, it is rather, a f rane¡rork conducive
to the perpetuation of the stetus quo. planning wíthin the
current systen and planning within an empowerment based systen
are two conpLetely diffe¡ent undertakings and the shift fron one
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to the other will require not just a change in method, but a
change in how we view the role and function of planning and the
larger system in which planning operates. An enpowerr¡ent based
planning within an empowernent based sociar order necessitates a
change fron the current system to an empowelnent system, It
requires social change,
The shift fron the current system to an empowerment systen
requíres a reorientation of who is rel-evant to the pJ,anning
process and under what capacity they should act. The current
systen invoLves prinarily professionals and aIlows citizens a

token degree of involvenent and power in the planning process.
An enpowerroent based planning practice would also involve
professíonars and citízens, but the citizens wourd control the
process rather than have it imposed upon them.
The difficulty

of shifting from the current order to an
empowerment based order is werr il-lustrated by the case study
carried out with WHCI . WHCI is an advocacy group, it was
accustomed to speaking on behalf of people rather than aiding
then in speskíng for the¡nseLves. The attenpted shift in
orientatíon required I.|Hcr to stop doing for peopre and aid the¡r
in doíng for thenserves. whire sone of the processes uti].ized by
WHCI such as brainstorming, ¡ounds, and conmuniÈy control are
enpowernent based processes, when situations becsne tense and the

group arrived at a c¡ogsroads between the two perspectives,
advocecy won out. The group went back to that which was the most
familÍar and was judged to supply the nost innediately positive

results.
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CONCLUSION NUMBER FOUR

The shift from the current system of planning to a future
systern based on empof.¡ernent requires a reorientat,ion in the role

of both the planning profession and planning professiona]. Under
an enpowernent based planning system the aim of planning is no
longer to plan for the comnunity, it is to plan with the
comnunity, The people of the community must become intricately
invo-lved in the pÌanníng process in order that the plans made for
the area reflect the needs, goals, and values of the people, as
stated by the people. The plenning professíon can no longer be
the caring parent acting in its child's best interest. It must
be a partner acting with each ¡nember of the community in the
development of the comnunity, s pIan.
The role of the planner wíthin an empowerment based system
must also change. The planner is no longer the expert doing for
the conmunity. The planner becones the expert aiding the
communíty in the development and realization of the goaJ-s they
have set out. If the conmunity needs nore information in orde¡
to make their decisions, the planner should help thern get the
infornation. The planner becones e facilitator and educator
within the comnunity rather than a technical expert doÍng what is
best for the connunity.
Once agaín the example of the case study carried out with
WHCI is relevant. The principle actors within the group, the
connunity activists should have becone facíLitators instesd of
doers. While this was accompJ.ished to some degree, the principle
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actors stilL tended to speak and act for the group, either
directly or indirectry, when situations became more criticar,
QUESTIONS ARISING OUT OF THE THESIS NOT YET ANSWERED

can the kno¡vledge of enpowernent processes be applied
to prouote enpowernent based practices?
How

The answe¡ to this question was discussed, in part, in

Chapter Five in the section dealing with changing the systen to
aid enpowernent based initiatives,
The more complete ansvrer goes
beyond sympathetic legisJ-ation ¿nd social and economic progra¡ns.

If one has sn understanding of enpowerment based practices
the best way to appry that knowledge to promote enpowernent based
practices is to sinply use your knowledge and understanding of
enpowernent r¡herever possíble. Re-organize your household so it
is trury denocratic, re-think your econonic habits to ensure they
conforn to an enpowernent-based understanding of the wor1d, and,
where possibre, change your work life to refrect an enpogrernent
perspectíve. fn other words, pronote e'powernent based pract,ices
by providing exanples of enpowernent based practices.
These denonstrêtions of empowernent besed practice need. not

be large scale, dranatic denonstrations. They need only to
provide an exanple r¡hich can be exe,mined and buiJ.t upon.
Something ãs snaLl scaLe as a meeting ¡rith a group of neighbours
to discuss issues directry rer.evant to the neighbourhood can be
an empowernent based practice if everyone in êttendance is an
equal nenbe¡ of the group whose opinions are listened to

and
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valued. If the group decídes to take action on a particular
issue it is an empowerment based practice as long as the group
sets the agenda for. íts action and does not relinquish it
particuJ-ar control of the issue and its responsíbirity to present
its particular goals and values,
can planning education contribute to enpowernent?
Enpowerrnent necessitates the largest possible range of
possibilities being present for people to choose fron. By
How

artífíciarly restricting that which is possibre enpowerment is
made less possible. Currently, planning education does just
that, Planning education restricts the realm of the possible
within pranning to refr-ect the biases of the dominant social and
economic system. rf pranning education wishes to contribute to
erupowerrnent it nust become nore open to currently unsanctioned

Ídeas fro¡r the perspective of the larger systen.
Currently, planning education is quite closely tied to the

professional connunity. The pursuit of empowerment requires that
one be less concerned with cu¡rent practice and becone more
concerned with what is possíb1e, By maintaining close ties with
the professional planning community and concerning itself wit,h
the employability of its students ¡vithin the "rea1" world
planning education does not a1low for dreans and vision. If
there ls no room to explore what rnight be then we will always
have only what exists at this point in tine. planning education
should Lead the way towards the future, not nerery settle for the

past and present,
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of the tenets of the justice system is that justice must
be seen tô be done. Similarly, planning education must be seen
be important to the realization of a well planned built
environment, If the education process does nothing but produce a
cookie cut,ter planner then its vaìue is seen to be quite
ninirnal. planning school should be a place where people go to
One

:
,
:

'

develop their ability to think more effectively about the
problems of the built environnent, not a place where you 1earn
only how to be technicarry proficient, pranning which promotes

vision ¡oust be seen to be done.

,
:

,
i
:
:
:

:
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:
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I{hat is the role of the peopJ.e norking r¡ithín the current
in a nove towards an etr¡power!¡ent based systen?
""rten
The current syten is made up of people doing their jobs and
t"ying to get on with the task of living. These ere not eviln.opre trying to deprive others of the best possibre rife, they
are normar everyday people. They, like everyone eLse are mereJ-y
acting according to the norr¡g of their position. This r¡akes the
po="ibility of change sound some¡¡hat hopeless. If everyone is
just doing their job what hope is there that they wilr stop or

do

their jobs differently?
I believe the ans¡ver Lies in the fact that the people being
referred to are nornal, average people, Their stake in changing
the current system is the sane ês everyone else's, that being,
the opportunity to create an arternative which reflects the goals
and values of people such as thenselves. UnLess they are part of
_

¡
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the snall percentage of indivíduals and g¡oups who control the
system, these people have as great a stake in change as every
other ¡ne¡nber of the population.
For these people and aII others, the approach to change Lies
in knowledge, knowledge of the current sociaL order and knowJ.edge
of the ideas and practices of aLternatives to the current sociar
o¡der. One cannot act effectively without realization of the
need to act and an idea of ¡vhich direction to act.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

In order to bring about an enpoÍ¡errûent based practice of
anything, peop.Le nust come together and exchange ideas. The
passing on of information between people working towards
êrtrpowerment is essentiaL for the growth of the idea and practice
of enpowernent,. The single largest problen encounte¡ed whife
undertaking the tenant education workshops was getting peopJ.e to
attend and become involved. The need to bring people together
and the problen of bringing then together wour.d suggest the need
for further research on techniques of conmunity organizing, Good
ideas ¡¡í11 go unheard if our abitity to organize is inadequate.
THE LAST

I{ORD

Planning must cone to grips with its place and role within
the current sociar and econo¡nic structure, rt ßust rearize that

Íts current function is to aid in the maintenance of the status
quo. Once it has progressed that far, planning must, if it is to
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the pranning profession forward, pubricry admit its function
as an agent of system maintenance. One of two things can then
occur t'hat wirl arrow the pranning profession to nove forward and
pursue alternative planning practices.
rhe first arternative is that the institutionarized segment
of planning can, after its ad¡nission of its true rol-e, stay
exactly as it is and continue to serve the same functÍons.
However' the public adrnissíon could be the startíng poínt for an
official spr-ít grithin the pranning community. planning cour.d be
divided into two distinct segments, one which unde¡took
traditional pranning rores and functions and the othe¡ whích
would exprore and undertake planning fron different perspectives
such as the empowernent perspective. The public admission of the
t¡ue rore of pJ-anning wourd be the push the pranning connunity
n..ds in order to compel theB to dear with the role confusion and
move

,

'
.

'
,
:

:

.
:
:
l

:

,

,
,
I
,
:
l

:

p".adigm breakdown outl-ined in Chapter Two.
The second alternative arising out of the planning

comnunity's public admission of its true role being that of
a""rdian of the current systen is that of serf evaluation.

a
By

adnitting it is largery ineffective ín r¡eeting nany of the real
pranning needs of the peopre in the co'nunity, which is what t,he
pr"nning profession wourd be doing if it adnitted its rore was
prirarily that of system maintenance, the pranning profession oay
finally recognize the need for some open and honest self
evaluation. All- of the relevant questions ¡¿hich the pLanning
conÌnunit,y seens to be ignoring could finally

be addressed.
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i
I
:

Questions such as: Whose interests shoutd planning serve? What
role should pì.anners and the public have within the planning
process? whose values should be expressed within the prans for a
.ornunity? what ¡nethods can produce the best results for the

stated goals of the planning actíon? ¡ can be ¡ealistically and
honestly addressed and approaches which supply some hope and
vision for the future r such ês empor{rerr¡ent, can be realisticaÌIy
explored.

In order for any of this to occur ere must, as a popuJ-ation
of individuars, stop hiding our heads in the sand. The world is
beconing an increasingly unhealthy place in which to live,

.
:
'
,
:

.
:
j

i
:

sociall-y, politically,

econonically, noralLy, and ethically. l{e
cannot continue to pretend that arl of the probrens created in
the past and perpetuêted in the present wiII go away in the
future. r're nust, as individuars, take the responsíbirity to nake
those problems go ¿way.

first

snd forenost, we must be aware of what is occurring.
W" should actively seek out information to aid in our
understanding of the crises of our world, Secondlyr we must, act

'

on our knowredge. Actions nust be taken in order to begin to
alleviate the problens of which we ha.ve becone a¡{are. rn other

i
j

words, do something, Recycle your garbage, dialogue with your
friends and share infornation, reorganize your household to nake

.

¡

l

,
:
'

it more denocratic, creete alternatives to circunstances which do
not reflect the goals and values you do not share, just do
sonethíng! Every action, no natter how s¡narl, is a demonstration
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of an individuaL or group's idea about an issue, Eaeh action we
nake r'¿hich fails to support the status quo and casts doubt on the
way things are Elenerarly done serves to undermine the status quo.
Each action we take as an aLternative to the current order
demonstretes our ability to act independentÌy of the current
order and provides others with support for the creation of their
own al-ternatives.
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INT RODUCT I ON

This handbook was r'ritten because, while meeting and working rvith
tenants in the core Area of l,Iinnipegf the staff of cARUMp fóund
that many tenants were not sure oi lhe laws
their rj.ghts and responsibil-ities as renters."borrt ,errtinf À"a of
Not knowing the laws makes it hard for tenants to: f ì_nd places
to live, to get repairs and upkeep done, and to keep up the
responsibilities of tenants and landlords. This is designed
to nake tenants aware of their responsibilities and riqhts.

This handbook shouLd help tenants to:
1. Know more about the laws to do with renting in general .
2. Know how to go about asking and getting your landl_ord to
fix things; and

3.

Know who and where to call about different kinds of rental
problems.

This handbook ís for general information only and if tenants have
any specì.f ic questions, they should contact the appropriate agency
- as listed in the table of contents.

C.A.R.U.M.P. Staff
524 Osborne Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
98
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A.

MOVING IN

lvhen you

look for a place to rent:
1. check it out carefully using "i¡hat Èo Look for when
you Rent . ,, (p 2 )
2. make. sure you understand what is and is not included
in the rent (e.9. rdater, electricity, heat, p;;ki;;t.
3. find out when the rent will 90 up next. you should get
a Notice to New Tenants (p 7 ).
ff you decide to take the place:
1. ask the tandlord or caretaker to 90 through and fiLl out
a Condition Report. with you. (attached to back cover)
2. ask for a Notice to New Tenants (p 7 ).
3. get a separate receipt (with the date on it) for your
security (damage) deposit. Save this receipt
copies of the "condition Report,' and ,,Noticã toand'yàur
¡¡eiv
Tenants
."

You may need all of these copies when you movo out as proof of what you paid,
and the condition of the place before you moved in.
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WHATTO LOOK FOR WHEN YOU RENT

Many peopJ-e do not know there are two Laws in Vlinnìpeg which
explain what condition a rented place shoul_d be in. Those two laws
are calLed the City of Winnipeg "Maintenance & Occupancy Bylaw"
and the "Manitoba Public Hêafth Act.n

This section gives you some idea of r,rhat Ís in these laws. you
can walk through a pLace you are thinlling of renting and see if
its conditions meet the.laws. or you can wark
the prace
you are in now and see if it is good enough forthrougrr
youi
If
it is,
great I If it isn'È, read the section callåa Staying There.

A GUIDE TO THE RENTAL UNIT CONDITION REPORT

when you move

ínto a new pracei, firr out a Rental unit condítion
Report. You have tqo copies at the back of this handbook.
Fil1 out
the side
a irite
dovrn anything wrong with the place. Sign it and get
landlord
or a witness to sign it too. This wiII be a record oiiour
what
place was l-ike when you moved in. Keep a copy for yourself the
safe place with your securiry ¿ amãããf-ããFõEt as ã receipr,in a
Send or give the other copy to your landLòrd
(

The condition Report shows any damage that was there when you moved
in and the landlord cannot keep youi money for what someonå erse
-you,
did.,You only have to pay for thã damage done by youi"uif,

family or your friends
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A Cuide to the

Rental Unit
Condition Report

EXTERIOR means

outside

--Look for cracks

and.

hoLes in t.he outside
walls (which could
let in cold air,

insects and rodent

mm

--Front and back doors
should fit tightly and
have locks with keys
(not padlocks or just
hooks or L¡olts )

--Windows should be well
fitted, Any broken
windows should be

replaced by your tandlord before or soon

after you

move 1n.

Storm wÍndows should be

provided iiom November to
April; screens from May
to lJovember.

--Garbage cans or

containers shouLd
provided outside.

s)

NTERIOR means

inside

Èe what shape

s tairs
e in - cracks, treads,

ndrails?

all
ectrical switches
tLets v¡ork,
Check whether

and

--Note any holes or
--Check for leak i ng
cracks in the ceil ings,
water pipes and see
wa11s, floors, counters,
whether the taps in
and cupboards. Large
the sinks and tub shut
holes or cracks should
off properly. AIso
be fixed before or soon
check for leaks in the
after you move in.
water heater (lank) .
Even small drips
can raise your water
bill a fai_r amount.

nr
Ðå

Ette¡,
'heck whether the oven
all the elements on

Bathroom

!

--Should have a fan,
vent or window,
' s tove \rork .
--F1ush toilet to see
if it works properly.
heck the fridge and its
If the water keeps
ezer--Note scratches or
running for a long time,
1t can add a lot to the
water bi11.
re should be a plug close --Chips or large cracks
the countertop.
in the Èub, toilet or
baslns shoul-d be fixed.

Basement:

--Furnace-ask what kind
of heat-gas, oiI or
electric and how much
the biLls usually cost
in cold weather.
--Fj-nd the gauge for
an oil heater and keep

it more than 1/4 fuIl.
--Ask about bugs or
mlce.

r57

,-r+*.

,ffirl

=tr
ï

Bedrooms

:

--ShouId have a closet
or wardrobe case, a door,
light and plu9.

Cf

eanli-ness:

If the last tenants did
clean the place very
weI1, the landlord
should make sure it is
cl-eaned before you move
in. Make sure you clean,
as best you can, when you
move. The landlord can
keep part of your security
deposit Èo pay for
not_

Fire Alarm:
--Check if there is
smoke detector or
some sort of fire
system in case of

cleaning,

*After making a list of required repairs,
refer to the section in this
handbook dealing with " Reporting Needed Repairs
to Ehe Landlord " , page r0.

a1
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SECURITY (DAMAGEI DEPOSIT

This is money (cash, cheque or money order) that a tenant gives
the l-andlord before or together with the first mont.h's rent. rt is
the landl-ord's security against a t.enant causing damage or J.eaving
without paying the rent,
The amount of the deposit cannot be more than half of one
month.rs rent and you should get a separate receipt for it.
not throw away your recej_pt. It is proof that yóu have paidDoyour
deposit.

As mentioned, it Ís real]y important to fiII

out a Renta1 Unit
Conditign Report with the Iandlord or caretaker at EEã-TTñê-]6u
move into a house or suite. This wiII be written proof of
what condition the place was in when you arrÍved und ..n help i.n
getting back your deposit.

NOTICE TO NEW TENANTS

When

you move into a new place, the landlord should give you
New Tenants" (see sample on page 7 l.

"Notice to

This form te1Is you:
--how much the rent is;
--what is included in that rent;
--when and how much the last rent increase was;
--when the next rent increase will be,

and,

If you do not get this form, ask your landlord for one and if
y9y :ti1l do not get one, call the Rent Regulation Bureau at
945-247
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STAYING THERE

It is j.nportant v¿hile staying in a rented home to know both your
responsibirities (page '-9) and your randlord¡s responsibitities
(page --9) , When both of you knõw what you should änd should
do, it can be a lot easier to work togetÈer to get your place not
into
good condition and to keep it that way.
If you do not keep up your re spons ibil itíes , the landlord can
ask.you to leave (page 23 I . If the landlord does not keep up
his/her responsibiliÈies, you can get help as described unäer ,'What
j-f the landlord does not do the reþairs2"- (page Ii ). If you
think your next rent raise is unfair, you can call the
Rent
Regulation Bureau (page l3 ).
Many. people find pests like cockroaches, mice, silver fish,
bed bugs and beetles líving in their homes. ìf you want tó get
rid of them, read ',pests'r (page 15 -19)

Remember! A landlord cannot ask you to leave for: attempting
to enforce tenant's rights; or reporting condítions to heãlth;
building or fire departments, the Office of the Rentalsnan, or
reporting unfair rent raises to the Rent Regulation Bureau.
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TENANT'S RESPONSIBILITIES

A tenant ' s responsibilities are:
a, To pay the rent on time.
b. To keep the place clean.

c. To take proper care of the place and if you
or your
guests break anything, to fix it as soon as possible.
d. To report all necessary repairs to your Landlord
or
caretaker right away.
e. To be considerate and not make noise that
bothers
your neighbours.

LANDLORD'S RESPONSIBILITIÊS

A landlord's respons ibil itie s a¡e:
a. To provide and maintain the unit in good condition.
Use a Rental Unit Condition Report
the information
on page 2 , "What to Look for lfhenand
you
to
check out if a place is in good iepair. Rent,,,
If
it
is not
in good repair:

no not rent it,

or
Ask the 1andlord to fix things.
b. To keep the place repaired and looked after.
c. To provide enough garbage containers (with lids)
and. ensure
the garbage areas are cÍean.

d. To keep conmon areas (hallwaysf entrances and
laundrv
rooms, common washrooms) clean, welL lit u;à-";;;..i;'
multi-f amily buildings.
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REPORTING NEEDED REPAIRS TO THE LANDLORD

there is something wrong Ìvith your pIace, it is a good
idea to let your landlord icnow right awãy.
Why should I report needed repairs right away?
1. It is better to report broken appliances as soon as they
break down and danaged wj.ndows, ceiLings, waL1s, fl_oors,
etc. as soon as the damage happens. It is a lot easier
to explain \,¡hat happened if you inform the landlord when
Whenever

damage occurs.

)

If you wait until a tot of things are broken or damaged,
it becomes harder to explain.

3.

If you vrait until you move out to explain how everything
happened, sometimes the 1andlord will try to keep some
or alL of your damage deposit. If the ptace is repaired
before you move out, the Iandl-ord has Iess reason to
keep your money.

Dripping taps and running toíIets vrill nake the
landlord's or your water bil.I higher. Missing or broken
windows, cracks around the doors, furnaces that do not
work properly, will make the landlord's or your heating
bill hj.gher. Report these things and have lower utility
bills. Otherwise, Iandlords wiLl want to raise the reni
to pay for the high utilitj.es (heat, electricity and

^

vrater) bi11s.
WHAT

IS

THE BEST WAY TO REPORÎ NEEDED REPATRS?

l.

Notify the landlord in writing. Make sure the date is
the letter and keep one copy for yourself.
2. If this does not workr read the next section of this
handbook

.

on
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?

There are Government department s
you nay go to for he].p in getting
repairs done in your rented home.
The landl-ord cannot ask you to
leave for reporting necessary

repairs,
ProvincíaL covernment - Landlord

OFFICE OF THE RENTALS¡4AN

&

- 302-254
R3C 3Y4

Tenant Affairs

Edmonton Street

I l^Iinnipeg

Phone:945-2476

The landlord is responsible for keeping
pLace you are renting
from him or her in good repair una'rif'ro,.theyðu
tã íi;"-;;.--

If reDairs are necessary immediatety, ÈelI your Iandlord and
rvrite ìrim or her a note about the råóairs.
yoìrr landlord does
not clo the repairs, vísit the Office of thqrfRentalsman
and ask
them to help you rir
päii=i
.o
.iãi-ãontacting
be sent to vour randrord. NorE: you .åi-t""t be evicteà
the Rentalsman ' s office.

the landlord has received the "Forrnar- Applicatlon for Repairs,,
stiLL fails or refuses to make repairs, the Rentalsman may ask
that you send your rent to the Rentar.sman ínstead of your randr-ord
until- the repairs are compreted. NorE: you cannot hold back your
when

and

renl for anv rêasc.n withotrt an c'rcle¡ from f he Rentê] sman I s

Of f i ee.

contact the Rentar-sman's offlce íf you have guestions in any of the
following areas:

I.
2,
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
9.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Leases.

Security Depos its .
Rights of prÍvacy.

Locks.
Tenant Responsibil-ities.

Landlord Responsíbj.Iities.
Rent fncreases (proper notification to tenant)
SublettÍng and ass igning.
Notice to vacate (eviction) .
Landlord to Tenant Notice to move.
Tenant to Landlord Noti.ce to move.

Non-payment of rent.
Landlord's property, such as fridge and. stove, fence,
garden, garage, etð.
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PROVI\CIAL LANDLORDS & TENANT AFFAI RS
R!]}IT R.AISES - THE RENT REGULATIOII BI1REAU

302-254 Edmonton St.

Phone:

9

45-247

6

RENT INCREASES
How often?

Rent on apartments and multi-family dwell-ings can usualÌy only be
increased ônce Þer year. you must get 3 months written notice
before the rent is raised. (see copy of Notice of Increase in Rent,
paqe 14)

.

when you renÈ

a

new

p]ace, ensure you receive a form entitled
(page 7) , This form wil_I indicate what anount

of rent the previous tenant paid.
How much?

Landlords must notify the Rent Regulation Bureau of every rent
increase. A landlord cannot raíse the rent bv more than the
yeqrty. pe.rc
and ask what rate landlords are supposed to increase the rent
for the year and make sure your rent is not increased without
the approval of the Rent Regulation Bureau.

for a greater increase is sometimes given wnen
lpproval
landlord has spent a lot of money to fix up tñe building Erre
oi
if someone moves out of a building where tñe rent was véry
low.
You can object to any rent increase by visiting or writing the
Rent Regulation Bureau. They will ask you to éxplain why you
think the rent is too high and then they wiII f oðk into it.
For more information, including pamphlets, please visit the
Rent Regulation Bureau at the above address.
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CITY OF WINNIPEG HEALTH DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC HEALTH INSPECTION

BR.ANCH

2g0 William Avenue
phone: 996_2443

complaints received by the HeaIth Department daily
include:

CoÍunon

not. enough heat, no hot water, leaking toiLets or pipes,
broken windows, bugs, mice, cracked aña uro:<en ri.ã.!-ãÁa
countertops

A Pub1ic Health Inspector wilt go out and look at any potentially
dangerous situation within 24 hóu¡s from the ti.*.
v"ü pÀãr"'i"
your
complainÈ.

ff there are other problems with your place that are not imrnediatery
dangerous but stiLl need. repair, point-them out to the-inspåctor
when he arrives because he may orã.t your randlord to maie'iepairs
Public Health fnspectors have the right and responsibility to
inspect _any building to assess whethår it meets health anå safety
standards under the public Heatth Act. They may arsã ."näå.i ur,¿
crose buirdinss, if rhev decide rhar the uùirains i" nãl-iil r",
people to live in.

CITY OF I.VINNIPEG BUILDI¡JG INSPECTTO}IS DIVIS ION
395 t{ain Street
phone I see below

rf you find there is-a probrem in prumbing, mechanicar, erectrical
or structurarly unsafe conditions
in the ñome, ("r;h
about. to collapse or broken,/rotted floor boarás 'una ;å ããiring=
the city of Winnipeg:
"lãir"i pnor.r"
ElectricaL Section
9g 6-5190
Plumblng & Mechanical

Section
Existing Buildings Secrion
(unsafe bulldings, etc. )

9g6-5190
9g 6-53 0 0

If there is a problem in controlling weeds, phone t.he Weed Control
Branch of the City of Winnipeg at 996-3016.
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rf you have contacted any one of the provinciaL Government.
departments risted above for heJ-p and find that for some reason you
did not get the help you were looking fott visit or calJ_ the office
of the Ombudsman and expLain your problem to them,
The Office of the ombudsman listens to complaints
have
about provincial Government Departments. rrtey riri peopfe
ii.t"À"tié"t.
your complaint and help you deal with the depårtment.
The ombudsman 1s a neutral officer of the Legislature
a part of the government.

and. not
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PEST CONTROL

Very often, house pests such as cockroaches, bed bugs,
carpet beetLes and mice cause problems to househofds. flour and
generally found in areas where there is food, water, They are
shel-ter, The forl-owing are general descriptions of ¡^,armth and
some common
house pests.
COCKROACHES

Cockroaches are oval shaped and. have
bodies. cerman
cockroaches are the most common. tf,"yflat
pale broron and have
åre
winss but cannor ftv. orienral_ cockråaåhes-"r"
áãi* ¡;;;"";,
bit
bisger.
Cockroaches
like
srarchy
l1:.f'.-:lO^:
can rrve on armost anv kind of food and househoiå food besr bur
ilt;r;;i;.
rhev carrv rilth on rÀeir feer ana ¡ãäies ana rãarrä-a-*"!Ë|'u"a
smel1 and taste to the food tney touch.

DIrCE

brownish.gray bodies and dark tails. They tike ro stay
Y_i::_l?".
lndoors, where it is warm. During
su¡nmer, Èhey oftån iive-ãut¿oors,
close to buildings, sidewalks
åïl-¡rice- eat any food availabre
and destrov and contaminate (add
"r-"ã
su;;i tã-Èrrð-r"åä'tr.,åi"tåù"n.

SILVERFTSH

SiLverfish have fIat, Iong and thin bodies. They are broad.
front and become narrow toward the end and are very quick. at
They eat any food with sÈarch
prãI.i" such as dried beef, frour,
paper and glue. They may be founã
"r on floors
among wallpapers, books ànd other mateiials. and walls and in and

BEDBUGS

Bedbugs are reddish-bror,jn
r,rithout
wings. They have a
"Ëå"Jru"l.,.a
distincrive musrv ôdour ."ãinsects
ã.""ãt
with võur fingers.
rhey can rive thiouqrl ir.ärtiä";;;pã;.;i...s
and wiÈh rirrre or
no food ar all for iong perioás ;f-aiË: They
usualty hide and
ray esss in beddins aná in ãi"ãr"l;;;;år",
anythins
that is dark
and undisturbed. Bedbugs are ¡lo"á=u.L".s.
- and prefer the blood of
mav be i'"ti'aù"ãã

liä"i:¿u':i:;iî::.:n"t

r;'t; i;;-;;*å"ãv'iT"ito'"

BEETLES

Flour beetles usually stay in food products
which are kept for
a long period of time. such
as
ffour'ãnã-"ur"uf
beettes are another Li"à ot-¡eåri;: ;ir;y are products. Carpet
reddish or dark
brown and cause damage to carpet",
furs,
leather, silkr
and s Írni
Lar materi.als.

"ã"iår_r",

FLEAS

Fleas are smar1, brownish,
and hard bodied insects. They
like warm, moist and dirty wingress
envír;;.;;;
warehouses, basements, unåer ¡uilãi"g"-u"aand are commonÌy found in
in yards. rñey prefer
places where rhere is a ror o¡ ¿usi ána-i;"ã"råilî;;
carpets and couches. They are found-äi u ,ruriuty
";ä;r.:
of animals
such as dogs, cats, mice ånd
h;;;n;.
Fteas
feed on blood
and may pass on undesirable "n
diseases
such as
tapeh'orms.and typhus to people
"rg.;t;;;-;nd
l
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REVENl T ON

You can prevent these bugs and mice from coming

into your house
by taking the following Átep.,
1. Wrap up f ood and put it away af ter mea.l-s.
2. Keep kitchen wastes and other garbage in containers with
tighr fitting Iids and rake it-outside u"urya"y ãr-u;;;y
second day.

3. Keep the stove, countertops, floors and walls clean of
grease, crumbs and other food stuffs.
4. Vacuum the rugs to remove dlrt and dust regularly.
5'
store rice and other dried foods
sealed containers or prastic
bags.
'n
6. Repair cracks or holes in ord.er to prevent cockroaches or
mice from getting into the house.
Please take note that, you. may be a very good housekeeper,
or cockroachès becåuse tfrey åre already in the buÈ
favg
-bugs
building.
CONTROL

Once cockroaches

or other bugs are in

the building, it is very
hard to get rid of thern your;elf, naiã-or.
other insect sprays
do not work because the -spray onfy fiiis the
you can see,
not the ones you cannot sèe õr thåír eggs. Abugs
professional
exterminator is best.
Landlords should arrange to have insecÈs and mice renoved
by
bringing in a professionai- exterminator. rf you see cockroaches
(or mice), tal.k to your r-andrord about getting
of them for
you. If the Landlord does not do this, you can getrid
help by caÌLing
the Health Department aE 9g6-2446,
Before the Exterminators

come:

1. Take everything (food and dÍshes, pots and pans), out of
all Èhe kitchen cupboards, araweis, fridge,'stovå ã"ã ãorr",
everything v/ith a plastic sheet or
keep the spray from getting on it. a U:.añXåt. rfli= *iii
2. Arrange to have your pets outsíde or staying with friends
for the day.

I7I
3. Take cr-othes, shoes and other things off sherves and froors
of crosets and put them on the bedÀ, clothes tr-,ut årà
hangi_ng up can stay where they are.
4, Move all your furniture ar¡/ay from the walls and into the
centre of the room so they can spray the baseboards.
Leave your house or apartment for about four or five hours.
When

you come

home:

].

Wash off your kitchen countertops, fridge and stove tops
rvith soap and water (so you can- put fooá on
th;;-";"i;i .
2. Do not \,/ash off your cupboard shelves and drawers or floors.
spray should stay on the¡n for about three weeks to xiii tne
cockroaches as they come out of the woodr.¡ork. tnsteaã
you
can line your shelves and drawers wíth paper. rl wiii ¡e
safe to put your dishes and food away.
3. Clothes and everything in other rooms can be put away right
ar./ay.

After your house has been sprayed, you may notice more cockroaches
or bugs around for a few aays åfterward. This is
.ã^*on.
The.bugs_are coming out of õracks in the wood.work,
".iy
hiding places. They will- eventually die.
"uirå ána otn",
Used Furnir_ure
lvhen you buy used furniture, to be sure it does not carry
cockroaches or bedbugs, or thelr eggs, you can buy
to use gl it. Buy either Chtorodáñe' 2'? or Diazion.
"o*u
ft "ir.y
comes
in two litre and four litre containers. Two Litres would
be
enough to spray all your furniture.
you can buy tfre
=piãy f.o*
an exterminating company. Check the phone bookl under'
Exterminators, for addrèsses and phonå numbers.

Four or five hours after you spray your used furniture, use a
or stiff brush ancl clean it
r.ii i" Àri ti-r.
cracks and throw al1 the dirt (it has eggs r.ty
in
it)
outside in the
garbage. Then spray the vacuum cleaner ínside.
vacuum creaner

If you move out of a place v,¡here there were cockroaches or other
bugs before the exterminator has sprayed,
ã"ã-";;";; i"",
f urniEur-è-Go bug's eggs do not n""à
"pr"V
you
to your new place.
"iir.,

I Ió

C.

MOVING OUT

1.

lrlhen you want

to move out, give the proper written notice
(so you don't end up stayini extra
time or paying rent on
two places) (pages 21 & 22)
2. When the landlord asks you to move out, make sure you get
proper written notice. check out r,¿hether you rea1J.! harie to

leave. (see page 23) .
3. As long as it is a reasonable time of day, let the caretaker
or landlord in to show the place to peopie wfro migfrt wãnt"
to rent it.
4. If you have broken anything, fix what you can on your own.
5. !9 u thorough cleaning. Do not leave any belongings behind.
If you have furniture or other 1ar9e
to ái"ó""é
set them outside by_ the garbage cais. itãms
"i,
Call- the ciiy rniã:
rmation line and ask for the iunber to call for spåcial
garbage pick-up for your area. City Information line 9g6_217I
6. Take out your condition reporÈ agaJ.n and go through the
place with the landlord or caretåker.
7. As long as the place is clean and there is no damage, you
should get back your security deposit plus interesÉ wii¡in
14 days. Ask the landlord whèthei they will nail a cnequã
to you or if you shoutd pick it up. (Ëage
25) .
8. Change your address. phone covernment Departments and Utility
.gTp?li"p directly_ to speed up address cîranges on cheque--and
utilities. A1so, change-of adåress cards aré avaiLablË
PosÈ offices and drug stores, one of these cards shourdat
be sent
to the main post Office so they can send your mail to youi
is a charge to irave th posi Office ao tiris, new
¡ut
?9d."."::_There
they wíII redirect all your mail for 3 months.
*Remember, if there ís an argument about the
security
or if it is late, read page 25-"Getting your Securiiydeposit,
Oäposit
Back
-

"
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TENANT TO LANDLORD NOTICE (When

!ùhen

you wanÈ to move out)

to qive nôt ic.ê

'iust- hefore vortr next rent oavmenl
is c]tle. For most people, who
rent by the month/ this means on or before
the 3oth or 3l- st of the
MONTh . IdAKE ST'RE YOU
GIVE

YOUR RECORDS.

How much

notice

À

IIRITTEN NOTTCE .1}¡D

KEEP

À

COPY FOR

?

If you do not have a tenancy agreement (lease) you
usually need
to give the tandlord one moithí"
you
to
move.
givè your
notice on the rasÈ day of one month
"oti.u
anã_move
out
orl-irlã-iã"t
auy
of the next month. e.g. Write on June 30th that you
will
be
movlng out July 3lst.
Tenancy Agreement (commonly known as

a

Lease)

ff you have signed a. tenancy agreement,
you have
asreed to rent rhe place foi a ser pËií"¿this means (ú;;.ïî;""
ai;;year) . You can stilI give notice to';;;;.
"f
if the
tenancy agreement is not ending, it is'up However.
you
to
to
someone
suitable to rent the pLace f="Éí"tlinõl ] you need fÍnd
get
to
the
landlord's approvat oi the ;.;-a;;;;'i;:'
ff the landlord offers to sublet your place for a
fee, check the
with the Rentalsman,s Offiåe. äñ.r.
is
a
set
-"
rate a
landlord should charcre tor
"u¡iÀtii"n.
amount
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LANDLORD TO TENANT NOTICE (When

How much

the landlord asks you to

move)

notice?

Below are some of the reasons the landlord can ask you to move
out on short notice.
a. If y9" do not pay-the rent three days after it is due, the
Iandlord can ask for it in writing ånd then u"L you-tå '
leave within a certain perlod of iime.
b, .If . yg" let your place get so dirÈy that it damages the
building or smells so bad it bothårs other tenaits, oi if
your yard or stairway is an "eye
sore,,, then
fánãi"i¿
can cafl the Health Department to order you tothe
.fããn
he can give you notice to move.
"p-",
c. ff
a guest cause severe damage to the bu j.lding and
-you or
refuse
to fix it, then the landlord can ask you
to leave
1n five days.
d. If you often make enough noise that it bothers your neighbours,
then the landlord can ask you to leave in five åays. -For other reasons, such as the landlord wanting to move into
the house or suite himself, you should get one month,s notice
You shoul_d get 3 months notice to move when:
I. Major repairs or renovations are to be done that cannot be
done with someone.Iiving in the ptace. uany rep.ii""ã.., fe
made without the tenantè havinq to move õIE:-OR

2. The landlord plans to close up or tear down the building.
A1ways check with the Rentalsmanrs OffÍce to find out j_f you
have been given the correct amount of time to move, or if
you think_ something on the notice is not
fair or nót true
For example, you may disagree_wj-th your Iandlord
tnut-you f,u,r"
caused damage or made a_ Iot of noisè, or you may disagiee
thaÈ
you cannot 1j_ve there through the renovatjons. -
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SAMPLE NOTICE TO VACATE TO TENANT

Present date:

September

Tenants

To: Mr, & Mrs. Bil-L

Names:

Address of rented

Eõmã-ì aaEe to-- mõve

30,

L988

Jones

I hereby give you notice to vacate the
premises at 132 Anv Street on the 31st day
of December, 1988, for the following reason:
have to make major repairs to the house
including removing ureaformaldahyde insulation,
repairing the foundation and extensive electrical
re-wirJ.ng. These repairs cannot be done íf the
house is occupied.
We

Reason

for notice

Yours truly,

Landlordrs s igna ture
John Doe
John Doe Realty Ltd.

177

Normally the security deposit, plus interest on your money,
should
be returned to you witfrin fa åays afiei
yo,_, have moved out.

If there is back rent owing, or you, your family or guests have
nor iixed it,'tirå tanato;á ¿;",k;;; all or
part-of-the deposit. Exactly
how
of the A"pã"it'-tflã "
fandlord can keep must be ¿eåi¿ea much
by the RentâIsman,s office. It
is up to the landlord to prove thut-you-aiffi
damaged somerhing and

Landlords can never hold- or take your
as payment for
-tf.,à
rent or damages. rf you leave anylhÍngbelongings
behiñd,
must store it for at least 2 montirs beiore disposinglå"åi"la
;i-i¿:
If you do not receive your security deposit, plus interest, within
14 days, or if you and your randlord disagree on the amount
of
damage that is your fauJ.t, phone or visit the Rentarsman,s
office
at 302-254 Edmonton street. The Rentalsman's office wilr. ask
the
l-andlord to send the security deposit noney to their office
unt.i j.
they sort thÍngs out.
* Remembe r
Rentalsmanrs Off
wiII be ab to he1
wi th
r secur
t more
lout
ti
irst
(attached to ba ck cover

)

NOTES

APPENDIX

B

On Wednesday mornings, many peoplè go t,o

the North-"u"i"lr.
End
Conmunity Ministry for food, somè påop1ã go early
information on a varietv of subjects wirich-mav ¡."oi""ái"i".J"a to
-iho=.
th9m. . One Wednesday morning whãn the topic wàs nou=in],
in
attendå.nce were asked to pretend they were a bird and to draw the
house the bird saw. Here is a coLleåtíon of the things tte ¡lra=
saw

.

- Torn tile
- Dripping taps
- Broken doors
- Running toi let bowL
- Needs a paint job
- Windows and sc¡eens broken
- Doors cantt lock
- I{indows need repair (water danage - cold air cornes in during
winter months
- Oven needs repai r
- Needs new paint (hasn,t been painted in 6 years )
- Carpet has rotted
- Plaster falling in bathroon
- Under a loading zone
- SIot for ¡naiLbox broken
- TíIes for floor loose
- ToiIet fixtures broken
- Hot plates not working
- Place not worth fixing
- HoLes in wall - plaster falLing
- Mice starting to invade
- No screen door
- Sêggíng
- Missing tiles
- Sewer keeps plugging up
- Walls need fixing
- Heating set right
- FLoor needs fixíng real bad
- Lights need f ix ing
- Steps need to be fíxed
- Outside needs repairing
- Roof dananged
- Needs nore furniture
- Needs new windows
- Landlord is too dann cheap
- The bird sees it needs roòfing
- The bird sees it needs a ,r"* ãoor - new tiLes, windows,
cupboards¡ padJ.ocks, railings, and paint.
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